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The Institute for the Future -is an independent research Irganization, founded
as a nonprofit corporation for work solely in the public interest. It is dedicated
exclusively to systematic and comprehensive study of the long-rarge future. The.
Institute's primary aims, as formulated in its Articles of L-IcOrporation, are
fourfold:

". .. to enlarge existing understanding concerning technological, Ovironmental,
and societal changes and their long-range consequences; to develoP'new meth-
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results of such research and scientific advances to the public; and,to serve as an
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The Institute's research program has two major components: development of
forecasting methods for the analysis and synthesis of potential ftittres and the
application of such methods to specific problems. The general areas of Institute
research include the description of alternative future corporate environments;
the assessment of future cons:quences of public policy choices; arid the identi-
ficdion of emerging critical societal issues. Among the speCific topics investi-
gated in prior Institute strdies are: employee benefits, time/money budgets,
plastic materials, the telephone industry, ii.s.,v;trint, computers,' alternative
energy ,policies, food and agribusiness, international and regional economic
developments, the social responsibility of business, no-fault automobile insur-
ance, residential housing, general revenue shning, community development
action plannidg, rifid educational futures.

In its research, the Institute employs a variety of futureS-nnaiytic te:hniques
as well as the more traditional methods of physical and social science research,
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WHAT IS CAMELIA?

A SUMMARY

In an imaginary world of 1985, there is an Imaginary country we call

Camelia. We created Camelia to explore the long-term potential of telecon-

ferencing for a cross-cultural, small-group communication situation. In

our future world, Camelia faces an impending drought, and several organiza-
-

tions could help. But there is a communication problem here: no one knows

exactly how bad conditions are likely to be or just how much relief the
-

various organizations will be able to provide. And those who could answer

these questions haven't been talking to each other.

The problem is revresentative of many communications situations today..

But there is an important difference, too. In 1985, when the economic Minis-

ter of Camelia wants to confer with the chairman of an international foo&

consortium and a representative of the U.S. government, the discussions may

not take place in person. Instead, the-three of them could sit in front of

small television cameras, type on computer terminals, or use audio channels

to work with each other or with other organizations in any part of the world.

The t..chnology for such teleconferencing already exists: over 40 video,

audio, and computer-based teleconferencing systems are in limited use today.

However, the days are gone when the technical feasibility of an idea

guaranteed that it would become amarket reality. Our society is becoming

sophisticated enough to refrain from developing technologies it does not

want--or at least to delay their introduction and influence their form.

Besides, the human factors of tgkeconferencing are so complex that the

transition from the laboratory to the real world is quite delicate. The

initial market failure of the Picturephone® , a service that industry

regarded as a likely success, has taught forecasters in this field a

serious lesscin. It is not enough to find a way to send a picture or.a

voice or written words from "here" to "there." One must also make judgments
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about why the inforztation is sent, when, how often, at what level within

an organization, and with what cultural backdroc. Any mistake in this

analysis will mean a mismatch between the technology and the user commu-

nity it intends to serve.

It is our feeling that no appraisal of teleconferencing can stand

solely on the technological potential we see-today. As interested re-

searchers in Europe remarked: "Don't tell us about how the technology

works. We are certain that those things can be developed. What we want

to know is what they will do to the way.we think and to the things we can

think about."

Over the past decade, more than a hundred studies have examined the

social effects of new teleconferencing media. From those studies, the fol-

lowing profiles of each medium emerge:

Video teleconferencing. Video teleconferencing has a rich potential

for communiation which cannot be reduced to words or print. But it

-also has some pitfalls. One is the "Hollywood syndrome"--the asso-

tiation of video teleconferencing with movies and television. This

association cap make group meMbers self-conscious and encourages a

"presentation" style of communication; in the extreme, it might lead to

deliberate deception. Also, video teleconferencing has not yet been

demonstrated as an effective medium for meetings among strangers.

Furthermore, while video meetings tend to have an "unorganized for-

mality," careful preplanning by the group leader--a regular schedule

of not-too-long meetings--seems necessary.

COmputer-based teleconferencing. Computer conferencing is print-based

communication, using typewriter terminals and a computer network to link

groups together. Its major advantage over other teleconferencing media

is its flexibility of participation times. Unfortunately, since there

is no firm schedule for a computer conference, participation may be ir-

regular, especially if the need to communicate is not obvious. When the

need to communicate does exist, this print-based medium provides a writ-

ten record which can improve management of technical information. Here

\
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again, though, the capabilities of the medium can be abused: the value

of information can be overemPhasized at the xPense of interpersonal

communication. For some, the printed word will also be frustrating

since, in computer conferencing, even the best orator cannot demand

the group's attention. For others--particularly shy participants--it

may encourage more ecual participation.

Audio teleconferencing. In audio teleconferencing, many of the non-

verbal signals which are assumed in face-to-face meetings are missing.

Such lack of visual information does not necessarily inhibit communi-

cation; for sensitive communications situations, such as negotiation,

it may even have subtle advantages. Nevertheless, there are some orga-

nizational problems. For example, speaker recognition and order of

speaking are difficult; if participants have not met before, this prob-

lem is exaggerated, and shy people may not feel free to join in the

discussion. Also, the group is likely to spend a lot of time in self-

organization. For planning an audio teleconference, thl-ee keyWords

seem very important: brevity, regularity, and simplicity.

Face-to-face Conferencing. Face-to-face communication is often the

unquestioned standard for comparison with new media. However, face-

to-face conferences have their own advantages and disadvantages. Most

people respond positively to face-to-face meetings; it is a "friendly"

medium. Also, face-to-face appears to be superior for complex tasks,

such as those involving conflict and negotiation. It is a fine medium

for a natural orator, but it does not guarantee that everyone will get

an equal hearing. Also, large amounts of information may be overwhelm-

ing in face-to-face situations. Time seems to be a critical factor

for this medium: the intensity of communication which creates a feel-

ing of intimacy can also be perceived as pressure; and in a short meet-

ing with too many tasks, this pressure can destroy the communication.

Face-to-face will probably feel more ,Thatural" than electronic media,

but it will not necessarily be.the most effective means of communication.



The Camelia Report is both a synthesis and a rrobe. It synthesizes the

technical capabilities and social evaluations of audio, video, and computer-

based teleconferencing. The first section, "Teleconferencing Today," briefly

summarizes the state of the art in teleconferencing technology. (Reference

materials provide detailed information later in the report:) Then, using

this state-of-the-art overview as a starting point, the second section of

the report introduce& the\Camelian situation to probe th, meaning of current

evaluations of teleconferencing in a future setting wher such technologies

will be casually available. The guiding questions in this probe are:

How can we make intelligent choices among teleconferencing media

once they are offered to us?

How can we learn to use them effectively?

How can we improve our understanding of the social consequences of

new teleconferencing media?

To approach these three questions, we have assumed that, while the

fundamental features.of teleconferencing media are likely to remain.con-

stant, the current form and usage patterns result from transient phenomena.

The technology will eventually find its own level, but its social effects

will not become observable for 5, 10,-or 15 years. In order to study these

effects, we must somehow compress this waiting period. We have begun.by

using the current evaluations as a bridge to a world of 1985, where the,

Camelians are facing drought. A private foundation is attempting to promote

better communication among those who have a stake in the Camelian prOblem.

We show both effective and ineffective applications of.each medium for this

situation. The result is eight\scenarios in which the same cast..of charac-

ters communicates under the same general situation in what amounts to a

sociocultural sensitivity analysis.

The skeleton on which the scenarios are built is a summary of the

"strengths" and ,"weaknesses" of each medium, as found in the social evalu-

ations to date. These strengths and weaknesses are included, together with

a classification of studies, as reference materials. Also included is a

catalog of representative teleconferencing systems and a bibliography.

12
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The focus of the Camelia scenarios is small group communication. But

at least as important -71.11 he organizational and societal issues related

to the use.of Ig. Such research is only beginning bo occur,

but will be e small group perspectives 11 ..he context of,/

organizationui dl change.
///

Our own plans call for the translation Of the scenarits into a/ttorial

for new users of teleconferencing systems. We hope that this exerpise
,

'will be-used
/

internationally to explore possible styles of teleco/nferencing,

socialbarriers _to its use, problems'Of cross-cultural commun'.6ation via

teleconferences, and other related issueS. While the focus of our effort

is on .social eValuation of teleconferencing systemS, we gOnclude this'
,

'phase of our study with a strong realization that no medium can be evalu-

ated solely in terms of strengths and weaknesses. The mysteries and art
/

of human communication remain obvious,,no matter whet ilediim is used.

Teleconferencing media introduce a new set of potentials and problems, but

they don't provide,instant remedies-to the coMplexity of the communiOation

:process.

4
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I. TELECONFERENCING TODAY: AN OVERVIEW

Interest in teleconferelluing has grown steadily in recent years. Re-

search in this aeld initially focused on technological issues. Then, in- _

1960i the Institute for Defense Analyses sponsored a major study of telea

conferencing as amaid for international,negotiations. This work was not

distributed brOadly, however, .and there was little teleCbnferencing re-
/

search in the late 1960s. ' In 1970,the Communications Studies Group began

Work in.Londonunder the direction of Alex Reid (end later, under Martin '

-
Elton). This group has proVen td be a prime cataiyst for interest in tele-

.2
conferencing syStems and their social effects,: Its work has Complemented

4
7

ongoing research in Canada, Australia, Sweden', and the. United States. Most'

'recently, a systematit catalog of teleconferencing'systems .(Hough, 1976)

has-identified 37 different systeMs intended specifically for small group

communication, and a new journal, with a strong focus on teleconferencing

research, has been introduced.
3

The phase'of commercial aPplication of

teleconferencing systems is juSt beginning.

Each teleconferencing medium--video,.audio, and computer conferencing--

.has its own history and its.own fundaMental characteristics which influence
.

its potential applications. While current systems are changing rapidly,

these lundamental features are likely to remain. 'Bells and.whistles!' may

be,added, and the media will almost certainly become more_broadly accessible.

But no major technological//breakthroughs are likely to change their basic

functions, which are described below.`

2
Th work of the Communications-Studies Group is discussed in detail

in a book by John Short, Ederyn Williams,.and Bruce Christid,,called The
--' Social Psychology of_Telecommunications (John Wiley, 1976). Many of the

CSG reports axe listed in the* bibliography of this report;. reports issued
before 1973 can be obtained'from: Post Office Telecommunications, TMk 3.3.1,
Room 120, 2-12 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7AG, England. Post=1973 reports,
are available from.Communications Studies and.Planning, 56/60'HallaM.Street,
London W1N 5LH.

3
Telecommunications Poldcy, IPC Business Press,'Ltd., 205 East 42nd

Street, New York, New York 10017.
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VIDEO TEI,ECONPERENCING

,

In his 1971. novel-Diabblus, David Saint John has an Intelligence agent

discussing a point in the office of the CIA station Chief in Paris:

Peter finished his coffee and looked'around: Evans was sitting

tly next to the drape-hung wall. There was no sound in the .

',11-d room, but Peter.knew they were shielded by an electronic

IDL , impenetrable to any formof bugging. In one corner stood

screen and camera that perMitted conferences with the-

.ctor-via\satellite..

While such technology is more casually available in.spy novels than the:

real world, video teleconferencing is already a technical reality. 'The

usually unquestioned aSsumption behind video has been that the closer a

-medium can come to face-to-facecommunication the' better. Enginéers_.--
)

struggle to make video'images lifelike in size and in quality. Thus,

video syStems are becoming increasingly-sophisticated.

Some Promising Systems
1

A system in use,at the Energy Research and Development Administration

(ERDA) is representative of the best in current equipment. 'It connects

GerMantown, Maryland, with Washington, DC, a distance of 20 miles. The :-;ys-

tem transmits black-and-white images of conference groups, with up to six

participants in,each group In each room, there are several cameras for

self-view, overview, and close-ups. 'A:tripod camera is used for blackboard

shots, and an-overhead projector serVes to show written documents. The

cameras are,voice-switched with manUal oyerride by buttons in front of the

center chair. The cost of the system is $4,800 per month: $1,440 per

location and $2-,000 'for the lines.. The installation is "up" 24 hours a day

..and,requires seven or eight conferences'per month with five people at each

:'end to justifyits.cost. Its use to date seems to/meet this requirem_nt.

If people at more than two locations want toiconference, video pre-

sents some problems since it is difficult to show all participants on-screen

simultaneously. Probably the most successful multisite system is operated

by the Metropolitan Regional Council in. New YorkCity. Headquartered in

the World-Trade Center in Manhattan, this systeM has.nine studio's in county /".

seats around tfie city. All are equipped with television cameras, requiring,

15



an operator at each site. A case study evaluation performed by RAND in 1974

concluded-that the system had, been well received and was serving its

purpose of facilitating government interaction. There were some technical

problems, such as transmission failures and the inability of more than one

person to speak at a time, but these were overcome by later improvements.

The system has been operational since January 1974 and is used primarily

inuing education, perso el management, and purchasing. The operat-

for the facility was ah-mt $275,000 in the year. 1974,, according to

the' RAND report.

An Expensive Way to Meet

A "live" video image is.very expensive. It requires the transmission

of a large amount of information, and this information must constantly be

revised to allow for movement. Thus, video is referred to aa.a."wide-band"

communications medium: the bandwidth (size of the signal carrier) must be

very.large in order to send all this visual information continuously.

Conversely, a facsimile. system whicF_ sends photocopies is a'"narrow-band"

medium because ,_nformation can be more slowly (usually thlTe to four

minutes per page) than ds possible 1 a "live" video image.

The costs associated with the required by video are formid-

able: The figures are difficult tiD ,stimate, but, at current:rates tn

the United'States,, video teleconferencing is about five times as altpensiye

dio teleconferc,nCing over comparable distances (Panko,'Hough, and Pye,

.1976).-'°Even this figure-seems optimistic because rate,s ructures for video:

are still experimental.\ The"video teleconferencing system between Sydney

and Melbourne, Australia, has a real cost of about $40.04er hour of usage.

A comparable figure is estimated for the Japanese NTT connecting

Toikyo with Osaha. The Piöturephone.: Meeting Service_is. currently avail-
, 6 V-

dble at experimental rates of $6.50 perMinute from Sakl Francisco to New

York or Washington, $4.50 from Chicago to New York, $ .50 from Chicago to

Washington, and $2.50 from New York to Washington. Such figures seem to be

obvious inhibitors of usage, though they may still compare favorably with

16
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travel costs.
4 Also, the potential for substantial cost reductions in vide0

teleconferencing is uncertain. The key sources of hope are video compres-

sion techniques, optical fibre signal transmission, or other transmission

innovatione. While none of these possibilities promises immediate cost

reductions, substantial cost reduction seems likely over a longer time

span.

ume Psychological Barriers, Too

Such high costs, coupled with unavoidable psychological reactions to

the television cameras, have led some researchers td question the long-term

,
viability, of video cOnferencing. Marketability of the technology apPears

to depend more on.psychologiCal'factors than'on engineering. The majOr

han'icaps ar .he need to schedule the use of the studios and to travel to.

'Julri.,-2 central facility to use the-sySteM-i. other negative considerations may

be skepticism regarding confidentiality, as, well at discomfort with the

atmotphere and the feeling of being surrounded with "gadgets."

In 1985 .

Aswe project this technology to the 1985 horizon, wecan assume that

7 will find its own level within the tasks that cane best served by.video.

Engineering cbnsiderations make it possible to envision full7color tele-

Asion,netWorks which could link a-number of separate locations. Each unit

would.be portable (thus eliminating the neescLto travel to a central studio)

and coUld be installed temp on a rental basis. A split-screen'ar-

ngement would be possible as would a Close-uc view of each speaker. :The

s reens might be large and f- Written'documents would be tent elec-'

t onically and, a high-quality audio capability ,7ou1d'parallel the vide6

4
It thol:.id be noted here that even-such high costs may not be impedi7-

/

7:ents to ute of video. Interviews with Australian users, for-indtance, in-
/ ,

jicated that the costs were consideredireasonable. Business Clients saw

2.:st as no problem, while governmerit users Saw cost as a bureaucratici

problem.,-video teleconferencing didn't fit their budget categories. See

Susan Ellis, VinCe-McKay, and Michael Robinson,'Follow-Up Stzkly of Users

of the.Alelbourne-ydney Conftavision Faoi/ity,Swinburne Institute of

Technology, Australia, .1976,- The costs of the Australian system, however,

are below the actual cost for a selfsupporting system.
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Fi.gure 1. A Pi.cturephonee Meeting

COMPUTER-TELECONFERENCING

It is ironic that-some'of the Simplest ideas can only be put into

practice when a very:complex level of development has,been reached in a_

ielated-field._ The availability of electronid membrits.could:have per-
,

mitted the establishment Of:networks of-teletypes many years ago. Yet,

.stfch print-based conferenbing only developecLwhen casual access to.ter-

minalspowerful time-sharing syStems, and text.editors was made possible by.

the advances of computer science in the late 1960s.

A ligbrid Medium

CoMputer cOnferencing is a hybrid medium, borrowing its terminology

from computer science Although its purpose,_culture, and evaluation strate-

gies all come from-the field of oommunications. This dual gua4ty creates
\'

18:
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unusual J.Lentity crises for the designers and the users of.the medium; it

also generates a dilemma for the evaluators and those who are concerned with
.

regulatory implications. The designers of such systems find it difficult to

win su porters-amongcomputer scientists, who View their work as simplistic

becaus they are not impressed by the use of a processing,machine to send

message . Similarly, communications experts, who lacka feeling for the

gentine ,power of the computer, ask: "Why can't Io thp witt!

telephone'or with TELEX?"

The answer is rather simple. Computer confei'encinq offers group
1

\

communication irrespective of time orspace, and it is g7erally less,

expensive than the telephone and TELEX once the terminal itself (an increas-
, \.

ing11, common device) is amortized. For example, the PLANET'system, which is

used in several projects at NASii"-and the-U.S. GeologicA Survey, costs only

about a quarter per- minute--the pric-e of a phone call from San:Francisco to

Denver. Systems based on dedicatea machines will.cost even less in just

, feta years. Terminals rent from $100 to $150 per month, With costs going

down. Murray TurOff (1975b) has suggested thatthe cost.of computer con-
.

ferencing will be about $1 per hour for Computing costs by 1980. 'While such

a fore=ast appears to he-optimistice it seems safe to assume that the medium

will not be expensive to operate by the'mid-1980s--perhaps everClesth ox-:

pensi than audio teledonferencing.

From Forecasting to Communicating

Computer,conferencing devloped out of a user community with very.spe-
,-

cific needs: forecasting ana p1icy formulation through "expert" interac-

.tion: Today,. however, computer conferencing is not_restricted to experts

and can involve a wide.range of rint-based communication activities:

Users type their messages,to other "conference participants" on standard

computer terminals, usually linked by.telephone to a computer network.

'They receive printed messageS at their terminals.each'time they join a

"computer activity," Such activities tyPially involve 3 to 25 people,

though they all do mot have-to .be present simultaneously. In fact,-one of

the most attrattive features of computer conferencing is that all partici-
, ,

pants Can come in at-their own.convenience, see what has happened since

i9
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they were last present, make whatever responses are appropriate, and' leave.

Between sessions, they may check their libraries, draft responses, reflect

on solutions to current problems, or talk to others without fear of being

either disruptive or rude as they would be in face-to-face meetings.

computer conferencing can bridge ertF:i1,, -ther cow 1._.solirc,-

.as data analysis package: uaLu oases, o iLlodels. In short, computer

conferencing is a medium that each participant uses only when he or she

chooses.

'On the other hand, computer conferehcing is the least'"natural" Of the

teleconferencing media. Users must type their messages and often don't

have the aovantage of immediate feedback. Also, because the,medium oper-
c

ates.solely through the written word, many visual cues and even voice

intonation--which serve as guides in other communication situations--are

lacking in computer conferences.

Seve.7.al Styles of Conferericing

To date, variots.styles of cOmputer conferencing have been observe .

One of the most common, for example, is -the "notepad" style; here, pa:7-
k.

ticipants us the medium with little structure'or interaction to track cora-

mon ,areas of interest.. The "seminar" style is'also common;'it focuses on

one topic for a.defined period of time with both'"synchrdonous", and. "asyn-

chronous" interaction. A similar, but more complex Style is the "assembly.,"

-with discussion of multkaile topics structured by the'medium. A-fourtt style
, .

might be labeled "the 'encounter" since it-is'dciminantly synchronous with in-

tense interaction over a period of several hours. Fi.nally, computer confer--

encing can be structured to-administer questionnaires or voting. While

these.five styles probably don't represent -the_range of all possizble styles

for using this, medium, they-do suggest)some'of ;the variations which are.

possible. /

. Power or Simplicity?

Comput confe.rehcing means d -:ferent things to different-people, and

tnere i a .:L7lety of different systems currently available or in testing

2 0
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stages. One can, however, identify the basic elements ef group communica-

tion through a computer as distinc Jm othe2 ,Lio duter services

such as text- Ai' -s, (lata bases, oi .st presnt, some

systems (such a:, te NLS system at SRI or the Electronic Information

Exchange System at the New Jersey Institute of Technology) comhine computer-

based communications with c:Aer computer services to form a complex and

powerful package. In-contr.ast, other systems- (such as the PLANET computer

conferencing system) focus L.nproViding only a nucleus of functions for

group communication througM a computer. The issue here is poWer vs.

'simplicity, and there are arguments on both sides. Actually, these two

'approaches can both be fruitful; they may simply be aimed at d:Lfferent User

populations and task environments.

In 1985 . .

When we eXtrapolate to the 1985 time horizon, we aSsume that much of

this conflict in approach wOuld be resolved. High-quality, low-cost termi-
.

nals 'would be widely available. A.reliable international time-sharing net-

work, with Satellite transmission, would provide comouter access to even

.remote countries. Also, the design of computer conferencing systems would-

.
reflect a greater concern for-74nd understanding of--human factors.

Finally, groups.using this medium would have online aCcess to data and

'mathematical models.

2 1
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Figure 2. Computer'Teleconferencing
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AUDIO TELECONFERENCING

The apparent simplicity,t.of audio conferencing is deceptive. This

medium is an extension of the telephone: if two people can talk to each

.other so easily, why not three, four, br even 12? For many years, the

telephone company has provided a "conference call".service-that is, in

effect, a basic form of audio teleconferencing. However, conference calls

are infrequent. .The telephone has traditionally been viewed as a two-party

communications medium. It'S for "calling somebody up," notholding a

meeting. People simply do not think about the telephone as a group commu-

nication medium. Furthermore,.the design of the telephone handset does

littic to encourage this use for long periods, and speakerphones are

usually not of adeqUate quality to represent a serious alternative. Never-

theless, telephone technology seems to be quite adaptable fox group confer-

encing needs, as demonstrated by those systems developed specifically for

this purpose.
5

Several Systems :for:Low-Cost Conferencing

Typical Of the Permanent audio conferencing installations that are

now being.implemented is the system of the Canadian Department of Commu-

nications. In this system, six conference rooms are connected by high-

quality voice thannele. Each room has.four microphones which'automatically

switch on as a person speaks. The National'Aeronautics and Space Adminis7.

tration has'a special facility in Huntsville where,"audio bridges" are

created among the various conference rooms. The Bank of- America and the'

University olf Québec also haveoperational systems.which are in-regular

use. The.Rémote_Meeting Table in England even has individual' speakers fox -

participants, so that each.person's voice is heard through' only one cabinet

labeled with his or 'her name.

Me costs of such systems are low. Audio teleconferencing uses inex-

pensive telephone lines. For those systems which use the existinT.telephone

5While most audio teleconferencing systems to date have been specially.

...
designed' for limited users, there are plans to test market dial-up confer-

encing for regular telephone subscribers over the next few years.

2 3



network, the cost is particularly low, although it will increase as more

people join the conference. Permanently installed audio conferencing

systems which use dedicated lines are more expensive to use, but they

provide greater,reliability and a generally higher voice quality. Also,

the higher cost can be balanced by higher use. The University of Wisconsin-

Extension, largest audio teleConferencing network for education, estimates

that'its system costs only 25 cents per student contact hour, not including

tfie instructor's time (Parker and Riccomini, 1976). This figure is an opera-

tional cost, however, and does not consider initial equipment investments.

A Quality Problem

One.problem which has plagued audio teleconferencing is that of

'-'acoustical conditions within conference rooms. Hough (1976) describes the

Bank of. America audio system in San Francisco, whichis generally acknowl--
-.

edged as being of the highest quality: -"Achieving this system required

unusual measures. Most surprising of all are the structural aspects-. The

room is completely isolated mechanically from the rest of the building;

despite its being in tIr middle of the- building, on one of the top floors..

Moreover, no wall is parallel to any other wall," Such elaborate designs

may be psssible for large organizations establishing permanent-conference

rooms, but they certainly present problems, especially for portable systems.
-

The problems of acouTcs arise primarily in conference room-to-

conference room situatiOns in which more than four people share each

location. For smaller gr/ups, acoustical arrangementsrare much.easier.,

Interestingly, some of 1e simplest SY.stems are also the most efiective--in

spite of-the room acous ics probleMs. The Bell Telephone 50-A .system,"for

inStance, is a simple/i6Ortable speakerphone, yet.it is basic equipment for

the very successful University-Of Quebec audio teleconferencing program.

ThuS, while acciuStical .problems are annoying in the design of teleconfer-

encing- rooms, theY are avoidable if groups are kept small and SoMe care is

taken.
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Order of Speakingi A Small Group Problem

.Perhaps the boughest problem in audio teleconferencig is the issue

of order of speaking. In face-to-face, visual signals usually aid this

process; one can sense from gestures and motions when another\is almost

finished speaking and even get some sense of.others who are waiting to

speak next. In audio teleconferencing, however, there are no such visual

clues, ana the logistics of speaking order--and sometimes even who is

speaking--are basic problems.

The,engineers' response tothis problem is voice-switched microphones:

a speaker's Voice captures the sound channel and forces others to wait-

until he or she is finished.. Small group interaction is more complicated

than that, however, and it has been found that!A voice-switched, syStem

can be very. annoying,. A Cough or a sneeze, for example, grabs the micro-

phone as easily as a spoken Word. (The engineers' reSponse nere is.a

"cough butbon" which a participant presses When.he feels nature calling and

doesn't want to steal the microphone.) Beyond the oough button problem,.

voice-switching can also be perceived as 'a Strong'limit on groupspontaneity....'

Speakers keep the floor as long as-they continue to'talk;'interruption of

the speaker is technically impossible. Then, when the speaker iS finished,

the other eager participants jump in with.vigor--only to find the micro-

phone lured awa by another's voice.

The alternative to voice-switched microphones is an "open system"

which allows everyone to sPeak at once. Such a syStem is more flexible

butStill leaves unsolVed the problem of speaking order. The result is

often a staccato of simultaneousSpeaking'patched with periods_of awkward

silence.

While interpersonal logistics within an audio teleconference remain

awkward, emerging systems show definite improvements.. -Speaker identifica-

tion is one aid-to the social problems of audio. Telegom Austraiia is"

experimenting with a multilevel,-open microphone syStem. Bere, the speaker

is given a higher volume level thanthe other participants, but it is still

possible to interrupt. The Telecom Australia system is not voice-switched,

but is activated by a button on each microphone./ The system is also tied

to a Microcomputer which allows for-4Ueueing of speakers Waiting their

2 5



turn. 'The queueing order iS displayed'on a lighted panel with the names of

all participants. This system, still in the,testing stage, even features

lights which pulse to the rhythm of the speaker's'voice. These advances

illustrate some potential variants of audio teleconferencing, but raise

questions about the degree to which such systems can mechanically insure

smoothe interpersonal exchanges. Even with the best technologies, some

problems seem likely. And too many gimmicks could certainly impede group

communication.

In 1985 .

Extrapolating this technology to the 1985 time,frame, we assume casual

access to systems in which voice transmission would. be of high quality,

without the "speaking-in-acave" sound of today's speakerphones. Use of ,

handsets would be optional. A lighted panel might ndicate who is speak7-
,

ing, and a basic graphic's caPability would beiavailable to.send photocopies

over telephone lines. A transmlssion scraMbler would prpvide-a basic level

of confidentiality.

-yrt

Figure 3. The Educational Telephone Network at
the University of Wisconsin-Extension
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FACE-TO-FACE CONFERENCING:

COMPARISONS WITH TELECONFERENCING

.
When someone "attends" a teleconference for the first time, coMpari-

sons with face-tow.face'meetings are inevitable. Face-to-face communication
-

is the unquestioned standard. And not surprisingly, many of the criteria

°for evaluation of teleconferencing,involve comparisons with face-to-face'

patterns. Yet, teleconferences-are not necessarily surrogates for face-to-

face meetings. Furthermore, meeting in person has its-own limitations--

bOth obvious and subtle:

The fundamental cha;:acteristic of face-to-face conferencing is "pres-

ence." The ability toshare the same space, to reach out 'and touch a per=

Son often is communication. On the other hand, we know that presence is

not essential and may even be distracting for'some kinds of communication.

Our approach in this report has been to treat face-to-face as -"one more

medium" from which to choose. In this report, we have attempted to ask the

same questions about this medium as we ask about video, audio, or computer

.conferencing. In doing so, we have made no attempt to refer directly to the

vast literature on.small group communication
6
--which typitally involves only

face-to-face. communication.- Rather; the only face-to-face literature con-

sulted here is that'which involves comparisons with teleconferencing media.

6Basic references to the more general SMall group literature can be

found in Joseph E. McGrath and Irwin Altman-, Small GrouP Research, New York:,

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1966; Marvin E. Shaw, GroUp Dynamics: The

Psychology of Small Group. Behavior, New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1971;

Ivan D. Steiner, Group Process and Productivity, New York: Academic Press

1972. For ---n7i-ons of Small giouP literature with issues of. teleconfer-

encing,ev -2e Starr Roxanne Hiltz, Communication and Group

Decision- .perimental Evidence,on,t.he Potential Impact of Computer

, Conferencing, rsey _nstitute of Techdblogy, 1975;.Robert Johansen and

Jacques Vallee, __Ict of a Computer-Based Comm: :ations Network on the

Working Patterns of Researchers, American Socio'--Lcal Association Annual

Meetings, New York, 1976.
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II. TELECONFERENCING IN 1985: SOME eaNARIOS

The.existLng teleconferencing systems are only early prototypes of

the kind of beast that will be unleashed on the world of-communication.

Similarly, the current evaluations of the media are probably only hints of

the ways in whLch teleconferencing may change small group communication.

To dramatize the long-term implications of these early findings, we have

.taken an imaginary leap to 1985, where we explore, in scenario forM, the

potential of four.media for an international meeting. The meeting has

been arranged by a foundation official in response to an impending crisis--

a drought in the tictitious African country of Camelia.- It is a bilingual

communication situation (French and English), involving a blend of data

interpretation, information exchange, negotiation, and decision-making.
7

Eleven people; representing local, 'regionale.and international points of'

view, participate in the meetings. Although there is no immediate crisis,

the threatening drought is serious enough and the time frame short enough

to provoke a definite need to communicate and a recognizable outcome from

-the proceedings.

The purpose of the scenarios'is to illustrate both effective and in-

effective uses of audio, video,'and computer teleconferencing as well.as.

face=toface communication in this situation. Accordingly, there are two

scenarios for each of the media. These scenarios were developed from the

"strengths" and "weaknesses" of each medium, included in the Summary of

Social'Evaluations of Teleconferencing at the end of this report. The

focus is on small group communication--the issues of choice among media,

of leadership, and of self-presentation: The reader should keep in mind

7 is

R. V.

Pri:-

Aon w- i-pired in part by the novefL'Imprécateur by
1976Y. This book was awarded the Femina

describes the collapse (both physical and cultural) of
a làLj busicss organization in which multilevel communication pr,Dblems
become overwhelming.
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we are not attempting to forecastlitical or social realities 6'77 t'

.3. We have purposely refrained from any major variance from t!ne

.....frent world situation. _Certainly, the sociopolitical variables .741-1m

red will have profound effects on the ways in which telecOnfenFm:-Ins

are used in tEe future. Such effects, however, could only

dered here-at the expense of our concentration on dommunicatic-
-

..

dhile the scenarios are dranatizations of the strengths and weasseli

fne four media as revealed by evaluations to.date, they are neces-

_ly. more. The current evaluations do not tell us hoW an African

_c minister will get to know an American diplomat in a computer cont..

Or how a voice-only medium will convey three_distinctly. difire

':ural perceptions of a Problem like a drought. 7.ci answer questLcn: af.

3e, we ha7re had-to interpret the research findings, to relate tsm

basics of communication as trUst and the need to communicate fl-

lability of feedback channels. occasionally, ehave had to cuess.

This section, then, begins with two memos from Bill Owens, our :".zagi-.

8
.y foundation official, who descries the.situation in Camelia an::

?oses a conference. .The memos are followed by.two scenarios, for eE.-h

JWM; in these scenarios, the same general variables coMbine, as sult

different media, to produce Success or failure in the meetings. After

ch pair of scenarios,.an analysis traces the links between events

merios and the medium "strengths" and "weaknesses" which inspired 7:LEm.

These analyses identify some of the contradictions in the findings tr 'Late

and explain the position that we took in'these cases. It notes the.pc=ts

at which we feel we are on the terra firma of the research data,and thDEe

pOints at which we are speculating. In so doing, they also identify some

of the major leadership iSsues eMbodied in the scenarios..

8While we use the Kettering FoUndation name in these scenarios, ,-

aot mean to depict'any current or planned aátivity of chat F inda7Lcrk.

people and organizations; as described here, a- urely

29
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AEMO Planning Cc=ittee, ,ring Foundation

Bill Owens: Program E =tor, Task Force Food E ?p11-1-

3 January 1985

; CAMEL=. EI,..OUGHT PROJE.:7.

:ve returned from Camel_ and Paris with a reelinq of Ltrcentm.- rs-

:he threat if drought 1: :amelia. The co:intry may be

.f extendld frought. It an extremely dry and poom

and a seracusly under-::verage rainfall over the past three mc-ths .

re aware su: a droucht .qculd oompour the already 3evere 7,:robLams

.itrition in area. meetings on t:r_s,trip confirmed c:ur er-

Liaec _ief that rdier is no ccmprehensive inIte=ational activaty way

too Tee, s the en--tent. miousnass, impacts, a- . _ikely duraticcof nne

Lz-ough-z; nc-= is -:rere an- or:Iderted eff to mobilize t:lose gii-

essential to stmt- or lo::.-term remetLLal action.

I ee several poss_rAe gc_LIE :for the Fourn.tion, should we der.e. to

-7f- involved an tnis rituat r.)n. The most _.:r-:ortant from our standpoint

:o establish imammunication among the major 1tors. Possible tasks wculd

tye

evaluat the validity of the existin4 iita;

,1 place the curL-:nt weatner conditions,i the context of regi._:al
climate trends

assess the cos:Able innact of a_contin=ing drought; and

develop alternative r. anses for an efective relief Program.

. .-:_zring my trip. I identr. set-eral likely partiripants for such a

stt_dv.. In Lagos, I =at with c_ficiale of the African Aricultural Board,

nc-11.-7 Eduardo Ribs= whO was .rrtremely concerned by the discrapancies in

the and whc is r-:rious t _:ear the American experts on this question.

Cameli . had I e opportunity to verify the rercrt about

_Im!:--anding drought dert:. eve=yone I met -::-ere was concerned, and

30riti. emergency measur a were ady in evidence ir the city. I diri meet



with economic minister Abu Arume stafL. who stated they woul:±_ be

willing to dLscuss the problem provided the discussions -o.eren't

held in the -..Inited States. The,: .;:obably send-three reoresentzi-ives.

In Paris, I met with Helene the Lutte Contre la Famine iF
She is an attractive, talented Fru -.7=an %aro .has an attitude of s

toward technology :and appears, tc h,, an emctional-skepticismsomaL-times

hostilitytoward the involvemer.t advan.oe nations in the CamaLiam

situation. The LCF itself is a :-Tected actiVist.group with a 2tronq

involvement in cOuntries such

.1 wasn't-able to get an a:cint7-. wit-a Jack Morris, who is the Euro-

Africahrepresentative of the C Produ,ce Organization, but I spoke

to him on the phOne, and he ad:7_ tc extend an invitation to Gec=ge

Clemons, Jr., the chairman of Trioated Produce, based in Nebraska. I

think he reflected their genera

Camelia, which he said may be c

deal of potential antagonism tc

._77.1de of doubt regarding the drought in

- exaggerated. I could feel a qtood

lonsolidated Produce during my trio

-abroad, and Ithink it would b ,T:ccii-__Lcally advisable for a meMber our

board to contact Mr. Clemons and find out how he.would about

being involved in the meetings.

In addition to the .Camelia_--t

think we should identify one or -7

tive of the Council of African

That makes about a dozen people 1,7.

-though some of them have certai..:'

'In organizing this confere:

LCF, and Consolidated Produce, I

American climatologists, a representa-

.sicns, and someone from Project Progress.

,trobably have never met.as a group,

known eaCh other individually.

s":7ould think carefully about the

various.modes of conferencing o t -a:1i_ We could, of course, hold the

meetings face to face. I would :refr,.:: -to have them in Camelia, hut Clemons

maynot agree to this. PariS a.:o,mIght be a logical blace- 'Facilities

would be:placed at our disposal L:.% tne -;'rench,government, which,would also

:provide translations, (The CameLiar-:- seak French, but I don't believe

Clemons. does. My French'is pretty :7aci, and I don't think .Morris .fares

much better. .Ribera and Dubaric_:: sn:ro:7=Ly recommended conducting

meetings in two languages.)



If we ...

three cther

audib,, _and .c

be a problen

tion, and I

a graphio

ide tc cely solely c,. ..)-face meetincr, cnen

coions. ±L can be used adc in ooMbinati vide

,,7tater-a :eleconfrer. =liter oonfez-_neing webL not

terta ,quipment. iwe has a Wor_d Jet c

sem their terminaL.F._ 7- the high-sne. zr th

c. -ability, so we :baLE -ss.Models and trend2.. can

eng by on the etwork lami-

ttere are fL all

_pea_ pnone compab.ies e. nment agencia. In lia,

__able to us_if we n 1; .77

arranc-e to r_ a interprete'rs

_arly, audio -:::-:f=aab7 would be no : c.

th.roub:.

they woLld ev.. emergency -__Ines

noise prnhlems tce normal circuatc.

If we decide to the video rbut.L:

opmmercial video ::bnferencing service:

interloreters camera teChnicians a7

we should use :ne Df t e

worldwide and --:an 3111717_LV

sit.7,.'s with very hitt_e advar_:e.

notice. Their eglidt=ent will send a cc :image through a sca_11.*te tc as

many as 10 sites sim7altaneous1y. ne c -.think about the numnr :f Ltes

neCessa= for such a conference.

A word about costs: all of the eleLabbnic 77:edia are potant all: Thss

expensive:than face-to-face Meetincs. Vibec is .at the hicn e7cd tn -;ost

scale hi1e audio and computer conferencinT; are 77omparable. -Iowever, is

importi_nt to note tnac the type of cc :7.1n1bation develope

sideraaly from Me::ium to medium, makab.- real ccat comFaric;on

Thus, ..rr choice icu not be detered e_e t

(since all of th. media are within c gr.,1-3p; by OU icatio is.

This situatL tenents tas wit:- T, c.cebtunit- fa clitate .

collahc-)rati-J'e ; but at the se:7.1- time if bch an =.err.

the ccTsequeL:?eF ,-erms of eccnorai-: and .-_,--: condii.jn 1 ra: eli tc

say not:sing i :-,!Putation, could



MEM 79: :]. rirg

FROM: -

-.27-

conmi=tee, Kettening Foundation

Rrtcrern Eirettcr, Task Force o Suoply

6131DATE: E L985

EUBJECT: _ANTF THE CANE J DROUGHT MEETINGS (Please keed
oc-

!.3ince se,

r.bposed Came__

my own (candid

fuliy in order

Carnelian drough

of you have

Drought

-rcepticTIE- of

represent

However,

to enable full _aterchange sf

about Suggested particinant s. in th-

decided to circuLate memo .,_th

'nave selected the participants o7a,re-

t:e tmoortamt points cf. T-iew -on t?.le

-f li=it the core group to Li in orde=

NaturalLY, thes;e desc=iptiona

'should bakept =infidential, sin t:fey are -only py own viewz.

1.-..at me betin at the center c. e potential orisis, mhicr. ia Camelia.

Ttis large_co===r in what used_t: be French Africa is a quasi-danocracT

with a histor unlike the roc::y road faced by -:lost developinc counfrie.

bu Artime, ecfnomic minister, is a key to poWer in_the countrv's

tn=al and .7:T.-A:L._ developmamt policief, He is a political animal, with a71

inmate .71-tinft for the tolitical at-et-LL- TO Americans, he has tftet apteared

domineer_ny in may even be perceil as bizarre. He appears- tc Mave great

leverage 41.177 Camelia, 7Jbwever alfd Js role Is.v1tal to the s,cocess the

confer=e. 7D give you sense style, Arume is said to 'nz.,e CLanTed

the Df .a na=ional =buncil meast_ng through a single 15-mi=1%,

D=rin117- 7_ ,slch, he his con., cn parliamentary flcgr and rite.

otan .1.LS When he finishe6 same council members were actually _

flabber=asted, thaw left in awe--and probably an some

I share this aneddste with you even though it may have

become someln_ -1g of a legan&by r.: Arure is-explosive, but he is cr.1

to the succesL of the conference.

Camelia _11 also be represF. two tlir len)!

N.Francois

of Public at HerkEy and e first female head c.,,f the Carnelian

Fi.c-

1:,',ang-a has a Ph.D. the '

3 4
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Office of :la-1n .ng. -1:1E office was only established 1C, years

ago.) I ;ilow a iot about :ercept that her training Ls good and

she msy b ba ser7e in.a supportanc_::ole. I don't expect her to be

lt. Similarl, I don't ecIpect too much initiative from

Cypr "dc:Lu bu= as a cop Camelia:- Wea-ther.Bureau official, he has access

to impor7ana :i_rformataon about currar= corditions there and is well re-

spected c- Local farmers.

Bishrn Amcieby;' a 40-year-cld -Jer.eran of such meetings, works with.the

Council cf ;Lfrican Missions. He has air cf a.rugged ei-.molorer even on -

thns,:. .ccLisions when he wears 'tiis hoLv. collar. He J-s easy to talk with.'

and tc be around; he is al_Lo.knowledgeable and touah. .He currently.

mantar,res a7cacultural d7elopmeh: =grams in five rural African countries

Tamelia. He's had this 'ob for only three years now, but has

over 15years: experience with Aft:Loan -,a7)od problems. He shouId he a

med_sting fcrce in the conference, but if CarK:lia gets a fair shake. .

He'll a hard bargain if t:ey dor

Zepartment and the ileprtment of Agriculture decided

ars ago to loin fo7ceS ir policies about providing

for agriculoural assistance, This =srdinat:-,11 is administered by

Prc T:rogmrs. The prozram basn't w,on the hearts of Congress as yet,

frr the organzation hasn't reen gene-Pus. It is thus a rather

y :t':nn y the State Depacrra= 70 resoonO to emergency situations

sac: as that w.r_ch may be arisin- B. it could act as a cata-'

in macshal_lng U.S. technicaa assiance and in croviding seed funds

for :-nternatcor. _ relief measures. It : headed by Allan-Draper, an Ameri-

can qho has 2ee in Paris for se: :LI y Irs. Draper is a diplomat with a

baukground in -conomic planning. A1zho:711 we met several years ago, I don't

really know a :)t about hic ''rr,ject cc_Ic rfe, of sunie assistance

drof relief :Alt heYrr_ n_,.112/ "41t bi nou.,n to do rrich.

T an reareEsent. les frcm Ccasolidated Produce Orga-

nizatibn. As =et of you know, li.nsol_Ldated Prococe is a multinatic,nal

-s cortoration, which functions as a pu:71ic oonsortium. It plays

an-iroortart role/in Camelia's conory (and or!-er aspects of its culture as

well) beca-se it purchases and ::::ocesses a significant portion cf Camelia's
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crops for eventual resale in. foreign mar..,cs. It also sells sOme agritul-turel products, such as seed and
fertilizer, .to che country. Given its im-nortance etd leverage in the Carnelian ectnomy, Consolidated Produce is alwaysunder close scrutiny by some quarter in Camelia and by those groups whosecause is the equitable deveLopment of the poorer nountries. Relationshipsbetween the conglomerate and the Camelian government over the.past five

years, however,-have been vorkable, althmagh occasionally tense.

Consolidated Produce _LI represented in Paris.by Jack Morris; I haveinvited hLm to participate tn the meetin,,:s_
Morrisreports directly toGeorge Clemmons, Jr., in Lincoln,

Nebraska--the organization's interne=tional headquarters. Clemmons is a classic example of a successful inter-national businessman. He is a sophistibated
corporate leader and his

Nebraska .drawi is a powerful force aroumd any cc:-...ference table. (Inciden-tally, he is aLso a promint member of the Fir:t Methodist Church of
7------rrtdah--=-:ETemarne denominatitn as BishOp, Armlebv.)

Two reg .nal Jsrou:Ds .2oe rePresented, tne most cautious of.whichis tne African
;1,gr_Loulnural Bc,3rd. Eduard:- i-u_bra will be their represen-tative and coL_::: acsist in in-:erpreting

t.11( (7.±,:strepancies in the_variousdata an-tbe ac,2icultural impacts cf the nt. He is an outstanding eco-nomist, though he doesn't have a lot of intPrnaticnal
conferencing experi-1enne. As I indicated

=Err:Liu:sly, the
AtricUltural Board has demon-strated a wilingness technical assnance, as well as- favorableloams, to thic world .na-zicns hit by adversc climate

conditiOns--perhapSmore a show of
long-range self-interest

the:: -,-,1truism, but important in our
nev,:,rtheless.

',:arieu:f: 0: 111. butte Contr =:,ne (LCF) , will definitely
_;:o7ce in ic ference. The t s an activist group-with-2or.

:Lt has been a strong,force-for the rightsof developing countries and nas access tc p-erful
press channels.. They,distruat Consolidated Prouce, and they Ls w,. argued against it asanother"big business"' conalonerate. i:.olene is one -.;f. the LCF'S most articulate

.

spokesoersonsp her conscientio_is and acgrasc:-e style as well as her uniqueviewpoint ::-Jggs7m.: that sh:r wilJ be a stron tarticant.
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There is some question
about how serious and extended the dry,conditions

in Camelia are likely to be.- One group that has geared itself up over the

past decade to-help attest
situations zuch as this is the International Asso-

ciation of.Meteorologists
and Climatologists, of which Professor Glenn

Pierson is an officer. He is Professor of Climate Studies at the University .

of Colorado, and has written extensively on food and climate problems His.
-

-background-includes
work With.OXFAM in England, and he is an expert on crop-:-

growing in arid lands. We haVe worked with him frequently before; while he

is sometimes.a bit shy in such gatherings, he should be an excellent resource

person.

As you can see, this array of participants does not promise instant

communication.
On the other hand, I think all of them have some stake in a

positive outcomeeven
though there are certainly diverse

points of view

represented. Clemons,
Dubarieux, and Arume are perhaps the st7;-ongest per-

tonalities, but some of the others may surprise us.
,
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PARTICIPANTS IN THE CAMELIAN CONFERENCES

Abu Arume
Economic Minister, Camelia

Francoise Mwanga
Camelian Office of Planning

Cyprian N'dolo
Camelian Weather Bureau

Bishop Ampleby
.

Council of African Missibns



Jack Morris
Euro-African

Representative
Consolidated Produce
Organization
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George'Clemmons, Jr.
Chairman, Consolidated

Produce Organization

Bill Owens
Charles F. Ketteripg

Foundation



Helene Dubarieux
Lutte Contre la Famine

T

1GlennlPierson
Professor of Climate Studies
University of Colorado'
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Eduardo R3bera
African Agricultural Board

Allan Draper
Director, Project Progress
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VIDEO TELECONFERENCING

EFFECTIVE USE

,PkIlan !raper

Projed progress

ApA,Le., 13, 1985.

. A . Hente.y

Co n6 eit.e.ncing me-inZte.d, Inc .

2740, K,i)szinga: Reaza

Wazii,Lngton, PC

Deah Ann:

I 'm (APEZti.ng th-iz 4ette)r_ to A.e.coA.d my A.e.actLonz

to the. v-Ldw tet. eco n6 eAence. on. ',the. CameLLan z:ituation. Since yo.0 and youn
:cotteagues a,t .Con6e)Le.ncing Unti4ted weAe. zo .heep6u1 in the pA.epaAa,t,Lon
'Ztagez , the teazt I can do its take. a ew. moments ,to tea. you. how -it wordze.d
'out. We have. madegood pugA.ezz , with the Camelia joubtem- juzt about
zotved now, and the. dita6t o 6 a nee.iei pean ,i.z in 6inca s.tage.. 1 th4lk
aze 0 6 uz th,bs co n6 eAence. weAe.\peedised_taith the in-tut/cc-U.0n wLth,Ln ,the
theset,Lngz , which waz cWscipLined, b.tt 42e.ndey. Youit. coaeagueo in the.
vi.zuat. communicat-ionz titade. aiLe. to \be. comme.nde.d 60E. the. 6ine. job they've
done ,("_n tut:Ening peoP.ee OA. the .,sub\lte.et-Lez o 6 video commuilic.atLon. I waz
A.eafly 4tAuck by -the. genaat. imptovement n co n a encing fz,iLez-- juzt the.
-eazt 6ive. .yextz zince. ttaining pAogit\c&i,Ds have. bee.k in 6u,te zwing . (When

, weILe. the. 6.(')us pitogiuunz began?. 1978?)
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Be6oae the meetingz. began &Lee Owens tatked'to each o us individu-

atty overt the VideoCom zyztem. These intuductom zezzionz wene veny

coque.' We wene abte to check out the VideoCom nentat 'equipment (no shoAts

in my zyztem this time!) and:to make zune oult ()Wee aAAangements weAe

comlioAtabLe. Duning thue zezzionz, Bite atso w t oven the,:backgAound o6

each oi the othek panti.eipayttz. Wehad neceived b gAaphicat inimmation

by eteetkonic mait, but I'm suite Bite wanted to ne4 oun zimitanitiez

and downptay out dililienencez zo we coutd get oii on the Aight Pot.

Wert otvt. individuat meetingz with Buz, we aft tnaveted to enete idn

a two-day weekend meeting. It waz a iaikty inlimmat occasion, and Kettek.:

ing had aAAanged OA a pkivate vitta which.coUtd accommodate evekYone. We

zet zome pnetiminany goats and zchedueed the video meetingz. We atso got

to knoweach othA peAsonatty in the couAse o6 these pnetiminany zezzionz.

I think we hadn't met &me to tiace, I might have had a veky ditStiekent

impnezzion oi zome oi tAe pantieipantz. Like Jack MoWA--in penzon, he

waz eazy going and Oiendty. But overt. the zyztem, he came ackozz tike

Mk. Coot. Eliiiiciency. On the othek hand, Helene Dubanieux'z pensonatity

zeemed unchanged by the video Medium; zhe waz as waAm--and az volatile--

in the conliekence zezzionz az in liace-to-6ace.

Once the video meetingz began, it waz appanent that Bite had neatey

done hiz homewoAk on the uze oi video 'eoniekencing. The weekty VideoCom

zezzionz oi the poup wene ztnictey Limited to oneAouA in Length. Agendaz

we/Le zent the day belime, and the meetingz atwao began and ended.on.time.

Thiz schedute was gAeat lioA me; .the 6oAmatity and/the tights and the gen-

eAat tenzion,can Aeatty be tiAing i6 meetings go .much beyond-an hoax. But

I aezo know that the zhont meetingz wene a mixed btezzing to Anume. He

explained 'to me in a phone met one day that, white the time nesttictionz

attowed him to keep on top o ate oA the immediate pkeszukez in kis o66ice,

"they atso made him uncoinioAtabLe becauze he ieet zoMe oi the iszuez coutdn't

be discuzzed in zuch a zhont tiMe and he hated to bkeak o46 the dizeuszion

in'the middte o6 a disagneement.

Actuatey, hiz comments haped me oveAcome some o4 my angek at him on

a coupee o occasions. It (Wen zeemed that he was tAying to ztate a d'iz-

enzzion Aight when we wene getting to a woezabte sotution. Ctemmons
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actuatty accused him o6 this once. Gtaduatty,.though, 1 teatized-that

Atumewasn't ztateing at att;,he simpty had a .di66ekent petception.o6 the
pubtem than some o6 U4 did. He teatty had no doubt that we coutd 6eed

seVetat thousand statving Cametians, but he'wanted to know what woad hap-
pen to them a6tek they wete 6ed. Bite.was quick.to tecognize tkiz did-

6ekence and oecasionatty ataanged additionat sessions zo that we cowed

puksue the zpeciat.concekns which wete,not atways on out agenda.' I cet-
tainty nevet bbjected.to an additionat zazion with Atume. He's-sUch an
animated speakek. Stou can 'be suAe no one evek 6atEz asteep watehing him

on a zcteen!

.

.genekat, Bite encodtaged a highty intekactive con6ekencing styte.

At the vety .:6itzt-video meeting,. 6ot exaMpee, he invited N'doto,tobegin

the discussion. Wett, N'doto WVA obviousty Uncom6ottabte and,tezonted to,
/Leading ptcpaked "speech." But Bat. intettuptedhim'aight away With a

question, asking Gtenn Piekson to comment,.too. Hi4 ques.tion bAoke the

ice, and N'dot.o., obviousty.tetieved, Aezponded casuatey to NIA questions.
It teatty has been my expetience that, once you biteak thtough that initiat

awkwakdnesz o6 tatk6,0 "6ot the cameta," video con6etencing seems to en-

coukage evetyone to patticipate.

Az the meetings ptogteszed, we tkied 6ocus on thein6otMation ex-

change, discussion p6 ideas, and ptobtem-4otving,a4pec24:o6 out,tazhs,

oecasionatty catting in outside kesoUtce peopte 6/tom vatiouz Zocationz to
hap out. We,de6initety.avoided video negotiations. Fok'inztance, Geotge

Ctemmons. suggested a change in the Cametia expott tati66 ztAuctute at.one
point. Az you might guess, this waz'a highty zonttovetsiat ptoposat, so
Bitetabted_it untit a 6ace-to6ace meeting with Mwanga, Atume, CLemmons,
Ribeta, and Dubatieux-coutd be attanged., ,The pkopozat waz_comptex;.the

atguments-weke zubttei-and the. membeAs wanted dikect 6ace-4o-6ace dizcUz-

zions to deat with such.concetns, though some backg4ound discussion o6 the
ptoposat was cattied out.by tetecon6ekende and wtitten papekz.- (Bite aeso

used peksonat tetephone Catts to 6ottow up meetings in which the tensions
Aan high.1

At -one point in the meeting; just az it seemed that we wete getting

wkapped up in the.immediate pkobtems.o6 commun ca-ting with each othek,

Bishop Ampteby tequested that-we take 10 minute6 O6 gtoup time to zee a
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videotape he had an the cuAkent situation;in Camelia. The tape waz

made by one 06 hL4 cotteagues, and it waz/not much o6 a 6iem by Hottywood

standakds. But it did pkovide a good cUnkent image 06 the countAy. Atzo,

1

since CZemmons hadn't been in Cametid 6ok sevekae yeaks,Ithe &n waz

matey u4e6Ut. 4atek in the meetings, when paitti.cutax afteaz 06 Carnet&

we/Le being discuSsed, Ampteby woutd dispatch his cotee4ue to get Zome mate

pictukes, and/wesaw them az Oickty az the next day thAough-;anothet

videotape. 'These tapestheke 6ive in attheeped uz to viciatize the .

situationAnd gave us a sense 06 pmpective which injected ti6e into even

the dutest 06 data-base debates. Incidentatty, each 464i0n.,wais aeso/

videotiPed and became'an impoAtantsucoAd to which we iometimes ke6ekked.

taten, even though it is di66icutt to access iniotmationstoted on videotape.

06 comse, Bite was atso zeivsZtive to the dangeks. 06 the "visuat chan-

ne.Z I tecatted youA tittte tectutes on how impoktantswinveAbae com-

munication Aeatty isthat hand movements, 604 instanCe, ccin come acAos

so di66ekentey oven TV compated to 6ace-to-6ace situations. When,pubtemo

in nonvetbat expkession occuifted, eithet Bite 04 theitkanztato/tz woutd

-

step in. The Uanslatou both watched and tiztened c4cd'accazionatey uvtex-

pn.eted the gest/km az weet as the wotds ota speakek. Each padttLcipant,

howevek, pZedged atthe staitt 06.the meetings that no othet ob4e/Lye/0 woued

be pkesent 066-cmima.at theiA tocation.

*tete waz one /matey 6azcinating exchange tast week betgeen EduaAdo.

Ribeka and Fkancoe Mwanga about the actuae mean-Lng06 some cAop pfloduc-

Von data. I don't think the pAobtem, coutd have bee14aaved Mwanga

hadn't been abteta &law 6tom the 4esouAce4 oi het depaAtment and scfe''
/-

contacts at the Univetsity 06 ComeLia. Ina 6ace-to76ace 4i41141,tiDii, she

woutd have tost the angument. Heke, she just asked to Aescheduee-the

a6teAnoon session 60A the next day, and she spent the evening with het

cotteagues, checking ate the catcutations. The next day, they made a

television pkesentation based on_map aye/flays and gkaphz which was the

tanning point 06 the who& thing: they_60dnd that both sides had been

Aight ate atong, in a way. Theke had been a decline in CameLian pno-

auction be6ote the dkought (so Mwanga wa4 mang), but it wasn't due to

pawl. management 06 the apicuttuAe az Ribeka had Ctaimed. Instead,
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ovtetat.i.o!'t anatlyzes W4tIL otheA.. zociat indiCcaou 6uggezted that itapi.d:
.._zation and: indu.sttLaeization NoittheAn CameLLa wete as Lts

n. aorzz we.A..e. to bfrone. TUZ mcanz that no 'ad hoc. pitogitam -1.4 going .to
p-.oda a -peAmane.nt 4otLo. Thte. .Lo in intekez.ang. diptomat,i.c zituation
heAe. beCauze. a &Age. paAt oic AOtica tate have. to 6ace. the. pnobtem in a
-conceAted 6az 11,6n.

Anyway, NIA job -12 ct-einozt. done., and We. have. dtalited a ptan -that zhoutd
be. zigned by -tie middte. o6 next we.e.k. 16 att teteconOite.nce2 we.nt tkiz
wete, 1 jtyst might convince. the. 'State. De.pantme.nt that 1 Cdtted'AUR the.
Embazzy 6itom Wazivington.! Oh jez, 1 know my job iylvotvez a Aange. o6 comma-

activ,Lti.e2s and Vide, won't 4ub4stitute, at' oic them. I guezz
117 tLet docmcd oce.aionc.._ jet tag and -ivi.gh OCIALS pnicez.

hanb a:ain 6on..yom hap.

Beist )te.gaii.ct6 ,

Attan



VIDEO TELECONFERENCING

INEFFECTIVE USE

MEMO,.TO: 'Headquarters, Council Lf.rican Missions, Nairobi (Kenya)

FROM: Bishop_Ampleby, Timbalv,

DATE:- 17 March 1985

SUBjECT: CONTINUING.DROUGHT.IN

It is with sadness and some :tte± that a must report another

failure of the "advanced countria" in Lying their resources .to a real

need in this continent. This time, the _.=tering Foundation raised high

hopes of coMing to grips with the threa:. :.7±- drought in Camelia. But

instead of a working conference, all th,-; tia,:e obtained for their MOnSy iS

another example of "show busines.7." Their decision to hold the.meetings by

teleVision Contributed greatly t: tneir ultimate failure.

The-:-Video TravelSystem:was adopted as the official communications

mediuM by Kettering--they,told -a response to several strong concerns:.

1. The economic burden of cc.':.-zinuous travel is becoming oppressive.

2. Fear of crime and terrorism has mounted to the point where people
of the calibre of Consolidated president George- Clemons travel .
only at high risk_outside the United States; video conferencing
allows everyone-to stay home in guarded rooms.

Video Travel allows more, control of the group since all the inter-
actions are via the medium (usually' taped), not in backroom
meetings.

-4. Much higher Consistency in multilanguage communication is possible
due to the translation of several languages simultaneously via a
central switchboard in the Video Travel system.

The Video Travel brochures promise a "cOmmunicationsintimacy found

_previously only in.face-to-face contact:" Video Travel;.they say, offers -

,.the warm:familiarity of face-to-face communication without-many of its
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interpersonal burdens--obligaticns to dine with conference partic )a.F.LE,

for cxample. It means precision of communic;fation without a los CT :=2mo

tional flavor, or so we though:

The problems began with t. . conferencing equipment- itself. Video

Travel normally provides,all participant wi.th the same equi--

But Since Consolidated had a f-A.ly equipped video oonferenc r---

all its major sites, it was poss-ible to simply plug them.intc

Travel system. As it turned out, it was' a mistake ;L: et CLa,.7.1mons .se his

own 'conference room; it 'created an Lmmediate gap.

Clemrons sat magnificently behind a massive oak dezk wi.th a rronze

Abraham Lincoln visible just behind hi=. He apPar,,. -iy had assistants :.11

arour' him, feP. in him information as -..ae needed'Lt. (The r-st of U2

wc._11-ed who h: 7:ad sittir,7 next to r-m; I almost always fe:: like s=eone

was ttchir. u The Sound and pictu his,rcom was impec7

car --far ',4) -_. r to .0'Ist of the rented units fmm Video Travel. Thus,

when Clemmcns si Ke, he'sounded like a stern parent alloWing his suueally-

voicd children -ut a few minutes of his valuable'time. His voice boomed

throEgh ,thc. syst_im, seemingly sucking the decibels frOM the other tamid

micrcnhoneL..

In contrast to Clemons, the Camelians met together in a governmental

conference room equipped (temporarily) with Video Travel hardware. The

three of them invited me to join them in the room as well,'since I wa.s in

TiMbalwe. I'm afraid the conference room wa chosen somewhat carelessly.

We were constantly distracted hy variou& tezhnical irritations, as

lighting problems requiring banks of video lights rather'than partial

reliance on natural daylight. Also, the scndproofing was inadequate, so wc

had quite a bit of noise, from the street be.:_ow.

In Paris, Jack Morris had his own equiment at the Consolidated

regional headquarters;. while not as imposing as Clemons' office, it did

provide a higher quality image than did.the rental equipment. Helene

Dubarieux of the LCP and Allan Draper of the U.S. StatePapartment were

also in Paris but shared a single site at the U.S. Embassy. Eduardo Ribera

of the African Agricultural Board had Video Travel equipment in Lagos;

Owens, the Kettering staffer who called.the meetings, was alone inpayton;
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.and Professor Gle: 1,ierson was in Denver. Thus,.six of us were irytwo

conferenCe-rooms, while the other five were each by themselves. Such a:

uneven distributi:n of participants proved particularly troubling: ZAbu

Arume easily domi:i. ted,our conference .room in TiMbalwe; even I had trouble

getting much in. _rime's sense of pr .ance in person is really awesome,

abd it meant that t-he rest of us erci subjugated to supporting roles.

ptzEmce seemed to come throu:rn the video medium all right, but he

orotably Looked somewhat comical Ln c. ntrast to the stern elFgance of

:lemmons. Also, Lt was easy to feel fff.by ourselves, the only ones with
,

breal in---)r=7.ion, trying like hell tc _:tuff,our experience of the.impending

drough that silly camera! Clemmons' media superiority made that

feelin ,,fen worse, and nobody was ah e to overcome it.

Owens, thouoh certainly wel:._-meaning and likable, proved to-be
.

a wea: 1 ader because of his isolation from the others. It was as though

/

/ he tholic t he could just hook us up through this video beast, add some fiLm

resource , and stand back while we automatically solved all the problems.

Perhaps e wirl:; aiming for flexibility. He encouraged us to ba spontaneous,

so then:- -Aias no regular schedure for the meetings; instead, they went on

almost lly for three weeks.

One big problem was that none of us had ever met together as a grotz.r.,

and only a few had ever met individually. Obviously, there are ways fol

group members to get to .know.each other, but the stress here was more on

presentation than interaction A face-to-face preface to the video meet-

ings miaht have been a big help. As it was, we didn't even get biographies

of the participantsin advance of the meetings. When the first video meet-
-

ing started, we had only hints'about the status and personalities of.eaci-

other. (Incidentally, George Clemons led the way in hints about his

status, hardly revealing the best in Nebraskan Methodism) In the full

tloree weeks, we never really developed efficient communication procedures

we were just a colleCtion of interested parties.

The meetings began on February 23. Owens began with a film about

Camelia--a slick, 10-minute state-of-the-country report:. These filme be-

came rec-._Ilar features, sort of like the openingprayer'of the meetings.

KetterinT- had commissioned a commercial news team-to put the films together
.
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each day, so,we could have a constant update on the Carnelian situation. I

g-Aess,Owens thoucnt that the "=risis mentality" cl these filMs--with their

reportSon soil and weather conditions, the fears of the Carnelian farmers,

and the nutritional implicatic72.7.of the drought--would encourage an atmos-,

phere of sober cooperation. fact, I think they stibtly undermined the

entire conference. On cne ha: , they gave uS a false sense nf confidence

that we h d'the proper knowlecge ta make decisions. I remember challenging

tne Arnerizan Pierson about one of statements on climate Shifts in the'-

Eastern PLateau before I realized that my "knOWledge" was' really based on .

sme'90-sacond summary from one of the."Carnelian Updates" a few days earlier,

Mose fiLms were just so polished and neativ packaged, while Pierson's.

Land-scribbled charts and diagrams were Complex and hard:to read. I'm

afraid it was easier for all ofus to rely on the visual impact of films as

our.coMmon reality than to xeally exnlore-thedata before us.

At first, everycne played the "purity" of video communication to the_
hilt. The tapes of the first meetings showed polite, respectful exchanges

among all the representatives. But it didn't take long for antagonisms to

arise. Owens g3t us started on a monstrous first task: negotiating the

administrative structure for a food distribution plan in Camelia. Lots of

'bargaining was involved, and it:gas reaLL7 hard to get down tO the .7eal.iS-

sues-. Looking back, it is clear that we all had agendas and that they:

didn't all fit together neatly. Some sorting process was necessary, and it

simply didn't occur. Each of us presented our,own ideas, but the structure

did not encourage enough interaction among us to sort through the differences

in our perspectives. When Owens saw .uS floundering, he shifted to what he

thought was a safer topic: the agn_icultural technologies.for responding to

the drought conditions. -As it turned out, this subject was More-compli-

cated than he realized. Pierson began with a professorial lecture and

gradually covered his.display board with his hand-drawn figures full of

numbers which we could barely read on the screen. When Cyprian N'dolo

.displayed the Camelian statistics, the nuMbers didn't agree! Each tried to

persuade the other that his.figures were correct. Jack Morris of Con-.

.sOlidated seemed .to have yet another point of view. We struggled on; I
- /

almost prayed for a commercial to bre/' ak the tension!
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Eduardo Ribera WL a ad disappointment. He is a leading-world: eco-
nomist and was considered bl Ke tering to be one of the conference's
biggest assets.

presentations of

and his eyea are

embarrassing, to

But he repeatedl failed to share his carefully.prepared
,

charts and tables; he was, after all, very near-sighted
,

sensitive--it would aye been difficult, perhapa.even

try to read,beforeth camera. At the same tiMe, Pierson,

Mwanga, and N'dolO,,who could have prese ted important technical informa-

"tion, hesitated to speak :tri front of Ribea. Trhe result was an ever-
declining amount of techail-al input to the\Oiscussions--and few challenges
to what was presented.

As the communication deteriorated, tensions rose. At one point in

thediscussion, Arume moved his arms dramatically, as he often does when
he talks Clemons must have been startled by this because he shouted;

"Don't-shake your fist at me!" I was in the same room as Arume, and he
was clearly, not shaking his fist at Cle.trmons cr anybody else. But it
apparently lOoked like. he -7.as over the 77 Clemmons.ended up break-
ing the connection abrupth, leaving all ± us staring_at a blank screen-.

So we s,tuMbled from one issue to ancth,:e:-, with.group leadership

juggled in the growing verhz:sity contest. Some people were definitely

more skilled in this contest thansothers.
Priavious experience-With this

technology was uneven. With.in Consolidated, 7.-ideo.travel is often used as

an official oOmmunications medium; most admin±_strative tasks--important

negotiation sessions--are conducted by 7.ideo =ral;el. The representativea
of the othez organizations

97..smerally had .scme degree of previous experience
with it, bop.- Unfortunately,

manv ."training-sessions" ,for video telecon-
ferencing are more' like less.rr in theatrica than lessons in bomMunication.
Theresult is the manipulation of meetings by the most skilled "actors.".
In our ,case, I expected Arume to be.a natural, but I was-struck by how Jack.
Morris consistently came out on top in any'discussion. Thanka to some.

'investigative work by Helene Dubarieux and the LCF, we-discovered before
too long that he was actually an accomplished actor substituted for'the

. .real Jack Morris for the later,sessions. Many. of his"spontaneous" speeches
were in fact'prepared and skillfully read from hidden oue cards. They even,
had a :lake-up kit for him! Of course, Consolidated claimedAzney only at-

. tempted this tactic after it appeared that the conference was hopelessly
bogged -down.
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I'm afraid that the promise of Video Travel and its appar.ent ability,

to provide continuous "communication" led Kettering to rely too fully on

this technology. Once fallouts in trust levels among participants began

to occur, video travel offered no channels for restoring coMMunication.

For me now, it is back to the bush with the prospect of another long

struggle to help the villagers survive. _Once again, I will rely on

Headquarters' support of our efforts in Camelia. I am afraid.we will be

very much on our own frOm now on.



VIDEO TELECONFERENCING

ANALYSIS

If it is. really true that "a picture is worth a thousand words," video

teleconferenoing has some obvious advantages. Visual information--a smile;,

.a photograph, a map--can be exchanged easilysover video. Also, gestures

are easily communicated, serving to:lubricate group interaction. Yet, video

conferences are not carbon copies of face-to-face meetings; they haVe their

own set of rules and their own trapth for the unsuspecting conference

organizer.

THE HOLLYWOOD SYNDROME
1

New users of video teleconferencing often unconsciously associate video

teleconferencing with Hollywood-style movies and television. Broadcasting

words from the world of television, often litter the operation of a new tele-

conference: 'participants talk abOUt the "program," thel"studio," the*"di-
,,9

rector" (V5/ ). Such-an association tends to make the group--esPeCially

new users--very self-conscious and can encourage.a presentation style of

communication. ffiis style dominated the Ineffective Scenario, as Bishop

Ampleby noted;

Each of us presented our own ideas, but the structure did not en- :

courage enough interaction among us to sort'through the differences
in perspective...'. . Instead of'a working conference, all they .

have obtained for their money is another .example 6i. "show business."

The association with television was sUbtly ericouraged in this scenario

,by the Carnelian Updates--"slick, .10-minute state-of-the-couhtry reports."

With weak empirical support (V53 is only indirectly related), we neverthe-

less_speculate that video teleconferencing can potentially 'create a false
\

9
The codes in this analysis refer to the nuMbers of the "strengths"

and "weaknesses" listed for each of the media in the Summary of Social
Evaluations of Teleconferencing-in the Reference Materials. Thus: V for
video, C for computer conferending, etc.



sense of confidence in one's information. gust as television news broad-

casts provide the illuSion of total news coverage in a very short time

(Consider Walter Cronkite's closing messages: "That's the way it,is . .
"),

packaged programs sUch as the Camelian Updates might provide a false sense

of being in control of the necessary information. In our opinion,\such a

mood becomes particularly volatile when complex topies arise, as waS\the'

case in the Camelian conference. Of course, the use of visual information

does not have to be misleading. In.the Ineffective Scenario, Bishop,Ampleby

made use of the visual capacity 3 n a similar-=but much less polished-- '

fashion. He supplied/amateur videotapes.which were taken in Camelia and

sent immediatelY toithe teleconference. Without,the ritual and the polish

of the Camelian Updates, these films assumed a more humble, but probably

more appropriate/role in the conference.

In the extreme, the "Hollywood" qualities of video could encourage'

deliberate deception. Users of video will reqUire some initial training

in effective/self-presentation. via the medium, but the line between effec-

tive presentation and deception may be as difficult to draw as the line be-

tween'leffective and deceptive use of television by political candidates.

The make=up kit and the hired actor in the Ineffective Scenario, though

probably extreme, illustrate the dark side of the same skills which are ne-
/

cessary to effectively communicate via the medium. Of course, comparable

problems can-arise with any communications medium,.including face-to-face.

However, with teleconferencing, we suspect that, because of the lack of

Social presence (V49, V50, V52),'it mill be particularly,difficult to'

/restore a sense of group trust onee trust levels have deteriorated.

VIDEO'PERSONALITIES

Even with training, individual skills in using the video medium are

likely to vary. Video teleconferencing has basic characteristics which

lend themselves better to some interpersonal communicat3on styles than to

others (V55). The Most obvicius of these-is the ability to communicate

visually as well as orally. 'For someone who relies on expressive gestures,

to communicate, the-_,visual channel promises to be an important plus. In
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the Inef

(

ective Scenario, however, it didn't work out that way for Abu

Arume:

Aeone puint in the discussion, Arume moved his arms dramatically,
ashe Often does.when he talks. Clemmons must,have been startled
because he shouted, "Don't shake your fist at me!." I was in the sate
room as Arume, and he was clearly not shaking his fist at Clemmons-ör
anybody else. But it apparently looked like he was over the TV
screen!

With no direct empirical support, we sPeculate.that gestures which are ac-

ceptable by one medium may be perceived as hostile through another. This

possibility is,increased in a cross-cultural Situation, where gestures.may

be misunderstood at the outset! In the case of video teleconferencing, we

are guessing that'gestures.iike Arume's arm movements might appear amplified

and even violent when projected On'a television screen. The example may be

overstated, but we feel that situations similar.to this are likely to arise..

The visual channel also proved to be More burdensome than helpful to,

the near-sighted Ribera. He struggled with charts and figures, and it was

difficult for him.to read before the camera. The result was an embarrassing

situation for everyone. Since Ribera's inability to develop a strategy for

effective.self-presentation is linked so closely'to his near-sightedness,

the problem is most likely Owen's fault for not predicting such an occur-

rence. Group leaders making choices among.media will have to conaider par-

ticipant/medium matches as part of their planning.

Group leaders may have to invest extra care in participant/participant

matchmaking, too. Video teleconferencing has ndt yet been demonStrated as

an effective medium for getting to know someone or for meetings among

strangers (V41, V43, V44, V49-V51). While there is some debate on this

point (e.g., V10), wa.think Bill Owens took a big chance by not scheduling a

faceto-face meeting before the group began to use the.video medium. If he

were forced into this position, he should at least have provided biographi-

. cal information in advance and ,focused on.social issues as much as possible

during the first meeting (by pointing out common areas of interest for eX-

'ample). As it was, the group had "only hints about the status and personal-

ities of each-other." And evaluations of video'suggest that: confusion about

status and roles Can only create problems in video conferencing (V7, V41,

V42)..
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In the Effective Scenario, Owens getS a better score. Here, he held

preliminary sessions with each participant over the VideoCom system: "Dur-

ing these sessions, Bill also went over the background of each of the other

participants. We had received biographiCal information by electronic mail,

but I'm sure Bill wanted to reinforce our similarities and downplay our

differences so we could get off on the right foot." Notice that Owens also

raised the issue of off-camera observers immediately, since video has been

criticized for lacking a feeling of privacy (V53).

°THE VIDEO CONFERENCE ROOM

Basic to the success of a video teleconference is the physical arrange-

ment--the way.in which the electronic conference room is created. Ill-

conceived arrangements can have strong negative effects' on the conduct of

teleconferences. The most extreme example of this problem in the Ineffec-
_

tive Scenario is the imbalance between the conference arrangements for

George Clemmons and those for the Camelians. Clemmons Used his specially

equipped room, which emphasized his stren4th in the'proceedings: "Thus,

when Clemons spoke, he sounded like a stern parent allowing his squeally-

voiced children but a few minutes of his valuable time. His voice boomed

through the system, seemingly sucking the decibels from the other timid

miCrophones." Meanwhile, the Camelians spoke from carelessly arranged

tempborary facilities and were immediately at a disadvantage.

This technical inequality was amplified by the unequal distribution of

the participants among the sites. Multilocation video teleconferencing is

technically difficult anyway, due.to problems of showing all the partici-

pants on.screen simultaneously. But particularly when there are unequal -

numbers of people.at each'location, there is a high probability Of "insider-

outsider" feelings (V57)--sometimes leading to overt hostility. The people

in one conference rdom are likely to feel, "closer" to those in the same room

and more "distant" from those in the remote location.. Ampleby expressed

the sentiments of the Camelians:
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. . . it was easy to feel off by ourselves, the only ones with real
information, trying like hell to stuff our experience of the impend-
ing drought into that silly camera!

Providing the electronic links is only the first step in creating a

communication "space." In the Ineffective Scenario, Owens did little more:

"It was as though he thought he could just hook us up through this,video

beast, add some film resources, and stand back while we automatically solved

all the problems." In the Effective Scenario, however, he paid close at-

tention to details of scheduling, for example. Current results suggest

at least tentatively that some sort of regular schedule is necessary for

the use of video teleconferencing, particularly with a new group (V4).

Having done his homework, Owens scheduled weekly sessions, strictly limited

to one hour in length. He made sure that agendas were always available in

advance, too,

The role of the leader during a video teleconference is open to some
_

debate. A study on the use of the Bell Laboratories video system con-

cludes that a regular ,committee-like structure is required (V4, V8). How-

ever, there is also evidence to suggest that formal organization of the

meeting is not very important via video. One field experiment indicates

that the time spent maintaining group organization is lower by video than

by audio, though higher than face-to-face (V28). Another study, based on

a series of laboratory experiments, suggests that an "unorganized formality"

develops in a video teleconference, eliminating the need for strong, overt

leadership (V32). In the scenarios, we have adopted a moderate position:

Owens was a strong (but not rigid) leader in the Effective Scenario, while

he asserted no leadership in the Ineffective Scenario. We do feel that

strong leadership will be necessary in this communication situation, no

matter which medium is used.

VIDEO FOR WHAT? NO SIMPLE ANSWERS YET . .

By task analysis alone--which tasks are affected by which media?--

_video-teleconferencing does not compare favorably to either face-to-face

or audio at the present. Shott, Williams, and Christie (1976) conclude
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that video teleconferencing is difficult to justify by current criteria:

it cost-s--a lot and differs very little from audio in evaluation results.

One-task-for___which video currently ranks high is "giving information to

keep people in the picture" 0.7141-.------In-the_scenarios, this potential of
---,-

video to maintain friendly relations is linked to regularity of usage. In

the EffectiVe Scenario, regular meetings allow the feeling of "being in

touch" to happen. The Ineffective Scenario is characterized by irregularity

and perhaps even an overreliance on video to perform this function.

The strongest negative evaluation of video teleconferencing concerns

'bargaining (V44). Actually, however, video systems have rarely been used

for real-life bargaining. Thus, it is possible that this judgment may say

more about the difficulty of bargaining than the unsuitability of video

teleconferencing for bargaining. Based on current evaluations, though, it

seems ill-advised to rely on video for this task. In the Effective Sce-

nario, Owens carefully avoided such a situation by scheduling a separate'

face-to-face meeting to focus on negotiation. This strategy, of course,

assumes that the group could get together face to face and avoids facing

the difficult question of how to bargain if all you have is video. Anec-

dotal evidence from at'--least one operating video System suggests that ef-

fective bargaining by video is possible 7,..nd that perhaps the experi ltal

evidence is misleading. At any rate, our Ineffective Scenario still has

Owens charging blindly into bargaining as his very first group task: "Owens

started us on a monstrous first task: negotiating the administrative

structu're for a food distribution plan in Camelia."

IN SUMMARY .

While video teleconferencingwas the:glamour child of telecommunica-

tions not long ago, it now seems be ieged by bad press. In our opinion,

it is still too early to offer a fina,1 indictment of video as pure con-

Spicuous consumption. Video has the p4ential for types of communicatfon
\

which can't be reduced to words or print,.\and such communication might be

crucial in ;ome situationS. But video prob-ably has been oversold. As in

any other medium, there are communication hurdles here. Overcoming these

hurdles may require more--not lesspreplanning.
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COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING

EFFECTIVE USE

[Excerpt from the Transcript of an Ongoing Teleconfernce]

5-APR-85 PAGE 1

[1] OWENS 5-APR-85 2:30 PM GMT

I would like to summarize our progress to date. I think we would all agree

that, in Part 1 of this conference, we have taken several important steps

toward the resolution of the impending crisis in CaMelia. First, we have

agreed on the data requirements for an emergency monitoring program, and

I have now established a separate conference called "Camelia Monitor" that

will deal more specifically with these technical issues. All of you will

be registered as participants in this conference. Other partic;pants will

include scientists from Consolidated, Camelia, and AAB, and three independ-

ent universities who have agreed to perform monitoring functions. 1 am

sending their biographies to each of you. I will be holding an "introduc-

tion" session from 12:00 to 2:00 P.M. (Greenwich time) on 10 April and

11 April for any of you who want to get to know these newcomers.

[2] OWENS 5-APR-85 2:37 PM GMT

I have also established a parallel "Data Interpretation" conference. The

entries in the Monitor conference will be pretty cryptic to most of us.

For example, moisture content of soil will be reported in AAB standard

units, in the following format:

Date 4/07, 6/13, 6/20, 6/27
Plot 37E, 390, 52, 38E
Map 321E, 321E, 321E, 321E
Moisture .337, .446, .366, .374

The purpose of the Interpretation conference will be to answer questions

about the nature and meaning of the data.
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3].. OVENS 5-,LPP-85 2-:L5 Pr GMT

Have agreed no: to launch any immediate rel.ief proposal unless

1:e tor conerence indicates -a rapid deterioration in the Carnelian

s7tuaic-n. While this decisio71 perhaps increases the pressure on us in

tnis second part of the conference,. the Camelians do not want to commit

themselves to an emergency-program which might threaten the chance of long-

term recovery from the drought.

[4] OWENS 5-APR-85 2:51 PM GMT

Finally, in our lengthy debate over objectives, I think we haie clarified'

the major issues which will have to be resolved before any long-term agri-

cultural relief program can be implemented. Mr. Arume has summarized these

in entries 514-519 of Part 1; Ms. Dubarieux added two more in entry 530.

This conference, then, will focus on long-term relief proposals.

[5] OWENS 5-APR-85 2:54 PM GMT

I would like to hold a synchronous conference on 8 April at 4:00 P.M. (GMT).

At this meeting, we should discuss whether to meet face to face to discuss

the relief proposals. Any of you who would like to enter your thoughts

before then should feel free to do so.

[6] MWANGA 5-APR-85 11:43 PM GMT

I've been on the plains outside of Timbalwe all day and have just returned.

I
was with CyPrian, and he will report on the installati(-ns for moisture

testing today or tomorrow.

[7] MWANGA 5-APR-85 11:45 PM GMT

I
talked with local officials about pe-ecautionary procedures now in effect

in most areas of Camelia; they are worried but still hanging onto their

optimism. I
briefed several gatherings of local officials about our dis-

cussions in this conference. They are glad that we are talking, but are

puzzled about the role of Consolidated. They are also, of course, concerned

about maintaining Camelian independence. It would be very helpful if

Consolidated could provide a summary statement of its interests in Camelia.
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George Clemmons or Jack Morris, what are the near future-plans for Con-

solidated in Camelia, apart from the droucht?

PRIVATE I4ESSAGE FROM MWANGA TO OWENS 5-APR-85 11:48 GMT

I'm really glad I can visit local groups here during the day and

be an active participant in this conference. If I had to travel tc

Paris, I couldn't keep in touch with the feelings of our people here

or discuss conference topics with them before they are finalized.

PRIVATE MESSAGE FROM MWANGA TO DUBARIEUX 5-APR-85 11:48 PM GMT

Est-ce que je pousse les choses trop loin avec la question que je

pose -a Clemmons en [7]?

TRANSLATION:

Do you think I'm putting Clemmons too much on the spot with my ques-

tion 1 171?

PRIVATE MESSAGE FROM MWANGA TO CLEMMONS 5-APR-85 11:50 PM GMT

I'm not trying to put you in an awkward position with my question in

[7] and certainly don't want you to discuss matters which you feel

are confidential. I do think it is important, though, for you to

give the whole group a statement of Consolidated's long-term interests

in Camelia, and my question was merely intended to give you an oppor-

tunity to do so.

[8] MWANGA 5-APR-85 11:56 PM GMT

continue to join this conference regularly each evening, probably

around midnight, my time. My office knows where I am during the day, but

it's usually out in the field. Tonight, I have a portable terminal at

a base camp 105 miles southwest of Timbalwe.
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[9] CLEMMONS 6-APR-85 11:50 AM GMT

Re [7], our position on the relief program should be clear to all. Our

opening statement in Part I-of the conference set the stage for our

involvement in a relief program that would preserve both Carnelian inde-

pendence and the welfare of its people. Our facilities would be made avail-

able to support this effort throughout Camelia, and the contractual arrange-

ments would spell out a timetable and a favorable price structure. As for

our long-term interests, I
think that they are reflected in our general

policy of reducing the barriers to exchange of agricultural products among

all countries.

HO] DUSARIEUX 6-APR-85 2:30 PM GMT

M. Clemmons, je viens de me reporter 1' votre declaration en [192] dans la

premiere partie de la conference. Dans ce paragraphe vous declariez que

Camelia rezevrait le statut de "nation favorisee" parmi les clients de

Consolidated apres la fin de la secheresse, en echange de modifications

des tarifs d'exportation de Camelia. Une clarification de vos intentions

s'impose pour permettre 1 la LCF et 1 l'opinion mondiale de evaluer la

sincerite des efforts de Consolidated et le plein impact potentiel de

l'effort de secours qui pourrait en resulter.

[10] TRANSLATED

Mr. Clemons, I've just been refer-ring back to your stalementS in Part I

of the conference transcript (entry [192]). In that entry, you stated

that you would give Camelia "favored nation" status among the Consolidated

clients beyond the duration of the drought in return for changes in Camelian

export tariffs. Your intent here needs to be clarified before the 1CF and
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world opinion can assess the sincer"ty of Consolidated's efforts and the

full potential impact of the relief program which right result.

[11] CLEMMONS 7-APR-85 12:01 PM GMT

With due respect to Ms. Dubarieux, I believe she is taking a passing refer-

ence which I made out of context anJ inflating its importance. Certainly,

we are concerned about tariff structures, but I would hope that the LCF

would not threaten the workings of these conferences by dwelling on this

issue.

PKIVATE MESSAGE FROM CLEMMONS TO MORRIS 7-APR-85 12:08 PM GMT

I wish I hadn't phrased my initial comment the way I did; leave it to

Dubarieux to dig it up out of the transcript. Why do you think the

Camelians are being so cautious; I thought with half of their people on

the brink of starvation, they'd be much more eager to cooperate. I

guess we've got to be more careful on this point. Why don't you come

- in here and reassure them that we are not trying to be crass.

[12] ARUME 7-APR-85 7:01 PM GMT

La suggestion par M. Clemmons de changements dans la structure de nos tarifs

represente certainement, notre avis, une interference politique si elle

est posee comme condition la participation de Consolidated dans un effort

de se,cours. La question de modifications des tarifs est a l'etude par notre

Gouvernement, mais je voudrais qu'elle soit entierement separee de toute

discussion de la secheresse et des mesures prendre. Ce n'est pas ainsi

que l'on influencera les structures de tarifs Cameliens!

[12] TRANSLATED

Mr. Clemmons' suggestion for changes in our tariff structure does repre-

sent, in our view, Political interference if it is a condition for Con-

solidated's participation in the relief effort_ The question of tariff

modifications is under consideration by our government; but I would like

to separate it entirely from any discussion of the drought and our responses

to it. .Camelian tariff structures will not be influenced in this manner!
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[13] MORRIS 7-APR-85 9:13 PM GMT

Tariff structures are but one of a series of issues which are important to

consider in a comprehensive discussion of the Camelian situation. To ele-

vate them in importance would be destructive; to eliminate them from our

discussion would be naive.

PRIVATE MESAGE FROM MORRIS TO MWANGA 7-APR-85 9:20 PM GMT

I
hope that Mr. krume understands that we are just trying to be can-

did in bringing up the subject of tariffs. We have responsibilities

to our stockholders and board, which would be much easier to upholc

if we could repOrt both a relief --,rogn to Cam-3ii,i in the short run

and a more rabIe tariff structure in the long run. I think this

is the sort of issue which you and I could negotiate,privately without

becoming immersed in the formality of the public transcript.

[14] RIBERA 7-APR-85 9:30 PM GMT

I may not make it to the synchronous conference tomorrow. Was finally able

to get a meeting with the AAB plannjng committee tomorrow morning, and

don't know how long it will last.

[15] OWENS 8-APR-85 12:02 PM GMT

I
think everyone is online now except Dr. Ribera, who won't be able to join

us today. But of course he'll see this transcript when he joins.later this

evening. As I indicated, our first order of business is deciding whether

to continue negotiations via this medium or meet face to face. Or of course,

we could consider other teleconferencing media. Given the progress we have

made via this medium, I think these alternatives may not be necessary.

[l6] DRAPER 8-APR-85 12:04 PM GMT

I
want to thank Bill Owens and the Kettering Foundation for mailing us the

edited transcript of Part I of this conference. I think you did a fine

job in a short time. In my opinion, the transcript is one good argument for

continuing in this conference. 63
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[17] N'DOLO 8-APR-85 12:05 PM GMT

Les stations de mesure hygrometriques out ete gtablies dans sept emplace-

ments disperses en Camelia. Elles sout toutes equipees de terminaux pour

l'envoi des resultats dans la conference-moniteur. Nous avons commence les

mesures d'humidite quotidiennement 7 heures (locales) aujourd'hui. Les

donnees hygrometriques que nous obtenons sont pratiquement celles que nous

attendions. L'analyse region-7,7- fir' emaire.

[17]

ine moisture testing sites have now been set up in 7 locations throughout

Camelia. All are equipped with terminals for reporting results in the

Monitor conference. We began sampling moisture content on a daily basis

at 0700 hours (local time) today. The moisture data we're getting so far

is pretty much as we expected. The area analysis will be completed this

week.

[18] OWENS 8-APR-85 12:05 PM

I'm for the ')ased i -e'vt. got it kow. But I think we

siould try to avoid solving interpersonal proh1 ,. in this medium. Remem-

ber when we were havinc Hth LCF data .base and we attempted to

olv ;i rer the 1.Hit We v.t.,;(2 t:ying to help,'but each message came

OUL 1 judgments in a criminP,' court. We ,ionalized that Helene

misinterpret3 our statements because she was so protective of the data.

But When I Went back and read the transcript, I could see how our "helpful"

statements could be. misinterpreted.

[19] MWANGA 8-APR-85 12:08 PM GMT

I agree with Bill Owens that this conference is working, hut I think we

should take it really slow, with a minimum of synchronous meetings. Those

meetings invite trouble. Someone puts out an idea and by the time someone

else responds, three or four other ideas have been suggesteJ. While it

may be helpful to have the ideas numbered and written down for easy reference,

I don't think anybody can respond thoughtfully to all the suggesLions and

ideas when they came at you in such a disorganized fashion.
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PRIVATE MESSAGE FROM MWANGA TO MORRIS 8-APR-85 12:10 PM GMT

It has to remain clear that we don't have to bargain away our economy

in order to survive this crisis! This is where Mr. Arume needs to

remain strong. However, there is some negotiation room here if we are

not forced into a public statement right away. Let me prepare the

groundwork here, and I'll keep in touch through you. I think Mr. Cl,ammons

and.Mr. Arume should handle the ;.ublic

[20] PIERSON 8-APR-85 12:10 PM GMT

For accuracy's sake, I think it might be best to stick to computer confer-

encing. In other meetings, a 18t of technical errors go unnoticed. There

are transposals of numbers, missed numbers, misused technical names.

[21] r-RRIs 8-APR-85 12:12 PM GMT

Every pc 'ble error that c-n be ma.e in a technical report has been made

via J teleconference, for example. I remember in one of the yearly

reports, our people reported that some rice 'ias infected with "Swol en

Shoot" which is exclu'ivel- a disese of ca ,e t-ees.

[22] ARUME 8-APR-85 12:12 PM GMT

I'm willing to continue with this medium, as long as it is working. But I

think we should keep the face-to-face option open all the time.

PRIVATE MESSAGE FROM AMPLEBY TO ARUME 8-APR-85 12:13 PM GMT

just received our latest budget figures for agricultural development

aid to Camelia from the major religious denominations: it looks as

though you will receive.an increase of about 10 percent over last year.

That should help, but not much. These figures won't be made public

for at least another month. I'm reluctant to mention them now in this

conference because they might provide a false sense that the extra

money will end the crisis. I'll follow your advice.on whether or not

to quote it publicly, but I knew you would want to know as quickly as

possible. Call me on the phone if that raises any immediate issues.
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[23] PIERSON 8-APR-85 12:13 PM GMT

Let me just mention somethino else, while we're all together. I've been

thinking about the crop/climate figures Eduardo and Cyprian entered in the

last week of Part I. I showed them to some of my colleagues. Also, I

finally dug out the paper from my files which I had relied on so strongly

in my arguments. Although I was very skeptical at first, my reflection

period and the resources I checked have changed my mind. Your figures seem

correct, Eduardo, and I think they can be used as the basis for further

planning. I'm glad I was here in my university where I could double check

my knee-jerk responses the other day. If I was smart about using this

medium, I would have refrained from saying anything until I could check over

my thinking. I apologize for the quick response and give my complete

support to Eduardo's figures.

PRIVATE MESSAGE FROM MWANGA TO DUBARIEUX 8-APR-85 12:15 PM GMT

Helane, nous sommes heureux de votre support et ae celui du LCF dans

la question des tarifs, mais a notre avis il vaudrait mieux ne pas

forcer une confrontation avec Clemmons pour le moment. Nous preferons

conserver une certaine flexihilite sur cette question jusqui.a. ce que

les choses soient un peu plus claires. Je vous tiendrai au courant

de nos opinions.

TRANSLATION:10

Helene, we appreciate the support of you and the LCF on the tariff

question, but I think it might be a good idea not to force a confronta-

tion with Clemmons at this time. We'd rather keep some flexibility

on this issue until the air clears some. I'll keep you up to date with

our thinking.

PRIVATE MESSAGE FROM DUBARIEUX TO MWANGA 8-APR-85 12:17 PM GMT

D'accord, j'attendrai que vous me fassiez sigue. Je crois que c'est

un point oZ.J Consolidated peut etre vulnerable, mais je n'insisterai

pas, du mains pour le moment.

10
In an actual transcript, no translation would be needed because both

Mwanga and Dubarieux speak French. The translation here is solely for the
sake of our English-speaking readers.

6 6
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TRANSLAT/ON:

I'll wat to hear from you, then. I think it's a point where Con-

so lidaced might be vulnerable, but I won't press it for the time being

at least.

PRIVATE MESSAGE FROM MORRIS TO OWENS 8-APR-85 12:17 PM GMT

I'm glad to see Professor. Pierson speaking up in this conference. He

is really a strong thinker, but I know he is also very shy in meetings.

A colleague of mine attended a large international conference in Mon-

treal where he was also in attendance, but didn't say a word!

PRIVATE MESSAGE FROM CLEMMONS TO AMPLEBY 8-APR-85 12:18 PM GMT

How long are you planning to stay in such out-of-the-way places? I

hoPe we'11 have a chance to meet ir the States some day. With your

talents, You could be doing some really important work back here in

your own country. Chuck Davis, our minister here 'for the last five

years, tells me you broth were, at Claremont Seminary together for a

workshop several years ago. Chuck sends hfs best to you; he is do-

ing a fine job here.

PRIVATE MESSAGE FROM OWENS TO ARUME 8-APR-85 12:18 PM

How is your remote chess game with Allan going?

[24] N'OOLO 8-APR-85 12:19 PM GMT

La telconference fonctionne bien dans mon cas. Je peux envoyer mes rap-

ports a nlimporte quelle heure, en garder un enregistrement permanent, et

verifier la precision de ce que j'envoie. Cela nous permet de traiter

avec objectivite une grande masse de donnees.

(24] TRANSLATED

Computer confereneing works well for me. I can file my reports at any time-

of the day, have a permanent record, and can check to see if what I am send-

ing is accurate. It enables us to deal objectively with a mass of data.

6 7
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PRIVATE MESSAGE FROM ARUME TO AMPLEBY 8-APR-85 12:20.PM

We can certainly use the increased aid, but it won't be enouoh. I

don't think it would be appropriate for you to mention the new budget

in the.public record, especially since it is not "official" yet [sic].

I appreciate your continued support, Bishop.

[25] CLPMMONS 8-APR-85 12:22 PM GMT

I don't think anyone will argue that this confere.nce has been fine for deal-

ing with the tecLmical information. If we can keep the discussion focused

for the negotiations, I think it will work. But if not, we'll have to try

something else.

PRNATE MESSAGE FROM ARUME TO OWENS 8-APR-85 12:23 PM

He's got.me in a tight spot, but I think I have a strategy to beat

him. Thanks for telliha me that he liked chess. It helped bridge

the gap between his culture and mine.

[26] OWENS 8-APR-85 12:25 PM GMT

Weil, it seems like a consensus, but I'll call for a vote just to make it i

official.

[27] [RE 25] 8-APR-85 12:30 PM

Shall we continue the computer conference for Part 2?

Number of votes:

Yes: 10

No: 0

Abstain: 0

Absent:
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COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING

INEFFECTIVE USE

MEMO TO: Representatives to the African Agricultural Board

FROM: Eduardo Ribera

SUBJECT: THE CAMELIAN RELIEF CONFERENCE

, By now, I trust all of .you have received the full 4-volumed:-?,200-
,

pa9e. transcript of the Carnelian conference, together with my official sum-

mary of the results. My purpose here'is to clarify the procedural problems

which plagued the conference.

When Bill Owens of the Kettering Foundation'first suggested to me the

idea of a. computer conference to link the principals in the Camelian con-

troversy together with access to economic.and agricultural models, I was

indeed optimistic:. As you know, our organization has been using.integrated

modeling/conference systems to support its internal decision-making for

a few years now, with some very satisfying results. The Kettering proposal

was to have been an extension of this idea; representatives of several dif-

ferent viewpoints could negotiate a common relief program with the support

of the best knowledge available. Online models _could .forecaSt the possi-

ble impacts of'alternative strategies as they were introduced- And the

discussions could be conducted over a period of time which would allow

careful conSideratiOn of all of the alternatives. Unfortunately, my

optimism proved unwarranted.

In tetrospect, I can see that the basic flaw in the conference was the

overemphasis on the value of information in solving a culturally complex-

problem. With one or two possible exceptions, we failed to acknowledge

the importance of the interpersonal aspeCts of theineeting--the building.and

Amaintenance of alliances. We ttied to ignore the kind Of interpersonal
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diplomacyboth delicate and dramatic-I-which is the stock and trade of most

of the people who participated in this conference. As a result, alliances

were formed in private messages, when formed at all. There, they were hidden

from view; so none of us ever really knewjust what kind of a group we

were. We debated with lots of oomputer-pripted words, but seidoM with other

people.

I think ever' approached the conference with the same optimism as
I

I did. Unfortunat , they also approached t with very different Percep-
1

tions of what the problem was. I certainly viewed_the problem as an economic

/one: some of us needed food and some of us Fhad it to "sell" at some price.

Of course, it was more\complex than that, but I thought we could probably

model the economic consequences of alternatIve relief proposals for Camelia,

for the Board, and for the farmers which OOnsolidated represents. However,

in reading over the transcript, I can see that Draper, for example, wasn't

really interested in economics beyond the cost of delivering food to the

hungry and dry-zone;seeds to the farmer On the other hand, Arume--and I

think this is quite typical of our African leaderskept probing cultural

and social consequences five years do n the pike. Unfortunately, I d'dn't

recognize these differences until the last few days of_the conference:. It_

i./
was structured so rigidly that we never had a chance to get basic concerns

out in the open.

2OWens opened the conference ith a series of questions which he thought

should be addressed and then led is lock-step through each question in turn.

The first few were climatogical questions, and the troubles started here.

The Americans had an online file of weather and crop data for Africa that

didn't agree with the,Camelian data. We ran the Ketterj.ng model On both.

Then Pierson spent two weeks arguing with N'dolo about th,! results. (Pierson

actually reseMbled a tinker in a ::oy shop, perturbing the model this way

and that and hardly acknowledging the rest of us.) Owens rescued us from

that fire arid tossed us into anotherthe economic consequences of the'

drought. (

1 must admit that robably looko' :;omething like a tinker, too,

when we ran the ecbnomic models. But I had some company. Francois.:2 Mwanga

and Jack Morris reallY\dia some Tine analytical work in interpreting the

7 0
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results of the AAB model. But then Helene Dubarieux began gleioning the

model's assumptionsthe most fundamental economic concepts in some cases.

We trie(1 to respond to her first few questions by altering some of the model

algorithms, but we didn't really know what We were doing and the flood of

new data from the revised model.was overwhelming. I'm afraid we just ignored

Ms. Dubarieux's questions after that ,i-Cs so easy to do in a computer con-

ference), and she understandably became quite belligerent. We finally

reached a complete impasse when there was more data than any of us could.

. -absorb! Owens then led us to the next question.

By now, the original high'expectations of the participantssoured by

controversy over.the datahad been transformed into distrust of the motiva-

tions of others. And several,factors Produced a further deterioration in

trust. One of the most serious was the unevennesS of participation. SoMe

people responded to new entries every day. Others responded only irregu-

larly. I have seen this happen in other Computer conferences, too. People

are busy or not partichlarly interested, and they just don't log in. Since

there aren't equivalents to a ringing telephone or even regular meeting

times in computer conferenCes, there's really no way to get them into the

conference. Then, when they do come in; they are so far behind that they

have a lot of reading awaiting them. Faced with this burden,-they enter

some trite remark, log out, and then don',t get back in for several days .

morc:. It really is frustrating for those who participate regularly.

In this case, the unevenness Was more than just frustrating. This

was a very political.group, _and nonparticipation in such a group j_s often

interpreted negatively. Clemmons was the most serious offender.. Looking

back on it, I thi:-k he was probably speaking through Morris. But most of

us felt tha-this lack of participation was a'statement of his disdain for

our "petty problems."

Another factor threatened the groUp's.basic trust levelthe private

message mode. The public transcript of this cOnference was dominated by

debates about 'resources ,And technologies which obscured the personal

motivations and objectives of the participants. Owens spent all his time

trying to reconcile the mathematical results, out of a mistaken belief that

the other problems would go away if we could jut agree on one set of

numbers. But some of the others,began to use the private message mode to

7
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pursue their personal objectives. Draper was one. From the very beginning,

he sent me humorous notes about the heavy rain.in Paris and asked me about

good places to eat in,r..a.=s. Frankly, those were about the only pleasant
//'

exchanges I had during the whole conference. Of course, it became clear

during the voting that he was using_it,for more than pleasant exchanges.

He had managed, in spite of Owens' obSession with data, to.build a coalition

of people.

The voting. Here again, Owens' rigid structure inhibited any real com-_

munication. We were discussingthe roles of different agencies'in a possible
---

relief program. We began-with the LCF. ..,..,Uarri-S-laa's bombarding us, with_mes,

sages about the technical eixpertise needed- to overs-ee a relief program,

implying that LCF just.didn't have that kind of expertise. Dubarieux re-

sponded with miniphilosophies on the ethics of the,situation, accusing

Consolidated of a "food blackmail." Arume really.tried to facilitate the

debate to avoid polarizing the conference. But Owens grew impatient with

the confusion. He.deCided that we would spend only 30 messages ori each

agency, after which he would call for a vote. -3f we had.been meeting face

to face, I think Arume would have flown into a powerful rage. But in this

.mediumr-his anger:over being-farced-int6 A premature vote came across only

as a hopeless objection. He's a powerful orator, but in computer confer-
.

encing even the best orator can't keep the group's attention.

The final blow, of course, came froM the series of anonymous ntries

made by 4 person claiming access to secret weather. modification.data. This

user of the Systemwho must have been one.of the delegates--called himself

.(or, herself) Hungry Jack and accused the United States Of having acciden-

tally caused the African drought in covert attempts to.alter cliMate

patterns over large sections of Communist Asia. All trust was gone then,

and computer conferencing simply offered n6 suitable channels for recovery.

It was a disappointing failure. For all that computer power--all of

the models and data--there was very little negotiation, very:little change

in the viewpoints of participants. I think the lesson here is that it

takes more than technology to .solve a problem like thiS. What was supposed

to be the ultimate information system, proved to be a disinformation system.
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COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING

ANALYSIS

Computer conferencing is an unfortunate label for this medium: the

computer should ideally remain in the backgrdund, invisible to the user.

.Furthermore, "conferencing," too, may be_a misleading clesignation; other

types of communication can also occur through this medium. Essentially,

-CdMpUter'conferencing is.print-based communication which does not require

all participants to be present simultaneously. And such written, asynr

chronous communication changes many of the rules for small group meetings.

PARTICIPATION WREN YOU WANT, IF YOU WANT

A.major advantage of computer conferencing Over other teleconferencing

'media is its_flexihility_of-Par.ticipatIon times. Conference organizers can..

.avoid all of the problems of scheduling usually associated with "meetings."

Participants can maintain their normal routines and participate at their

own convenience. .This flexibility may be more than:convenient; it may

improve the quality of the meetings as Francoise Mwanga observes in her

entry in the Effective Scenario:

I'm really glad T can visit local groups here during the day and
still be an act participant in this conference. If I had to- travel
to Paris, I cou7dn't keep in touch with the feelings of our people
here Or discuss/conference topics with them before they are finalized.

Unfortunately, the leader cannot just invite the participants and expect

them to carry the ball. The self-activated nature of the medium means that

participation may be irregular (C34),
11

particularly if the need to'coMmuni-

cate. is not cleak. Computer conferencing has no equivalent of a ringing

telephone, no gavel to bang to call the group to order. Thus, the group

may feel frustrated by the lack of immediate feedback, which can give com-

puter conferencing an impersonal quality (C46, C54). Questions may go

11
The codes in this analysis refer-to the numbers of the "strengthS"

and "weaknesses" listed for each of the media in the Summary of Social
Evaluations of Teleconferencing in the'Reference Materials. Thus:, V for
vided, C tor computer conferencing, etc.
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unanswered (C30, C47) as did Helene DUbarieux's questions about model

aSsumptions in the Ineffective Scenario. In the extreme, irregular partic-

ipation may threaten group trust. When George Clemons was inactive in the

Ineffective Scenario, for example, the group felt that it was "a statement

Of his disdain for our 'petty problems.'" An organizer of a computer

conference needs to begin with a strong commitment from each participant

and then consistently shepherd those who lag behind. Thus, in the Effec-

tive Scenario, Owens sent a discreet private message to Clemons, asking

him to urge Morris to participate more regularly.

THE WRITTEN WORD

Of course, the key to the flexibility ofthis medium is the existence

of a printed transcript, alvTAys available for review. Aside from the con-

venience of having an ever- rrent record of the conference, we assume that

it may provide a tool for Manipulating the communication in either good or .

bad ways. Dubarieux seems particularly skilled in this use'of the me-

dium, tiallenging Clemmons with one of his earlier statements:

Mr. Clemmons, I've just been referring back to.your statements in

:Part I of the conference transcript (entry [192]). . . . Your intent

here'needs to be clarified before the LCF and world opinion can assess

the sinceritY of ConolidateWS efforts. . . .

Dubarieux is effective in pressing Clemmons on this. point. However, this

Situation demonstrates why potential participants may be reluctant to use

computer conferencing in a situation such.asi, this. They may not want

people to refer back.verbatim to their earlier stateMents (C32).

INFORMATION, BUT NOT TOO MUCH ,

For some tasks, though, the written word makes computer conferencing

1

a hands-down winner. The management of technical information is such a

task (C14, C15, C17, CO). In the Effective Scenario, for example, Owens

establishes a parallel data collecLion conferenee, and Pierson testifies

to the suPerior accuracy of the medium for communicating technical infor-

mation. Also, since computer conferencing allows more time for deliberate,

.1 4



reflective responses (C3, C17), the quality of the information exchange is

likely to improve: Pierson first disagrees with N'dolo's crop/climate

figures in the Effective Scenario, but after checking his resources, con-

firms them, and the group is able to move on.

Carried to a logical extreme, the ability of computer conferencing to

deal systematically with large amounts of information suggests that it

might be very effective in solving global crisec-. as they.develop (C18).

However, the Ineffec'Ave Scenario portrays an abuse of this hope: an over-

reliance on the value of the information accessible via computer confer-

encing and an underemphasiS on interpersonal communication:

Owens spent al his time trying to reconcile the mathematical results,
out of a mistaken belief that the other problems would go away if we
could just agree on a set of numbers.

/Owens appeared determined to "strUcture.out interpersonal communication in

this scenario. He rarely used the private Message mode, where.we suspect

much less "formal communication occurs, and led the participants lock-step

through question after question, calling for votes with little opportunity_

for debate or diversion. Furthermore, he allowed the volume of information

to get completely out of hand. A four-volume, 2,200-page transcript is sur-

prisingly easy .to produce,..but may be impossible to decipher. It's hardly

surprising then that one participant, frustrated by the inability to com-

municate, resorted to a destructive anonymous attack: Hungry Jack, with

his accusations against the United States, dealt the death blow to the con-

ference. Thus, computer conferenc_Lng,,Overstructured and overwhelming,

proved its potential as a disinformation system.

By contrast, the successful Bill Owens used structure moderately and

encouraged interpersonal comthunicatiOn, even laying the groundwork for a

remot. 1.-Aess game between Arame and Draper. There is,a real question

whether computer conferencing alone can provide the opportanity for delicate

interpersonal diplomacy. There iS some evidence that written messages are

more persuasive than those transmitted.orally (C1, C2). However, it is

obvious that voice media allow more messages to be exchanged and more

flexibility in the interaction (C28, C29, C31). A 13, en.:. Of public and

private messages, with other media used occasionally, seems crucial in a

situation such as this.
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BOTH PUBLIC AND PRIVATE

In the Effective Scenario, Owens encouraged a dynamic use of both the

public and private mode, revealed in the synchronous meeting. Public and

private communication were occurring simultaneously--the latter being of

prime importance. In the Private mode, Morris and Mwanga were negotiating,

with Dubarieux assisting Mwanga. Ampleby and Arume exChanged information

about the latest aid figures and decided not to make the information pub-

lic. Meanwhile, on top of the table, business was proceeding, too, as the

group decided to postpone a decision on a face-to-face meeting. While the

private negotiations were hidden, we believe that they were probably re-

flected in the public interaction. Furtrmore, we suspect that, while the

group didn't know how alliances were being formed, they'at least recognized

that they were being formed.

,Owens' approach in the Ineffective Scenario allowed no such group sense

of alliances. And his indifference toward the private message mode opened

the door for its manipulation by Draper. As Ribera explained:

From the beginning, he sent me humorous notes about the'heavy rain in

Paris and asked me about good places to eat in Lagos. Of course, it

became clear during the voting that he was using (private messages] .

for More than pleasant exchanges. He had managed to build a coalition.

Meanwhile, in the public mode, most of the group Members were simply strug7

gling with presenting their viewpoints in a straitjacket structure.

SELF-PRESENTATION IN PRINT

In computer conferencing, all of the splendor of self-presentation is.

funneied into the single channel of print. Some people respond gloriously .

to this concentration of communicatior and fully exploit the print'ed word.

Shy Glenn Pierson, for example, adapts well to this medium in both sce-

'narios (although the emphasis on data encourages a "tinker in. a toyshop"

image in the Ineffective Scenario). Others, like ArUme, may find computer

conferencing inherently limiting: "He's a powerful orator, but in Computer

conferencing, even the best orator can't keep t.he group's attention."



There,is evidence that computer conferences encourage more equal par-

ticipation than other media (C23, C24). This observation is speculative,

but we feel confident that people who are socially uncomfortable and easily

dominated in other media can play a more dynamic role in a computer confer-

ence. Mwanga is a case in point. She participates aggressively in the

public conference and probably has more impact in the private mode than we

can imagine in any of the other media.

Some personal skills seem to have surprisingly little effect in com-

puter conferencing. The abilitY to type does not seem to be 'as large a

barrier to participation as one would at first assume; nor is computer ex-

pertise (C25, C26, C27). While such skills Might z to a participant's

abilities via this medium, there is no evidence to suggest that they are .

major inhibitors. And.as computer conferencing systems become more simple,

this situation can only grow better.

IN SUMMARY .

Computer conferencing provides a lot oftechnological st.l:uctures for

controlling g.,k)up interaction, but few of the familiar social strtictures.

Training- people'to-use-the-system-wila-be-technIcalIy-easy-but-socially

difficult. We feel it would be a mistake to rely on the technology tc di-

rect the communication process--either by imposing highly structured formats

or just using it as an open forum. Leadership no less important in a

computer'conference than in face-to-face communication. Our prescription

is strong, but subtle leadership.
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AUDIO TELECONFERENCING

EFFECTIVE psE

MEMO TIO: Human Relations OffiCe, Project Progress

FROM: Allan-Draper

DATE: 13 March 1985

SUBJECT: CON2LUSION OF THE CAMELIA FACT-FINDING TELECONFERENCES

You have each seen my final report on the Carnelian Fact-Finding Tele-

conferences by now, but we can learn some lessons from the techniques that

were used to dcal with this potential crisis, and thedeserve a separate,

informal note.

When Bill Owens ')f the Charles F. Kettering Foundationorganized

these'meetings, he decided wisely to use a mix of face-to-face meetings,

- audio conferences; ani orie-to-onelephone calls. Early in January, we

all met for a two-day face-to-face seE,sion on:the north coast of Africa to

develop an inventory of relevant information and.establish a preliminary.

agenda-.:- This meeting also gave -us 'a chance-to-get to know all of the

participantS. Owens had done Some fine work renearching the mythology of

food in different cultures and presented itas.part of an opening statement.

This presentation, together with the attractiveness of our host.culture, set

tho tone for a cooperative initial meeting. T.here was no pressure to

.solve the problems here; instead, we discnt3sed in somedetail the proto-

cols and schedules for a series of-audio meeting. And we emerged with a

set of reasonable goals.

The.audio teleconferences Were well orchestrated; there was careful

preplanning, but infol.mal 'exchanges wore also encouraged. At the start,

Eduardo Ribera, Glenn Pierson, and Cyprian N'dolo attempted to resolve th'.:

differences in inforMation about the drought. They conferenced nten-

siVely over the telephone for two weeks, occasionally bringing togcher some
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of their colleagues for 4- and 5-perSon teleconferences. Ribera and Pierson

certainly made good use of the facsimile capability for exchanging charts,

graphs, and sections ofreports. They weren't completely successful in

resolving the discrepancies, but they did close the gaps considerably.

Then, as our leader, Owens decided that it was time for the rest of us

to go to work. Our task was to determine the consequences of the drought.

None of us wanted to leave this task to a pair of "objective" experts. We

had agreed at the face-to-face conference to divide into committees to

assess the consequences, since 11 people trying to assess the whole range of

economic, political, and agricultural impacts of drought would likely prove

too complex and unmanageable for an audio conference. I spent two weeks in

regularly scheduled teleconferences with Cyprian N'dolo, Jack Morris, and

Helene Dubarieux assessing the economic consequences of the impending

drought, based on the forecasts developed by Ribera and Pierson. We "met"

every two days to pool our individual interpretations. And at the end of

two weeks we had a general statement of the likely impacts for Camelia, for

the African Agricultural Board, and for Consolidated. (If the frequency of

these meetings seems burdensome, imagine the mount of time that might have.

been consumed in a face-to-face meeting. These were discussions which

required a lot of preparation, and I am not at all sure that they could even

_1113:-5ediiOarried out as auickly as we did here if we had'met face to face.)

I learned at least one important lesson during these sibcommittee meet-

inas. One problem that was ups...tting to me was N'dolo:s frequent interrup-

tions. At one point, he cut off an important presentation by Morris to

launch into a largely irrelevant discourse on local affairs. In an audio

teleconference, of course, all the commuoication is funneled into voide

exchanges, so I had difficulty telling.whether the frustration I was feeling

was related to the medium or to N'dolo himself. I had a lot of trouble

listening towhat"he was saying because he annoyed me so much. I was on the

verge of shouting at him when I remembered my training in crosS-cultural

communication arid started thinking, "Why am I upset?" I soon began to

realize that N'dolo didn't know the cuLtural intricacies of:axguingin

English. I had to get over the idea that the guy v,as being crude and remind

myself that in most Af-...ican cultures the etigUette fOrinteraction with

41
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strangers.is very different. Perhaps I appeared crude to him. I began to

understand how his standard of etiquette was_coming across via this medium.

Gradually, I found that I could listen to what he was saying and:Agree or

disagree on the basis of the data instead of on the basis of my/reaction to

what (in my culture) would be his rudeness. The translator Owens had

arranged for was a big help in this process, since she also had training as

an anthroPologist and did more than mechanically translate the words of the

participants. On several occasions, I asked her advice priVately.

A'fter we had all had a chance to review the reports o, each committee

(which were limited to'10.pages), we met as. an entire groUp for a series

of information exchange meetings via telephOne. These aUdio conferences

were scheduled for 45-minute periods every other day at:7:00 p.m. Paris

time. 'The meetings were formal and efficient. The experts served as a

panel for the first three sessiOns. The rest of us were called upon by

Owens (in varied orde±s) to ask any questions we might have regarding the

first, committee's report. Translators were again.present, and we also

recorded all of the sessions. In addition, our graphics capability helped

bridge'some of the language pLoblems since visual aidS seem to be more

unive±sal than language in some ways. We then went on to the other

committees. Meanwhile, all of us were trying.to formuiate in our own minds

the best strategies for coping with the Camelian predicament.

We gradually realized, however, that "coping with the Camelia!) predica-

ment" meant different things to different people. I kept pressing for an

immediate relief program and found it initially perplexing when Arume went

on and on about what would happen after we succeeded! With the help of
. _ .

Owens, the translators, and.Francoise Mwanga, it gradually became clear

that there Were differmt cultural perspectives here and that it was im- _

portant not to press for an immediate solution before'the Africins-had

fully discussed all the social dmplications of the plan. Mwanga, in par-

ticular, served as a bridge.person since she had exposure:to-both perspec-

tives. At the initial face-to-face meetings, she was so retiring in the

presence of Arume that I barely noticed her. But over audio, where people

listen more to what you say than hew you say it, she made significant

contributions to our understanding of the Camelian cultural perspectivest
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If this understanding had not developed, the meetings would have been a

failure- 0

\

George Clemons of Consolidated also seemed disturbed by the apparent

slowness on the part of the Camelians, and at one point, it was obvious that

he was beginning to lose his patience. Meanwhile, Helene Dubarieux of LCF

made some piercing statements about similar situations in other developing

countr ies and the programs which had been implemented there. These state-

ments only made Clemons more uncomfortable, since Consolidated was some-
. .

0
times presented'as less than well-' tentioned. I remember at one point,

just' when clemmons seemed on the v rgeof exploding, Owens adjourned the

teleconference. T'm sure he cal ed Clemons on the telephone afterwards

to calm him down and .hOld the rhetings together. The audio medium did

little in itself to keep the--Iverse perspectives together; the important

element was Owens ' leadership and sensitivity to the roots of conflicts as
/.

they emerged.

On the other hand, some people seemed perfeetly'comfortable with this

medium- Eduardo 'Plbera, for example, shone in these meetings. .He is

extremely near-sighted and cuts a rather pitiful figure in face-to-face

meetings; but he has an impressive range of expertise, and he was able to

.utilize it fully over the audio system. Thc.re Was a brilliant exchange of

scientific arg uments between Ribera and Pierson during one session; it

eventually led to a timetable for setting up a monitoring program with the

help of Consolidated field perSonnel and the missionaries.

After the discussion of consequences, there.was a lull in the audio

meetings while we all worked on developing strategies for relief. Owens.
-

encouraged us to communicate with each other individuallY during this

period. really thought this approach was dangerous; I fully expected some

"hidden" negotiation and bargaining, but Owens.emphasized the importance of

keeping in touch with everyone. The plan was to have a statement of goals

as well as written strategy documents circulated to all participants by

march 15 when we are to meet again face to face.

As the audio meetings came to a close, I met Owens for dinner, in Paris,

and We tal ked about them. .We both agreed that the initial face-to-face

meet ing had been crucial in.whatever success we achieved. _For one.thing,-it
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provided-the-group with a manageable set of goals. 'It also allowed the

participants to get to know each other, to get a sense of themselves as a

group. Such a feeling would have been difficult to achieve otherwise,

given the impersonality of audio and the fairly rigid scNcial protocol which

the audio system demands.

Then, too, the teleconference meetings offered some important ad-

vantages. They served as an equalizer, reducing the impact of the more
1

dominant personalities which had asserted themselves at the facertoTface

meeting. Everyone had the opportunity to express film- or herself in a
1

disciplined fashion, either'to .the group-as a whole or,torindr:Vidualls. The

formality of audio conferences had its drawbacks,..---ba it allowed.partici-

pants to prepare in advance and remain on>thbir "home turf," so they\were

both more:competent and confident. it---Was interesting to learn from Qwens
9

that he had been prepared at any'point to sWitch to another conferencAng

mediUm.: He confessed that he was indeed worried About,the formation drf
i

coalitions.. .Had any breakdowns in communication occur ed, he said, he

would haVe attempted to call us together face to face s guickly as possi-

ble or,would have taken off on his own rounds of 'shut le diplomacy.'
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.HeZene Dubakieux
5,Squau Petkelte

r 75009 PARIS

AUDIO TELECONFERENCING

INEFFECTIVE USE

Mz. Amy Cameton
31 Canute Road.
Faveuham, Kent
ME13.8SH
Engsand

,

MaAch 10, 1985 \

\

Dean Amy,

I have been teViewing the tapez o6 my necent mee.-Lngz on the-Carnet-Lan
1-

cki34A and thought I 4houe.d.ishalte my keactionz with you. .1 wanted to

6igune out Why.they 4aiterd o 4zelLab.ey and to zee >Etc theke weken'tzome

ctuez theke abOUt ztkategiez 6on the 6utuke. And zinee you may 4ace zimi-

Zak eting's in the icutuite, you might bene6it 6nom my exioekience.
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It 'is tt.uty amazing to note how much tLme we -spent aTiguing ovn .p,°E.oto-

co't. have been to man.0 con6ekenca5 :chick thne we°E.e pucedutaL

debate,s, but neve,t have I ixo,t(icipated in a git.oup. which 'spent _so much o6

its time t.in to cfkaanizt itset6--and w,th -so much unAdiaved con6u5ion.

Theke a.f.e .some exp-eanations, o6 cou!use. Fo4 an audio con6ekence, thne

wn.a to,o many peopZe. 60k -the 6ti_ms et? 6-tIttctuiLeis we had to .guide us. Do you

know how many goats Bitt Owens pknented -to uis at that 64Ast 6 n,sion?

counted 10 when 1 keviewed -the -tape. Un6o-ktunateey, "democAa.ti_c"

o6 -eeadv.ship .E.e.6t us with coteective kesponisibieity 6ok e-tting up

the agenda. Thu,s, WC no oneti had to akgue ovut how bad -the 6ittuttima

Capia.ia keaUy was oti.. whethn. Pn_o jec-t PJLogA,e,s.s 6houtd adwin,Lotek -the keCie.6

p-tog-tam, but we had to aAgufa oveA whetheA we weAe going to d,i)sCU6 how bad

the 6Ltuati.on wais and how a -,Leti.e6 pkogkam 6houtd be admin,i.isteited.

Even when WE 'seemed to agn.ee on an -iimue, thelle (A.U4 6omething which
\.was not quite -*right. Lt was a/s di6e;tence,s cuetuAez and wontd-

vieWs 06 the °Lticipan,t)s woutd not attow co to get down -to -the ',eat i66U.E.6.

Ctemmonsand 'some o6 -the ke-st 0 6 u,s toothought we might be abte to 6ide-

the cuetwuz.e di66e;Lence,s oiLdeA wonia moke quickey towatid a A.e)so-

tuti.on. When Abu Aaume ofz. othets kezisted, Ctemmonz juzt hept puzhing hL

.<idea- 6on. qt,tick action. Owenz 6tayed in the backwund, he us aPtaid

to get invo-tved. Looi,-ing back on the mee.ting6, .6e_e_iivs tae each o6 ws

was lintn_pketi..ng wha,t wa,s happening in di66n.ent way,s. Thne waz no 6,1i7W.C.-

\tuke to, hap us 60,tt thitough .dlese vatied peAceptionsk Without znach ais.s-Dst-

ancc., -the audio medium ig no/La -thoe cut-twilit di66eAence/s and

p'te,:- on n OCIA own ,seattmed dikection4.

In the end, I gue.s,s we cho-se the mong goats. "DLyi_ng -to negotiate a

jo-cnt stkategy 6ok agAicuttuitat devaopmeat 06 Cameeia was ju-t -too comptex.

We re gtutted with cuLtuArce, potiticat, economic, and tectuUcat. pkobZems

Exit .staA.ved 6o1. mabt.e in6o/unation about tho6e. pkobtems. I kemembn_ being

tAittij con6uzed titying -to -sokt out ate. o6 -the points -that di66n.ent

peopee ( cie maki.ngnot -to menti_on sepaAating 6act 6Aom Atmtoii.{._c:,. jut
goes by yolk, too (last 0 V CA. ccitctto,

AnotheA p-tobtem .-that many o6 lL6 had neVeit met be6o)te,. This made

fLeatly haAd to g et a-sense o6 who Uttir. ateie,s. we/te, So &metime,s we
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aUy iumb-eed in the -sttategic debates. I must cOn6C-5.5 that -suspected
o6 6$2.c.z.ct coalitLons against me, e'specially when 1 ovetheatd

pco-ts o6 -side cckweiusatioi1,5 at OtlielL ZU . And the audio mediwn
-sewed -to give me an uncommonly de4enisive 4eetihg towaAd jcot abowt eveAy-
one.. 1 don't think -that woued have. happened i6 we had met 6ace -to 6ace.

least once. I a.lso -think pcuit o6 my 6eding was dUe_ to _the "impeiusonal."
chaitactevu o6 audi.D. I nevn had the 4 en e -that I was communicatAing with
/Leal people; they weAe juzt ideology machine's. Az peop-ee, we might have
had a chance, but us isoated ideologin, we de6inite2y did not.

The. meetings -thew eves wele almozt painiue. Two 96 audio -tele-
conicitencing Ls tiAing when oney to) .people aft.e. involved. But when 11
peopfe aAe engaged in an emoti.onal. debate, the attention demanded by that
elec-Vuonic box just tbo much. It'4 aemo:st -impozzible -to concenttate
that haAd 60A tkat long. And the language ptoblem oay made thingz woiuse.
SeveAat time,,, the tLan61ati.or6 actuaLey x.n-ttoduced miAundetandingz. At

one point, Jack MovEiis iLe)spondEd to my appeal -to conzideit the it.e. e66ect.s
o6 the Consolidated wwtehousing zystem in Weist APLica. ThAouah -the tAan4-
,-e!7.to.q., he. saLd: "Nous n' en Aont,i)/onis paz zaws une nouvelle con6eiLence
mediatee." Became 1 undmstood h,t3 Eng-U'sh, I knew that he cows -suggeAt-
ing an-additional telecon6utence t e,save. -the publem. But .Akume believed

h-im-.to _say tfult we couldn't zolve the pub-eem without a mediatoiL, which he
6ett wa4 an iii6wet. it took me. aemo4t 10 minutm -to conince him that the
piLob-e_em was a Ungw&sti,c one. TheiLe. 4imp1y no diAect tnaraation 6O1L
tetecon6eAence PLench, and -the tiLarostatoA. had, JuatheA insensi-tiveey,
-ftan4ted it as a 'mediated con6eiLence.",. In addition to -the
Lt neated, ..ftansation ptoblem peaced me in tile aivIzwattd o6

having to give the Cametians a FiLench .e_c.-son Lu. '.on,t o6 ael the OthQJt4.

Even when -the -ttalLs-e_ations wvue acemate, they weA.e. tethuz.. .1 don't
know how long we -s thiLough -the titgn-!:lation ojj Piefiz on technical iLepOAt
on climatological change The VT- atoks had -to keep azking him -to
iLepea,t make_wLe they had the detat,a (Ife waz a 4-titange p.eAison
anyway. He. eemed abno-s t uninteAnted in the con6eAence. Do you. 4 uppos e

he ;wais just te"vtibly -shy? Since theAe'waz no 6mmat 6o-'t him to
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-Leeognized, he may have been -Letuctant to iti-St ..Sperth up 4.3 he :one not

ptetty aongdet tIL lizi.inse1 6' in this medico.)

Now tiult 1 th-in!.-i about -Lt, the no-ti_on o6 bei.ag -simpty "on caa" 6n.

htLee ((Juin was ab-suAd. It just added to -the IzostAL'ity to II:We :CO wait

when. someone ecuidn't be '::t_ched, cg.ety needed bettct .schedu,Cing.

Fot examp.f.e, on -the 15th o6 Feb!ma,,ty, I was aot4Led ,at 8:00 a.m. that

theite woutd be a con6neace 0..-t 11:00 a.m. At. 17:55, Owens eal.C.ed to

Say that 3 6.6 -the 10 paAticiTan-ts coued not be 1Leached. 1 a.sked (oho they

corLe, but he. decUned to tett me. He AescheduLed. The mactipg 6o-t 4:00 p.m.

A: -1: 00 , c.\.! ne I.oas OH exeoHot. F4Lancots e %Janga, the Ptaining ai-teeto-t

ore.U.a. A'atme apotogized (in, exptatning that _she had tieCt it, ;leen:-

saty to miss this meeting. I hink we welte aZe. LvLitabte and a tittle d,is-
-ttust6u,C_ ,since we di.dn't know who had been rn-bssing ein, and we we'Len't

uze now tluzt A-7.ume was tetZitzg -the -ttuth about ttoonga. So when N' doto

mentioned the _im.pendiq aCtocation o flew/ 6unds-- the Amex-cleans aunty knew

about these, but 7 ee,ttainty dcidn' .t- demanded to know the details.

CteninlOito appoiLentey 6eXt I was _twine detay the dizau-s,sion and Li-tact-4.y

showted me down be6ne hanging up! 1 ,ivas -50 insuLted that 7, -too, hang up,

vowing an end to my _pcytticipation. 1; am &Lit.e Owen/3 titz eeLs that the

(a,ittoce o;i the con()e-Ter es was my 6aci,e,t. He ceaims that Celemmons was

inadvextente.y aonc.ted. 1 am sti-el. not 61vLe :that I beLieve -that.

I do kizow that the meetings neveA keaay /Lecouned 6kom tI bkeak-

down. Whea we ;iina.Ety went aeoag wc:th Owens' tot.ging tO Aeconv ene

&!..teiL, it wa hofiki -to know whc,e stroAt. th-b-LL theit.e. mo'Le awk.wcut.d-
r,

ncss and hesitation on those -tia.po2 than. On aay 06 the othex.s. Stow-Ey, we

began ai.sing aLL -the otd o6 the ,5e,ti3O(1.3110,56 06 the ditought and

IvhetheA we .5h.Otte,d.!teaLey. attempt a 6utt-sc- _Lei; pttog.tam s-impty

leasuAe. But undn. the Spectelt o , the t. bkezthdown, We aLt

,secineci, u.CLciiq to i.sE .susta,ined debate. L _a when to chd .5e,uottAtty

attempt to pick_ up main di.scussion tivLeadz, oca -leco-e_e_ections oi what

ad been said ca.:tic d-iiian.ed. The ..i:,5C(L56-L0u jumped prom topic to -topic.,

now chaAacteitize.t.: mo.te btj di_sintexest titan by hostLeity. don't think any

o 4,5 saw oppc-7_,tctnities a.it.'tivittrf at a jolint -st-ta-tegy at -that point.
\
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And R.tititotzt nch objective, thcte was att e..2. moti,vati.on con-anwUcate.

An intet.Eude o petsciali commuimication might have hetped, but Lt wa5n't
po.s6ibZ.e. Açtc a, n (-bid not ..Leaay know each oth.eiL a5 pti7-5 011,5 . CZemmons

and MOAA.{.5 VEC, the. 6iP,ot to toithdAaw, exptaining that -they had atgant
mattets to attend t, .st-,.aggi'_ed to .schedute a mety:ing

week.s .C.atut. 1 toZd . wocze.dn' t be. po55 i_bte io,'L me. SevuLat. othut.s
5aid the 6arne. WP ended as stvi.nge,ts.

I LH that acen:s EQ./1.i have a haiLd tiine ap o n g h A.e5u-et5. fie'a
plobabZI, ..say that the reet,clilas opened a d.LZogue amoNg the impattaat

That' a aLce (Mt! C ij nothing was accomp,Ushed. RoztheA-

moke, no ":1"...4-1.Co9u.e:' has been opened: I am tempted to bane thi.s 6ctatLfrie. on

the aw-ko mediwii, but we didn't ..LeaLe_y make vef .intelt.i.gent use

So the. cit,&z41,5 'TameLia CO ittiJULC,6 . &tt I t.c6uze to accept the
.monotohed--Te-6-a5aLs oiiia(li7imows. (I caiL---tiffa.7:Tie. (4.n-tat that guy mist .evok Li.ke

pe)..sont.) I beLi.eve. the. LCF 5houtd cont.b.ae Oace tal.i.o,t,Ltg. on

the .stiLugg.e.,e to meet the. demands 6Oit_ the. heath and chgn.ity o6 CameLiaw

periple: I am mitanging a Zead witi,ete expong Co!..>.;(,Udated -LP the_ next
o6 ACTIO!,: ET PENSEE, and LE MONDE ha5 dec;ded :to -puba5h my tetten

the e.di.ton pleadi.acc 6o,.L. a diptomatic intenvention :by the FiLench Goveimment

in thLo whote iszsue. Pe.evie.'tet me. know i() you have any ideas aboat how
we shoutd pkocced.

SiaccLety,
lieLene Dabat.icax
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AUDIO TELECONFERENCING

ANALYSIS

Audio teleconferen(ling is a voice-only medium. While it can include a

graphics-sending capability, most of the communication occurs through a

single, audio channel. This essential feature of the medium means that

many of the nonverbal signals assumed in face-to-face meetings are missing

in an audio teleconference. Euch lack of visual information does not ne-

cessarily inhibit communication (Al-A10)i
12

in fact, for some kinds of com-

munication, aL audio-only chanAlmay,offer subtle advantages (A17-A23).

However, for complex communication situations. organizers of audio confer-

ences will have to guard against an increased potential for misunderstanding._

WHO'S OUT THERE?

With no visual clues, speaker recognition and order of speaking create
/

a "who's-out-there" problem \in audio teleconferencing. It is not surpris-

ing; 'then, to lean that audio Works best when participants have met face--

to-face before they begin to teleconference (AS, A39-A42). In the Ineffec-

tive '_Icenario, Helene Dubarieux experienced this finding:

ther problem was that many of us had never met before. This made
it really hard to get a sense of who our allies were, so sometimeS
we really fumbled in the strategic debates. I must confess that I
suspected all kinds of secret coalitions against me, especially when
I overheard parts of side conversations at other locations.

Furthermore, if current studies are to be believed (A6n, A61-A63), most

people are initially negative.toward audio teleconferencing. Thus, as

organizer of the Carnelian conferences, Bill Owens had to overcome these

initial hurdles before the teleconference began. In the Effective Sce:lario,

-he chose to hold a twoday face-to-face meeting prior to the audio meeting--

an opportunity fcr participants to get to know each other without immediate

12
The codes in this analysis refer to the numbers of the "strenyLhs"

and "weaknesses" listed for each of the media in the Summary of Social
Evaluations of Teleconferencing in the Reference Materials. Thus: V for
video,. C for computer conferencing, etc.
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pressures for solvinc the oroblem. He also talked with.the participants in-

dividually by. telephone. Such mixes of media seem particularly important

in audio teleconferencing.

The "who's-out-there" problem is also reflected in the feeling that

audio lacks a sense of interpersonal contact; it is often seen as imersonal

(A43,*A44, A47, A49). If this impersonal potential is not countered (in

the Effective Scenario, Owens encouraged private phone calls among group

members) , it will not be surprising to find that the participants feel

isolated from each other. Or, as Helene explained, they may all become

just "ideology machines."

We speculate that the impersonal quality of the medium may also in-

crease the potential for cross-cultural misunderstandings. Thus, in the

Effective Scenario, Draper discussed his ractions to N'dolo: "I had a

lot of trouble listening to what he was saying ijecause -he annoyed me so

much. . . . I soon began to realize that he didn't know the cultural in-

tricacies of arguing in English."

In general, audio conferees will probably spend .a lot of time organiz-
.

ing themselves (A56):' "Never have I participated in a group which spent

so much of its time trying to organize itself--and with so much unrelieved

confusion," Helene reported. And the confusion may be more inhibiting for

some than for others. For Glenn Pierson, the audio medium made it even

more difficult than-usual for him to overcome his inherent shyness. It was

easy for him to feel off by himself and cautious about participating in

the Ineffective Scenario. It is no surprise that Helene found his behavior

confusing: "He was a strange person anyway. He seemed almost uninterested

in the conference. Do you.suppose he was just terribly shy?' By contrast,

the preLdanned grow) structures in the Effective Scenario were intelligent

counters to these kinds of problems.

Of course, the lack cf a visual' channel may.be a boon to some rar-

ticipants. In the case of Eduardo Ribera, audio teleconferencing was a

. goo match for his communication abilities: "He is extremely near-sighted

and cuts a rather pitiful figure in face-to-face meetings; but he has an

impressive range of expertise, and 1,e was able,to utilize it fully overthe

audio system." Ribera's near-sightedness would 'be an obvious problem via
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visual media, but he shone in -:oice-only mode. He had more control

ovi- his environment a a that ra ci .-71:-mlf which he presen ed to others.

He was an effective sPeaker wno was wej. -_.,:e:_)ared, and these strengths

carried him through.

EFFICIENT . . . AS LONG AS IT'S SI=LE AND SHORT

The key word in planning audio meetings is brev. The co=entration

of communication into the voice channel means that the participants focus

their ener,7;ies, and it seems that they easier than When using visual

media (A20, A24,. A26, A27) . lhus, Draper claimed that: "These audio meet-

ings are just exhaustin if they go much b,.._vond an hour." A smart leader

will schedule short meetings, with increased frequency if more time is

needed. Long meetings, a mistake in any medium, are deadly over audio.

If brevity is critieal, so is regularitu. Like most other conferenc-

ing media, audio requires that all participants be present simultaneously.

The scheduling problems iuherent in this requirement range from substan-

tial to nonnegotiable. .In the Ineffective Scenario, they contributed to

the-biakdown of trust: "At 11:55, Bill Owens called to say that 3 of the

10 partitipants could not be reached. . . . I think we were all irritable

and a little distrustful since-we didn't know who had been missino. . . ."

Bill Owens made a wiser choice in the Effective Scenaric.,, scheduling regu-

lar, short meetings.

Simplicity is also an important guideline. The general wisdom from

the evaluation literatUre is that audio teleconferencing is:effective ff-m-

information exchange, discussion of ideas, simple problem-solving, and

similar. tasks (A6-AP) Ti.e key here seems to be simplicity: audio is very

effective for simple tasks but becomes less desirable.as tasks become more

complex (A36, A53) . In the Ineffective Scenario, Helene felt that:

Trying to negot_ ite a joint stretegy for agricultural-development of
Camelia was just too complex. We..were glutted with cultural, politi-
cal, economic,, and technical problems but starved for usable infor-
.mation ...16cat those problems. I rumember being truly confused in try-
ing to sort out all of the points that different people were making--
not to Mention separating, fact from rhetoric. It just goes by you
too fast over audio.
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,aai:1, an effectiVe Bill Cwpns unL-Tled some of the complexities by

dividing the group intO sObgl:ouos more narrowly defined tasks.

NEGOTIATION: MAYBE, NOT

crucial unccrtaint-y in audio conFncing is negotiation. A series

of laboratory exoeriments with negotiaLion simulations have concluded that

audio may have distinct advantages over visual media. In particular, the

findings suggc-5t that aladio rrlav allow conferees to concentrate on the sub-

5.-tnce of the negotiatins rather than the interpersonal dynamics (A17-A21).

Also, peoole do seem ,Ple to sense the other participants accurately, for

instance to d-7tect lying or to assess another person, although they may

not be as-confident in thei assessments .,22, A23, A32, A64). Thus, Bill

Owens did make careful lase of audio for negotiation in the Effective Sce-

nario--while ensuring that the subject matter was not overly 'complex. On

the other hand, the Ineffective Scenario involved full-scale negotiation

which, we expect,'will hot be effective via audio.

While audio may :nave some unique strengths for negotiation, the same

experiments also reveal a ighc.'st in the closet: there seems to be a higher

probability of total breakdowhs in negotiation via audio than 'Jia visual

media (A38, A48) . .Thos, the limited results to date suggest that audio for

negotiation is a risk of extremes: if the negotial-ions don't succeed, they

may break ciown completely. Such a finding is clearly specula-ive at this

point, but is a prime reason behind the conservative use of audio for nego-

tiation in the Effective Scenario.

IN SUMMARY . .

In summary, the illherePt.characteries of audio '_eleconf rencing

underbcz,re.the need for leadership. In the Effective Scenar;o, Bill Owens

was a strong, organizeQ leader; the meetings were "formal and efficient."

Of course, these highlY organized meetings could become too organized, but

an overly "democratic° leadership is. more likely to produce confusion than

communication in an audio teleconference.

9 I.



FACE-TO-FACE CONFEPENCING

EFFECTIVE USE

MEMO TO: Carnelian Office o Protocol

FROM: Francoise Mwanga

SUBJECT: CAE:11,1:s: RFLIEr CCZ.FLi-cENCE

Several of you hay_, asked for a summary of the two-week meeting which

Produced the drought relief pi:qn we are now implementing. I am happy to

provide such a summary in this memo.

As you may recall, Bill Owens of-the-Kettering-Fundation-f4Tst ap---

proached Abu Arume about the drought situation in January of this year.

At that time, several of our staff ware engaged in a discussion with r.her

scientists around the world about the extent and causes of the drought.

Since there was a disagreement over facts,. Owens apparently recognized that

any international relief program would involve some conflict and consider-

able negotiation. He therefore proposed the series of face-to-face meet-

ings ,:hich have now became known a:: the Camelian Relief Conference.

Before the meetings, Owens met with each of us individually. He ex-

plained to mc that the meetings could take several weeks and wanted to be

sure that I would be able to devote the time without a lot of pressures.

He also spent considerable time on my personal background and golls for
-

this conference. In the course of the conference, I realized that these

.questions were part of a deliberte--and very successful--strategy to build

alliances among all of the participants. Por '-_-.xample, at our very first

coffee break,.0wens introduced me to Jack Morris of ConSolidated Produce,

stressing my education at:Berkeley. Afterwards, Jack and I had sevyal

friendly dinner debates. These were really helpful in sorting out our

different perspectives. I realized that Morris would be judged at Con-

solidated by how well he was able to coordinate a relief program. So
,

9 2
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naturally. he was interested in feeding the most 73eoble at the lowest-cost to

Consolidated. And he was understandably impatient with our caution and_con-

cern ahnut secondary imolications of his "efficiency." It took me some

time to make him understand that Arume and N'dolo both have strong tribal

loyalties and that they would want to be sure that Consolidated's involve-

ment in Camelia wouldn't jeopardize the present tribal coalition. Once we

understood each ot'r, we were able to move past political rhetoric in :the

conference.

The meetings bc ln on February.16 in Lagos. Owens felt it was inpc,r-

tent to get all the participants out of their usual cultures--tu cat Clem:rons

out of his air-conditione3 office and Anlme away from the tensions of

Timbalwe. Lagos qualified well in this respect. It was actually quite

ironic (and funny) that it rained so hard several times duri7 the confer-

ence. From the very first, meeting, we joked about weather :::dification

and saving some the rain to take back to Camelia with:us. I think all

those jokes an c:. soggy handshakes made feel like a er0110 iith a

common adversary--the weather. nd this at.titti,,2 caL-ri J over into our

formal meetings.

meetis were always intense. There were different world

views h doh mae it hard to know .dlen someone could compromise.

But being together fa,.e to face helpe,.i. We weren't just exchanging "data."

We were exchanging feelings--smiles and handshakes, dissatisfied frowns,

and private glances with one participant or anOther. All of these helped

tIs to see each other as individuals rather than ideologies. Jack 'Morris

looks like cool efficiency personified on a television screen; but in per-

son he is quite approachable and even quietly cynical about Clemons' ser-

mons on economic efficiency. That's r.Lt to say that everything was sweet-

ness and roces. There were some lrJd confrontations between Clemons and

Arume and between Allan Draper and Helene DUbarieux of-the LCF. Even Arume

and.I occasionally differed in our responses to Consolidated's proposals.

(His point Of view generally prevailed in these cases.) But we always had

our less formal, social relationships to dissipate some of the hostility.

The problem that had brought us together--the discrepancies in the

various data about the droughtTwas first discussed even before face-to-

face meetings. Owens had arranged a computer conference with representatives
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from the African Agricultural Board, the U.S. Food ,=Lci Climate Institut,

and the Carnelian government. Three of the Participants in this conference--

Ribero, Pierson, and N'dolo--attended the face-to-face meetings. But the

computer conference allowed them to involve their colleagues at home, while

interpreting the data based on our_discussions of cultural and politicaL

problems. This inPut was c-1,,-;a1 ;r the 7_7t2. of alternative

relief strat lies, for without a channel for discussing the uriderlying

assumptons, they wou:j have had a barrage of numbers with no way to

interpret the discrepancies between the U.S. model and the AAB model.

think that the key to the success of the conference was a discussion

which took place late in.the second week of the conference. We had been
/---

followin,7 our prepared agenda fairly closely up until then; it had been

demanding, but we had managed to make several mi:lor decisions about what to

monitor. At this particular session, we were going to begin a discussion

of the agricultural technologies which might be applied to the problem.

Clemmons began the discussion with a'glowing report of Consolidated's pro-

ductior. records in several countries:- Not surprisingly, Helene responded

with some of her.own reports about living conditions in those countries. ,

As the debate grew, Clemmons became increasingly defensive about the social

obligations of Consolidated while some of us grew increasingly hostile

to his "economic efficiency." In the midst of all this, Arume jumped up

from his.seat and began to tell an old fable--which I'm sure most of you

know--about the magical mango. He walked about the room as he told his own

richly embellished version of the story and, as luck ould have it, the

side table was set with a bowl of fruit for our afternoon break. He began

passing the fruit around ac he talked, relating each piece to his story.

By the time he was through, we were all munching fruit and laughing at the

old farmer in the story, and the anger was gone. In its place was the

recognition that we had hit upen one of the major differences in our world

views. We all agreed to depart from ouroriginal agenda to.explore this

cultural difference in more detail.

Of course, incidents such as that didn't find their way Into the mass

media. -We all agreed that, in the,best interest of the negotiations, we

should provide,a single daily statement to the press. Bishop Ampleby

usually drafted this statement. In fact, he proved to be a major mediating



force in the conFence.
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Te s..ems that Clemmons is a Yeohodist, too, and

while he didn't share Amlehv's views about Third World develooment, he did

seem-to have an inherent trust in the man.''. On several occasions, I know

that he consulted with Amplehv dur_ng lunch or coffee breal:s and then

modified his stand.

Of course, a lot of things cor-_ELbuted to the success of the meetings-

which will never appear in a formal reportthings like sharing umbrellas,
-

admiring someone's coat or pen or briefcase. Thinigs like the wall charts

prepared b Kettering staff for all of our presentations--I think they gave

1,:s a sense of equality about our information, and I know they saved us all

the embarrassment of watching Hibera fumble through his notebook looking

for his own cmall charts. (He's very near-sighted.) Helene Dubarieux's

warm, but analytical approach to the meetings was constructive, too. The

important thing to the world is that we have arrived at a common plan for

Camc,lian relief. But I can assure you that it was due, in large measure,

to some careful planning by Kettering and to the insight of Bill Owens who
_-

created the tone of the conference.



FACE-TO-FACE CONFERENCING

INEFFECTIVE uSE
-

[Speech from Georc'Clemmons to the Board of Directors, Consolidated Pro-
duce, Inc., drafted enroute from Par.4s to Nebraska]

beri disCL.1.5S;A:Ci po41ble pcnco tc this qave situation,

&WO t`..trOZt. (IOU. ti7 }L,cbL'e

event; ci:hich ptecedexi ia diapptn c Kettning Foundat.C.on

Owenz and ow7 PctLs ,teptnen.-i!ztt-Eve, lack Mc-t-Li,s by the CameLi,an -tvliwiLL5-tz

who a.te ;:ow demanding titat we .set up a .speciat 6 ood :Le-Cie6 ptoy..t,.am.

La ma begin, Ladies ana 9enttemen, by expte46ing my extteme..selize o6

ustl.ati_on iictlowing the PaA,i,s meeting which ended 60 tilagicatty. Such

tizagedy, howevuz., .s.t,zong con0zazt. tO the p4AZt o6 hope6utnez6

whi_ch the meng.s began. Tn iact, I um now 'see that we--and I mean aet

the p.-,:z-ti.cipants --inv es ted -too much -Mat )singee 6outcTday mevt-ing,

OkL o have it ,.-Aptode .in ow ace.,5. 1t- didn't, 06 cowne, expeode
ve)bat -5pa,uting

iEmiediateLy. (Ce began bu ,smo_Ede`Ling thAbugh day-s
by

6 em cza side,s (yes, I'm a6.-Laid ConZo-eidated must 6 hair.e a bi_t o 6 th-iis

gu-i-Ete weU).

et Owen o Ketteiuing FoundatLon had okflanized -the mee.ting,s in a

.sime)Le attempt to develop ,seme aectoatc co-semments o6 the 6uppo,sed

&taught Camet,i.a and--41 fileAe ,'Leatiy is a ditought,the ptecautionz which

ought to be :Liken. Owen4 identi6ied 10 o 6 La, ais pwttici,v)ants in -the mee-t-
:

ings, based on his rn.ception oi) the fzey oPE.ganizatEort6 invotved. lie

v-&sited each o6 t to Cti,Cel-A:.; the 1.Aobtor and then cated the Pa meeting.

9 6
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The decision 6 hoZd a 6ace-to-6ace meetina was ptoLabty not as-had

az the decision t) hotd one_y a sinate 6ace-to-6ace meeting, with sessions

scheduZed so tightty that thete was 4ittte oppottunity 6ot in6otmcce. inteAaction.

SuAe, Oftle.a disttuted "position papeAs" be6ote the meeting, but these

oney undetscoted ouA initiat di66e&e1ces. Anyway, I wasn't at att suAe

that att. the patticiipanks even Aead the position papets! I /Lead them all,

but didn't 6ind them vety entightening. I

oz each o6 tke patticipants since I hadn't-

most basic oi in6otmation about them.

So, Owens um out oney common contact

had my sta66 do biogtaphies
cept Jack and Bitt Owens)

et any O',ithemAand had oney the
.

bekte the Pati.s.meeting, and

he cettainty did a tot to make me hope6ut about the meeti_ngs. I temembet

calling him 4eveltat times about iSsues ahich concetned me; each time, he

gave me a "wait untie Pati4, Geotge" answet. It was obvious that he was

banking on one vety good,meeting, and he encoutaged us to do the same.

The Pa.ti.s meeting was to'.have tasted Jay Out day4--an attempt to

6it it into all o6 OUA peAsonat schedutes. The agenda:was vety impo4ing,

inceuding both highty,technicat and inteApeAsonat topics. .Actuatty, the

.technicat topics weAe enough to bog us down'by themsetves, since the A6Aican

expett RibeAa was wiguing on the side o6 Camelia with weathet and ctop

data that didn't agAee etthet Ketteting iniotmation ot with ouA own!.

Att o the expetts wete away. 6Aom theit souAces o6 in6otmation, and the

/Lest o6 us weAe oppA2s4ed with the butden o cleating with att. these issues

in a singte meeting. It wà at downhill (tom theAe.

We stAuggted to get at the 6acts. But- wt didn't seem to be abte to

6ocus on thtimpoAtant 6act4 . AEu AAume was cLomptetety pAeoccupied with

tocat issues tike CameZian "nationat integtity" and a bunch o tAibat



ptobtems, while Dtapet kept asking about the numbet o6 ships that coued

be mobitized 6ot iood ttanSpott. I think onty a 6ew oi4 us tecognizel the

tea t. economic imptications o6 the C.ti4-ih, and we coutdn't agtee on how to

measute them. i:r-entuaLey, thete wa olcAuch in6otmati.3n being.tossed about

that it became Impost,ibteAot aZt the Tiattici4occnti6 to abzotb evetythingat

anywhete cease to the same Aate. Ancl.'the technicat discussion was supposed.

toltave 6otmed the iopidaticin 6ot oat negotiations! It WM tike building a

ctoud on a swamp, and ptetending ,we had a 6itm ptognam.

In addition to at o6 out phobtems w,ith conttadictoty in6otmation,

thete was vety tittee time and no stAuctuAe 6ot smatt subgtoup meetings.

OUA ptoceedin.gs temained vety iotmat and gtew inc)Leasingty tilting az the

howus wote on. We met ate gay and into the nigkt, /Lacing to 6inish out

appointed tasks in the appointed time. Az it became ctet that We woued

not 6ini6h, a seed o.6 hopetessness was peanted in the gtoup and obviousty

sptead to the wottd outside the hotel.

Add: Such a otead o6 deSpait is not suto,ising since we wete.quite

Mame
ilzed the as a gAoup. The ptess demanded intaviews 6tom each- o6 us, and sothe o6 the

OA6.6 to
betate pa.Iticipants appeated to use these intenviews detibetatety to peace ptes-

the meet-
ing an- suites on Consotidated and the State DepaAtment. -44wibt-womaii,Heeene Dubatieux

Aange-
ment4, woo quoted in LE MONDE az saying: "The tives oti one 611. two /nation peopee

eatUng
the ho- ate at stake, ,-nd it appeaxs that the con6etence may have been cate6utty

tee, and
,coniet, manipuLated by the cotpotate giants. It Aaises questions-about the sin-

tnae,
'at cmity o6 the othet paAticipanxs and the,seniousness o6.the meetings

"WesteAn
'dem- themzeZves." She cate6ut2y avoided me the next day, but it was obvious

clence"

what 4he um.tAying to do.

.1 took Bite Owens.aside and toed him that such ptess.tepotts, coupeed

with the con6usion about actuat data on the so-catted dtought, wete

9 8
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thteatening to desttou the con6etence. Just as we wete taeking, AAume--

the Cametian teadet--came up cbtfl began debating the agticuttutat management

iszue. (Actuatty, Atume had-an appakentty dezite tD be at the

centet o(z thingz!) Owens nevet tesponded to my conceknz, and Atume con-

tinued to butden the pkoceedings with hiz dogmatizm.

In the 6inat anatysiz, the con6etence ptobabty woad have bene6ited

6tom tezz zpeech-giving and mote ti.steng. Akume was the weAzt o66endet

o6 coutse; 1 nevet 6iciu7r.ed out why he botheted to bti_ng the othet two

Cametians with him. He comptetety dominated Fitancoize Mwanga, who mht

have coattibuted an economic pekzpective to the Cametian pozition. In 6act,

too, tkied to-dominate the

he neven gave het a chance to zpeak. Dubatieux,

con6etence with- emotionat zpeechez
Vine, and ouk own Stote DepaAtment teptc,entative, /Wan Daapen, was

actuatty 6aitey patochiat in hiz view o6 invotvemeAt--when he wasn't

asking about zhipz, ha waz tatking about the obtigation4 o6 Pkoject Pkogkess!

Ribeta, the,44ppe4c4 expett 6tom the A6tican Apticuttutat Boakd, 6umbted

thkough hts ptezentationz, and ytgezzok Piekzon, .zuppc(Ify a key zoutee

o6 objective iniotmation, hakdey got to zay a Woha. Even 5i..hop Ampteby

was a dizappointment, I waz hoping he coutd hetp uz undetztand-the Cametian

objectivez, but I nevet keatty got much chance to talk with him. l!z zhott,

i6 the meeti.ngz had not been zo tkagic, they coutd eazity be catted a

comedy o6 ettotz.

Thiz dezcni.ption o6 the Patiz meetling., hotted give you Lome 6eeUng

6ok the pulzttation which pteceded the.kidnapping.o6 MOA44.4 and Owenz. In

6act, az I am intilnatety awake, 1 cowed eazity.have been the one Ao was

kidnapped. When I .te6t Patiz, the 6tont page o6 evety newzpapet had a

photogkaph oi.the takge,..sitent ckowd that attended the bukiat cetemonies

o 9



OA. the tl.w Ftench poZicemen kiUed FAiday in the exchange oi gun6i,te wi_th

the-tettoAist6. We ncw have to make som,1 decisions, and we must make them

quickZy . .



FACE-TO-FACE CONFERENCING

ANALYSIS

Perhaps the most fundamental'characteristic of face-to-face cOrnmuni-

cation is also its most obvious: participants share the same location

simultaneously. This comnonality of experience provides the basis for

both planned and unplanned communication opportunities, like rain.

We joked about weather modification and saving some rain to take
back to Camelia with us. I think all those jokes and soggy hand-
shakes made us feel like a group with a common adversary--the
weather. And this attitude carried over into our formal meetings.

Such shared experiences may seem trivial, but they will have an impact on

a face-to-face conference. The kind-6f impact--beneficial or destructive--

will depend a lot on the.choices of the conference organizer.

"FRIENDLY" . . . BUT LOTS OF TIME PRESSURES

Experience to day-suggests that face-to-face communication is per-
_ .

ceived as more "fried-I-idly" than any of the teleconferencing media (F11-F13).

In fact, most people respond more positively to face-to-face meetings (F16,

F17, F21) and are more confident in their communication when they meet in

persOn (F19, F20). A major reason for these perceptions is probably the

opportunity for informal and unplanr.id meetings. These meetings are likely

to be more nersonal; they are likely to'build a sense of intimacy among the

participants. And as in the Effective Scenario,.they are likely to shape

the more formal communication:

It seems that Clemmons is a Methodist, too, and while he didn't share
Ampleby's views about Third World development, he did seem to have an
inherent trust in the man. On several occasions, I know that he con-
sulted with Ampleby during lunch or coffee breaks and then modified
his stand.

13
The codes in this analysis refer to the numbers of the "strengths"

and "weaknesses" listed for each of the media in the Summary of Social
EValuatiOns Of Teleconferencing in the Reference Materials. Thus: V for
video, C for computer conferencing, etc.
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Owens made a real effort to encourage such alliances. Again from Mwanga's

view:

He also spent considerable time on my personal background and goals

for this conference. In the course of the conference, I realized

that these questions were part of a deliberate--and very successful--

strategy to build alliances among all of the participants.

_Of course, the initial openness to face-to-face communication can be

short-lived if it is not cultivated. In the Ineffective Scenario, Bill

Owens failed to bring the group members together. He did distribute posi-

tion papers, but as Clemons noted, "These only underscored our initial dif-

ferences." And we suspect that the original optimism made the failures

even worse. Thus, Clemons admitted that they had "invested too much faith

in that single four-day meeting, only to have it explode in our faces."

Finally, the same intensity of communication which creates intimacy can be

perceived as pressure; and in a short meeting with too many tasks, we sug-

gest that this pressure can destroy the communication.

In the Ineffective Scenario, for example, there was an overemphasis

on a single meeting to accomplish all of the group's goals. Clemmons said

it well when he said, "The decision to hold a face-to-face meeting was

probably not as bad as the decision to hold on/y a single face-to-face meet-

ing." The result was a highly structured and intense meeting which allowed

few opportunities for the informal contacts that are a basic strength of

face-to-face communication. On the other.hand, in the Effective Scenario,

Owens relied on a series of face-to-face meetings. The increased time,

together with a less structured conference format, played a crucial role

in allowing the participants to explore the cross-cultural differences re-

vealed by Arume's tale about the farmer and the magical'mango. Such a

"digression" would have been impossible in a more rigid, harried meeting.

SAVE THE COMPLEX TASKS FOR FACE-TO-FACE

Comparisons of face-td-face with audio and video have concluded that

,face--.to-face is superior for More complex tasks, particularly those-involv-

ing conflict and negotiation (Fl-F4, FlP). At the same time, other evidence

102
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suggests that more messages are exchanged via face-tc-face, and more options

are discussed (F8-F10). We guess that time is again a critical variable

here: in the short, formal meeting of the Ineffective Scenario, the par-

ticipants managed to raise all of the complexities of the Camelian aroblem

but were unable to move beyond "verbal sparring." Another problem was the

overemphasis on information. If teleconferencing media are better than

face-to-face for information exchange, we suspect that.discrepancies in

data will be troublesome in Owens' four-day Paris meeting, particularly

since participants have varied levels of expertise. Thus, Clemmons re-

ported, "There was so much information that it became impossible for all

the participants to absorb everything at anywhere close to the same rate."

Owens' response to this problem in the Effective Scenario is the precon-

ference computer conference.

A major question in this division of labor among conferencing media

is raised by the negotiation experiments which Imply that visual oommuni-

cation can actually serve as a distraction from substantive ooncerns (F23-

F25L also A17-A21). Such findings are intriguing but don't seem convinc-

ing enough to change the focus of the scenarios. They currently represent

the dominant view in social evaluations of teleconferencing: complex tasks

should be reserved for face-to-face communication.

A MEDIUM FOR 'GREAT ORATORS

If social presence is important to,group communication, face-to-face

is clearly the richest of the communications media considered here. How-

ever, richness does not guarantee everyone an equal hearing. In fact, the

current evaluations suggest that all three teleconferencing media promote

greater equality of participation than face-to-face (A35, C23, C24, V30,

V31.). Some people, like Arume, will dominate this medium. Arume is a

natural orator; he can take command of a meeting and have a profound effect

on its outcome:

In the midst of :11 this, Arume jumped up from nis seat and began
to tell an old fable--which I'm sure most of you know--about the
magical mango. . . . By the time he was through, we were all munching
fruit and laughing at the old farmer in the story, and the anger was
gone.
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While productive in this examale,, too many orators out of control can be

disastrous, as Clemons noted in the Ineffective Scenario. There, Arume

was the-worst offender; he never gave the other Camelians a chance to speak.

DUbarieux, too, was accused of dominating the medium, while Pierson, a "key

source of objective information, hardly got to say a word." A group leader

may thus have to consider individual traits more carefully for face-to-face

meetings, balancing them with the heeds of the aroup.

IN SUMMARY . .

The communications richness of face-to-face is unequalled by telecon-

ferencing media. The important question for a conference organizer is:

When can this richness be used most effectively and when is it unnecessary

or even misleading? A face-to-face meeting seems a wise preface for any

teleconference. In addition, it would also seem prudent to relegate com-

,plex communication tasks to face-to-face, although teleconferencing media

might be used in a supporting role. However, while face-to-face will re-

main the most "natural" medium to most people for/some time-to come, it is

not necessarily the most efficient for all situations--nor even the most

"human."

1
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RiEFERENCE MATERIALS

A SUMMA.RY OF SOCIAL EVALUATIONS

OF TET.7CnNFP"P7NCING

A review of the literature on social evaluation requires detective

skills in addition to conventional library research. The studies are scat7

tered, and many have not been formally published. Some were done as pro-

prietary reports and never distributed broadly. Accordingly, we felt a

need for a comprehensive summary of evaluation results; we hope that this

summary will spare others the frustrations of reviewing this important--

but sometimes inac_-F.sible--body of literature.

The findings from the literature are paraphrased in "Strengths" and

"weaknesses" which are grouped under a series of summary statements.
14

A

classification of studies then provides basic information about the char-

acteristics of each study in chart form. We have attempted to build a bridge

between the summary of strengths and weaknesses and the analyses of the sce-

narios by using codes. For example, in the analysis of the computerkele-

conferencing scenario, readers will find a code "C25." This code refers to

the 25th finding under computer teleconferencing, that "participants can

learn to use computer conferencing quickly." Four studies are cited for

this finding: Turoff, 1972b and 1975b; Vallee et al., 1975; and Irving,

1976. If readers wish to know more about these studies-i. they may consult

the chart at the end of this section for information about the type of

study, the medium used, the number and type of participants, the length of

media:usage, and the conferencing arrangements and tasks. Full references

appear in the bibliography.

We have made no attempt to critique the findings presented here; we

have merely summarized them. Also, the studies cited are limited to social

evaluations of audio, video, or computer-based teleconferencing. Studies

14We owe,a special debt to James Craig of the Communications Research'
Centre in Ottawa, Canada, who first suggested a pros and cons reporting for-
matin an unrsiublished paper summarizing results from evaluations of audio
teleconferencing.
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from related fields are cited only when the results hear directly on tele-

conferencing (i.e., small group communication through an electronic medium).

Studies of face-to-face communication are cited only where comparisons with

mediated omnmunication were involved.

We have undoubtedly missed some sources of information. We hope that

readers of this report will send us any additions which they think should

be included, since we may periodically update this literature review.

1 6



EVALUATIONS OF VIDEO TELECONFERENCING

STRENGTHS

Video meetings are satisfactory for a wide range of typical business commu-
nication tasks, but are particularly valuablecompared to nonvisual media--
for complex communication situations.

Ficturephonee is perceived as
more effective than telephone and less
effective than face-to-face for all
common business situations.

2. Video is perceived as satisfactory
for giving or receiving information,
asking questions, exchanging opinions,
solving problems, and generating ideas.

3. The exchange of information is as
effective via video as via face-to-
face.

4. Video is perceived as more satis-
factory than face-to-face for handling
regularly scheduled communications and
for giving or receiving information.

5. Video is more useful than audio for,
complex group discussions, private con-
versations, and nonprivate dyadic con-

\versations.

6. The more complicated the task, the
more the visual channel is likely to
make a contribution (and be perceived
as necessary).

7. The Bell Laboratories' video system
has been used for talking to several
people at once, communicating with peo-
ple of the same rank, and Communicating
within the company.

B. Video is perceived to be satisfac-
tory for committee-like coordination
and information exchange.
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Wish, 1975

Champness, 1973
Williams and Holloway, 1974
Jull and Mendenhall, 1976

Champness and Reid, 1970
Davies, 1971a,b
Williams and Holloway, 1974

Noll, 1976

Christie, 1974a

Westrum, 1972, in Connors,
Lindsey, and Miller, 1976

Noll, 1976

Noll, 1976



1
Video is more effective than- no,wisL:al r:edia for tasks which stress inter- .

personal co=munication. I

9. Video is perceived as better than Chamtness, 7972a

audio for interPersonal relations.*

10. Video is perceived as more effec-
tive than audio for forming an impres-
sion of others.

11. Video provides a greater feeling
of social contact than audio.

12. Video is perceived as better than
audio if participants do not know each

other.

13. Video is better than audio when
reactions must be carefully noted.

14. Video is alore effective than
audio for maintaining friendly rela-
tions (tentative conclusion).

15. Eye contact is an important part
of communication for feedbaCk, syn-
chronization of speech, and affilia-
tive balance.

16. There is less group uncertainty
when participants can be seen.

17. The sense of presence of the
other people via video may be more
important than the specifiC visual
information which is communicated.

18. Seeing the other person is of
real, but limited, value for conver-
sational tasks.

La Plante, 1971, in Short,
Williams, and Christie, 1976

Williams, 1972a,b; 1974c
Mot shown in Young, 1974

Communications Studies , oup,

1975'
Short, Williams, and Chri...,:(=,

1976

Christie, 1974b

Hamnond and °Elton, 1975

Williams, 1974c

Argyle, Lalljee, and Cook,
1968

Westrum, 1972

Communications Studies Group,
1975

Short, Williams, and Christie,
1976

Klemmer, 1973

The visual capabilities inherent in video systems are important advantages

for some types of group Communication.

19. Video is better than audio when
language barriers exist.

*Indicates existence of contrary findings,

1 8

Hammond and Elton, 1975



. 20. Fpr both Italian and English sub- Graham, Ricci Bitti, and ,

jects, higher accuracy scores for com- ,Argyle, 1975
municating information about t-
dimensional shapes were
gestures were allowed.

21. For both English anti i.
jects, emotional messages can be con-
veyed through facial expressions alone
as effectively as by gestures and other
bOdilY.clues combined.

, 22. A person's detection, information
processihg, and retention are greater
when both the audio and video senses
are used.

23. ,Video communication seems essen-
tial'for situations ihvolving remote
supervision of an anesthetic, speech
therapy, and pSychiatric diagnoSis.

24. Video teleconferencing .can be
'used to manage successfully more than
90 percent of the medical problens
typically encountered,in a general
ambulatory clinic.

25. 'Teleconferencing:can Serve as a
medium for collegial interaction among.
distantly Iodated health professionals.

26. yhen telediagnosis is-usedi-the
physician's time with patients.can-be
'maximized.

r.

TelemediCine is an integrative
mechanism which counters the prolif-
eration of medical specialization.

Graham, Ricci Bitti, ana
Argyle, 1975

Mowbray and Gebhard, 1961

Mark, 1975

Murphy and Bird, 1974
ri

Bashshur, 1975
G,

Park, 1975

Bashshur,, 1975

Video meetings are orderly;- but not necessariy hierarchical.

28. Time, spent for maintaning group .

organization is lower for Video. than
.for audio (but video is,greaterr,than
face-to-face).

Weston, Ktisten, and O'Connor,
1975 7*:

29. 'Meetings seem to.be conducted 7 Williams_ nd Holloway, 1974
1

more ciuickly via video than via facer
to-face.

1.0 9
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30. video mdetings are perceived to'

be more orderly than'face-to-face
meetinge.

31. Internal group structure and
hierarchy dO not emerge as clearly i-

,video as in face-to-face..

32. Video has an implicit "Undrganized
formality"; people are more polite and

, solicit participation from quiet mem-.
,bers in a way that doesn't happen in
faceTto-face. Leaders dd not;,emerge
spontaneously and indeed seem not to

-be needed.*
I

Champness,.1973
Williams and HollOway,'1974
Ellis, McKay, and 'Robinson,

1976 .

Strickland, Gui2d, Barefoot.,

and Patterson, 1975

George, Coll, Strickland,
Paterson, GUild, and McEoWn,

1975

[---
New users tend to respond positively:to Video.

33. Video is.more aesthetic than .audio..

34. People tend to react more posi-
tively to video (and face-to-face as
well) titian to audio. .

35. New 'users typically have posi-
tive feelings toward the useiof video

teleconferencing.

' 36. ,People are generally more.con-
fident-,in their perceptions of 'others
.via video than via audio, but not, ne-
,cessarily more accurate.

37. Video is perceived to be faster
';.and more convenient than the telephone,

but this perceptil
01:

m is not .supported

by objective measures.

38. Doctors appear to be more con-
fidentin their diagnoses of patients
by video or face-to-face than audio.

*Indicates existence.of contraiy findings.
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Champness, 1972b

'WestOn and. Ktisten, 1973
Ryan and Craigi 1975

Dundanson and WilliaMs, 1973
_Williams and Holloway, 1974
British ColUhbia'Telephone,

1974.
Champness, 1973
ElliS, McKay, and Robinson,

1976

Reid, 1970

Woodside, Cavers, and Buck,
1971

Moore, Willemain, Bonahno,
Clark, Martin, and Mogielnicki1,.
1975

Not supported:in Conrath,
Dunn, Bloor, and Tranquada,
1976
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39. In a survey of Bell Laboratories'
personnel', only 3 percent of travelers
would be\ willing to substitute a sys-
tem which did not provide moving pic-
.ture video.

Video meetings may be

Snyder, 1973

--
"persuasiye" than meetings Via other media,

, 40. More opini 'ha! 2curs via .

video than via t e. (but less
than or the same a via audio).

1 11

Short, 1972a,b; 1973a,b'.
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EVALUATIONS OF VIDEO TELECONFERENCING

WEAKNESSES

Video- meet,ings are not perceived as satiSfactory for comMunicating with
strangers or nonp? Jifferent ranks; fura A).1..01. they may:not be

necessa- /7s. for which. they are s. isfactory.

41. Bell,.Laboratories'.video,system is
not used tor.communicating with
:strangers, talking to,only one or two
'people, or comMunicating with subordi-..
nates.or superiors. ,

42. High-'status persons use the Pic-
turephone0D to call subordinates, but'
subordinates are much more'likely to

,use_theytelephone,when communicating
with someone of a higher.rank..

43: Participants are mote likely to
prefer a face-to-face --Aeeting (rather
than vieao) if they have not known 'each'
other pL.eviously.

. 44. is perceived as question-
able ='.nt getting to know someone, bar-
gaini j, and persuasion.

45. Video systems are only margfnally
superior to audiosystems which in-
clude telegraphics.\

46. Managers are ric,more likely t6
Choose to telecommunicate rather than
-travel when video is an option than
when audio is an option.

47. addition of a visual- channel
to audic, does not appreciably decrease
time:_, to solqion of simple problems.

Noll, 1976.

Imberger, 1975, in Christie
and Elton, 1975

' Christie,and Ho/loway, 1975
Jull and Mendenhall,. 1976

Cha-- .7s, 1973

_,973

Wil: 1ms anddiolloway, 1974
Jull and Mendenhall, 1976

" Casey-Stahmer and Havron,
.1973

,

Christie apd Kingan, 1976

Weeks Nnd Chapanis, 1976

48. Less than 20 percent of existing
(

,Christie and Elton, 1975
---

business meetings need to be conducted
by video.

112

1-
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While better than audio for some interpersonal tasks, video meetings may

not match the quality of face-to-face meetings.

49. Video is sometimes perceived as
lacking a sense of personal contact
with other participants.

50. The feeling of "presence" is low
for normal TV screens. A projection
display increases feeling of "pres-
ence," but is rlif'_eult to use and
maintain at t present time.

51. Some very important aspects of
social interaction-are visual.*

52. In a seminar taUght by video,
studf.nts'at locations remote from the
professor felt inhibited, had more
nega'ive attaides towa2A the course,,

and arn l lower grades than those in

the roc. with him_

53. Th Jmote patient diagnosis
was <,=te in primary diagnosis,
it was n-,3r as effective as face-to-
face ir de:-.3ting secondary illnesses.

Some cJ
the use2 -

54.
than -) or face-to-face.

Champness, 1973
Williams, 1973
Short, Williams, and Christi.

1976

Midorikawa, Yamagishi, Yada,;
and Miwa, 1975

Argyle,.1969

Larimer and Sinclair, 1969,

Conrath, Dunn; Swanson, and
Buckingham, _975

Wem er, /975
Not supported in Conrath,

Dunn, Bloor, and Tranquada,
1976

,aracteristics of video may be perceived as disadvantages by.

Ho systems are less-"private"

55. =rscr.1 communication style

(e.g. :ring to personal notes
while talki.-rtg) is sometimes more

limited b7 'Adeo.

56. F.---1 s of video 'e.g./color

Jaecess ...r map Aisplayi as'well as

'wide-a shotS) may be difficult- to

mdtch ': specific needs of a group.

txistence of contrary findings.

1 3

Champness, 1972a,b
Ryan, 1975
British Colu:iiia Telephone,

1974

Short, Williams, and Christie,
1976

Christie, 1974b
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57. Video is susceptible to a "Holly-
wood syndrome" where participants--
often unconsciouslyuse film or tele-
vision as models'for how they are to
behave.

58.. In group-to-group teleconferenc-
ing, "we"-to-"they" tendencies can de-
velop, influencing within-terminal and
between-terminal communication pat-
terns.

, 59. Even a small distance to a .:ri.deo

studio can be a disincentive to par-
ticipation in a video conference.
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Bretz, 1974

Casey-Stahmer and Havron, 1973
Weston, Kristen, and O'Connor,

1975
. Williams, 1975a
British ColuMbia Telephone,

1974

Jull'and Mendenhall, 1976
Not supported in Christie

and Kingan, 1976



EVALUATIoNS OF COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING

STRENGTHS

1

The prin9 mode provides some advantagqs over the spoken word of Other media.

1. The Written record basic to the
computer conferencing medium is.cru-
cial for some tasks. .

2. 'Handwritten messages are more per7-.,
suasive than video or face-to-face
.communications.*

j
Computer conferencing allows time

for reflection cn the topic of conver-
sation.

4. Typewritten communications are_
much lesSverbose than voice channels
for solving the same simple problems.

5. Computer conferencing is 'well
suited for commuhication involving the
deaf, the handicapped, and homebound
persons.

Sinaiko, 1963
Vallee,'Johansen, Lipinski,
Spangler, and Wilson, 1975

PerOson a:nd Johansen, 1975
Vallee aneffilsoh, 1976

.

Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski,
MacMillan, and Wilson (forth-
ooMing)

Spelt, 1977

Wall and Boyd, 1971

Turoff, 1974a
Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski,

MacMillan, and. Wilson (forth7
coming)

Perguson.and Johansen, 1975
Parnes, and Hench; 1976

Spelt, 1977

Week.S and Chapanis, 1976

Turoff,'1975b

Comouter conferencing increases continulty of communication by making it
less dependent on time and space.

. ACcess-to computer conferencing
can make working.hours more flexible.

1 3. 5

*Indicates-existence of contrary findings.

_Turoff, 1974a
Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski,
Snangler, and'Wilson, 1975

FerguSon and Johansen,..1975
Hiltz, 1976b
Irving, 1976
Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski',
MacMillan,:and Wilson (fortfl-
coming)
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7. Computer conferencing can be used

well as a preface and/or follow-up to
a face-to-face conference.

8. Computer conferencing can provide
a continuous link among disseminated

researchers.

.9. ComPuter Conferencing can promote
communication among disseminated. .-
groups,who May not otherwise coMmuni-
cate if. the need --.10 communicate is

high enough.

10. With compute:. conferencing as

milk as-50 People can work together
on a project..

Vallee and Wilson, 1976

Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski,
Spangler, and Wilson, 1975'

zinn, 1977
hansen, Lipinski,

Mauitii11an, and Wilson-(forth-
boming)

Fergezson and Johansen, 1975.

Hiltz, 1976b
Irving, 1976
Spelt, 1977

Turoff, 1975'
Irving, .1976

1 It is pOssible to a sense of interpersonal, interaction with computer

cenferencing.'

11. Computer donfer.mcing can'support

self-presentation and,emotional

subtleties:

12.. There can be.a strong sense of
personal interaction-*

13. Synchronous\sessions are Seen

as more perkmal than asynchronous
sessions and are desired by.users.

Vallee and Johansen, 1974

Spelt, 1977
Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski,
MacMillan, and Wilson (forth-
coming)

Vallee; Johansen, Lipinski,
Spangler, and Wilsoni-1975.

'Ferguson and Johansen, 1975

Computer conferencing is particularly welI-suited to tasks involving the

management of technical infbrmation.

14. Computer conferencing'introduCes
'human judgment at a new level in an

information system.

*Indicates exiszer =_ contrary findings.

Vallee and Askevold, 1975
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15: Users have reported an ability to
deal with larger amounts of informa-
tion more efficiently (thouh beyond
a certain point, information olrload
can occur).

0

16. Computer conferencing appears
particularly useful in coordinating
technical projects.

17. Participants can obta*r) more
deliberate answers to teclinical ques-
tions; baCked Up by written facts and
with less delay.

18. Computer conferencinc can be used
to enhance crisis resolution.

19. Computer confereneing can be used
.to aggregate group judgment.

20d COmputer conferencing is per.-
ceived as satisfactory for exchanging
information, asking questions, ex-
changirig opinions.or orders, staying.
in touch,.and generating ideas.

Vallee and Askevold, 1975
Bennet 1975

Vallee and Askevold, 1975
Vallee and Wilson, 1976

Vallee and Askevold, 1975

Kupperman, Wilcox, and Smith,
1975

'Turoff, .1972b; 1974a
Lipinski, Lipinski, and
Randolph, 1972

Jillson, 1975.i

Vallee, Johansen, ipinski,
MacMillan, and Wilson (forth-
coming) ,

Computer conferencing promotes equality and.flexibi.lity of roles in the
communication-situation.

21. Participants vary their roles
from conference to conference,

22. Computer conferencing can en-'
hance candor of opinions.

23. The amount of communication per-
,

participant is more nearly ecual in'the
real-time typewritten mode than-in
audio or face-to-face. (T2ns equality
can sometimes be a negative factor.)

24. Greater equality in croup par-
'ticipation can be facilitared by the
use'of computer conferencir, espe-
Cially in synchronous' sessions.
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Vallee and Johansen, 1974
Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski,
Spangler, and Wilson, 1975

Turoff, 1972a; .1975b
Day, 1975.
Vallee and Askevold, 1975.-
Irvina,1.976

Krueger, 19-76, inX1liams,
197-=±

Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski,
Sparler, and Wilson, 1975'

Ferguson.and Johansen, 1975
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skills.
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1. be used by without highi I specialized

25. Participants can learn to use

computer conferencing quickly.

26. Computer expertise is not a pre-
requisite to effective use of compu-
ter conferencing.

27. Lack of typing ability is not a
barrier to participation in computer
conferencing.

3

Turoff, 1972b; 1975b
Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski,
Spangler, and Wilson, 1975

Irving, 1976

Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski,
Spangler, and Wilson, 1975

.\
Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski',

Spangler, and Willeon, 1975

r'
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EVALUATIONS OF COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING

WEAKNESSES

The written communications inherent in computer conferencing are less effi-
cient than other media.

28. Both audio and face-to-face
elloW many more messages to be dx-
changed in a given time'period than
does typing.

29. Written negotiations take more
time, are more rigid, and are more
susceptible to develoPing intransiz
gent positions.

30. .It is soMetimes difficult to
focus the discussion in computer con-:

, ferencing.

31. Problems take longer to solve
c

in written modes.

32. PartiCipants are sometimes re-
luctant to.make certain statements in
writing.

33.. Computer ponferencirig is per--
ceived as unsatisfactory for bargain-
ing, resolving disagreements, persua-
sion,* ar0 getting 'to_lchow someone.

*Indicates.existence of Contrary findings..
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Sinaiko, 1963
ChapanislOchsman, Parrish,

and Weeks, 1972; Chapanis,'
1973

Chapanis and Overby, 1974
Ochsman and Chapanis, 1974
WeeksndChapanis',.1976
Krueger,-1976, -in Williams,

1976b
NOt supported in Turoff,

1972b

Kite and Vitz, 1966

Ferguson 'ar7,1 JohanSen, 1975

Chapanis, Ochsman, Parrish,
and Weeks, 1972,

Kiueger-,- 1976, in Williams,
1976p

Ochsman and Chapanis, 1974

Kite and Vitz,' 1966 ,

Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski,
SRangler, and Wilson, 1975

Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski,
MacMillan, and Wilson (forth-
coming) .
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The self-activated nature of the medium may inhibit its use.

34. Regularity of individual parti-
cipation is sometimes difficult to
enforce in computer conferencing.

35. A,perceived need to communicate
is'necessary to encourage regular par-
ticipation in computer conferencing.

36. In written or typewritten commu-
nication, the amount of time spent in
nonCommunicative activities is much
greater th'an in the oral mode.

37. Managers have a strong preference
for verbal and immediate (often un-
schedUled) communication.

Vallee, Johansen, 'Lipinski,
Spangler, and WilSon, 1975

Ferguson and Johansen, 1975
Spelt, 1977

Vallee and Johansen, 1974
Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski,.
Spangler, and Wilson, 1975

Ochsman and Chapanis, 1974

Mintzberg, 1971

The communication process in computer conferencing is very demanding.

38. Training of new users is yery

important.

39. Participants must learn new
skills to use computer conferencing
(e.g., how to send a message).

40. Computer conferencing is vulner-,

able to podr human/machine interface
with both computer networks and com-
:puter terminals.

41. Computer conferencing could eas-

ily be used to/confuse other partici-

pants. /

/
42. ,The vo)lume of information in a
cómpilter conference can sometimes be-

come overwhelming.'

43. In synchronous computer confer-
encingc messages.are not sequential
and Multiple topic threads can appear;
information overload can thus result.

44. Computer conferencing demands

strong leadership.
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Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski,
Spangler, and Wilson, 1975

Irving, 1976

Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski,
Spangler, and Wilson1975

Vallee,- Johansen, Lipinski,
Spangler, and WilSon, 1975

Vallee, Lipinski, Johansen,
and Wilson, 1975

Ferguson and Johansen, 1975
Vallee, Johansen, Lipinski-,
MacMillan, and Wilson (forth-
coming)

Vallee and Wilson, 1976
Va//ee, 1976

\Johansen,- Vallee, and Pa1mer,

1976'
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The sense of interpersonal interaction is sometimes weak in computer
coriferencing.

45. There is often a lack of inter-
personal feedback;, those who perceive
the need for immediate feedback might
thus be frustrated.

46. Participants sometimes feel a
lack of group interaction.

47. ,Questions asked within computer
conferences often go unanswered.

48. The use of surrogates in a com-
puter conference can inhibit levels
of trust and security.

49., French Canadians react more nega-
tively to computers and their poten-
tial than do EngliSh Canadians.
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Ferguson and Johansen, 1975
Kettering Foundation (forth-

coming)

Ferguson and Johansen, 1975
Kettering Foundation (forth-

coming)

Hiltz, 1976b
Kettering Foundation (forth-

coming)

Kettering Foundation (forth-
coming)

Ryan and Cummings, 1973
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EVALUATIONS OF AUDIO TELECONFERENCING

STRENGTHS

Audio meeting§ are adequate for a number of typical business and research
,sitUations; they areparticularly satisfactory for communications taskel,
which stress information exchange and Problem-solving.

1. The telephone,is,not in any simple
sense inferior to face-to-face contact.

Reid, 1976

2. Audio is perceiVed as only slightly Craig%and Jull, 1974
less satisfactory than face-to-face Weston and Kristen, 1973
meetings.

3. Managers are no more likely to
choose to telecommunicate rather than
travel, when video is an option than
when audio is an option.

4. About 40 percent of existing busi-
ness meetings could be conducted bY
audio or audio-plus-graphics.

5. Simple problem-solving can be ef-
fectively conducted via audio.

6. Meetings which emphasiZe "informa-
tion-seeking" and "discussion of ideas"
can be effedtively conduCted via audio.

..7. Audio is satisfactory for giving
orders, decision-maing,,,settling a dif-
ference of op'inion,* and'holding.brief-
ings. .

*Indicates existence of contrary findings.
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Christie and -Kingan, 1976

Christie and Elton, 1975
(3 CSG,surveys)

Davies,1971.a,b
Champness; 1971; 1972a-,b
Short,_1971a,b; 1972a,b
Woodelde, Cavers, and Buck,

1971
Chapani4 Ochsman, Parrish,. and
ireeks, 1972

Connors, Lindsey, and Miller,
/976

Thomas and Williams, 1975
Christie, 1975b

Williams; 1974c
Connors, Lindsey, and Miller, .

1976
Thomas and Wi4liams, 1975 .

Stapley, 1973

1-
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8. Audio is good for continuing con-
. tacts with those with whom one is al-

ready acquainted.

9. There is no difference in output or
quality of ideas in audio brainstoiming
sessions* compared to video and face-to-

face.

10. The visual channel is not neces-
sary for gaining initial perceptions
of others and in understanding how
others perceive you.*

11. Audio meetings are generally per-
ceived as at least as "rewarding,"
"friendly," and "enjoyable" as face-to-
face committee Meetings. ,

12. ,Audio can be used as effectively
as face-to-face or video for interview-

ing.

13. Audio is perceived to be effective
for crisis decision-making when a face-
to-face meeting would not be possible.

14. For conducting psychiatric inter-
views, the telephone can be used as ef-
fectively as face-to-face.

15. Teleconferencing can.serve as a

medium for collegial interaction among '

distantly located health professionals.

16. Audio teleconferencing, used by
sophisticated health professionals, is
suitable for most neighborhood health
clinics, chronic disease follow-up pro-
grams, etc.

Connors, Lindsey, and iller,
1976

Williams, 1975a

Young, 1974b

Christie, 1975a -

Reid, 1970
Janofsky, 1971
Young, 1974a

Thomas and Williams, 1975

. Short, 1973c

Simon, Fleiss, Fisher, and
Gurland, 1974

Bashshur, 1975

Mark, 1975

In intense communication situations, such as bargaining or negotiation,

audio meetings may offer F:771,t7(, advantages to some participants.

17- In negotiation,
strongest case is moL(J
audio than in face-to-faf.:e.

,th the

ful

*Indicates existence of contrary findings.

Morley and Stephenson; 1969;
1970

Short, 1971a,b
Weeks and Chapa . 1976
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18. In bargaining and negotiation via
audio, effective communication is less
dependent on interpersonal than on
substantive considerations; a visual
image.can actually be distracting to
the substantive prcceedings.

19. ,More opinion change oczairs as one
effect'in conflict situaticns yia
audio than face-to-face Aimplying that
audio is better for persuading or
'adopting another point-Abf

20. Participants feel it i.: easier to
get a point across without lengthy
debate in audio than in face-to-face.

21. Individuals are perceived as more
persuasive and trustworthy via audio
than face-to-face or video.

22. Lying is easier to.detect in
audio than in face-to-face.

23.. Audio is perceived as more re-
vealing than video or face-to-face dur-
ing interviews.

Sinaiko, 1963
Morley and Stephenson, 1969;

1970
Short, 1971a; 1974

Short, 1972a,b; 1973b
Young, 1974b (but not statig-

tica11y Significant)

Christie, 1975a

Short, 1972c

-Krauss, in.Williams, 1976
Maier and Thurber, 1968
Reid, 1970 (found no signif-

icant difference between
audio and face-to-face)

Young, 1974a

-Audio permits rapid communication, with less travel.

24. Audio meetings are shorter than
face-to-face meetings.

25. Media which _involve voice commu-
nication are uch faster than writing
or typing.

26. _Audio-tends to be faster than
face-to-face for simr,le problem-
solving experiments ller litee

time isavailabl.

*Indicates existence of contrary findings.
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Craig and Ju11, 1974
Shart, 1973
Casey-Stahmer and Havron, 1973
Christie, 1975a
Mendenhall and Ryan, 1975
Thomas and Williams, 1975

Ochsman and Chapanis, 1974,

Davies, 1971a
Not supported in.Chapanis,

Ochsman, Parrish, and WeekS,
1972
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ings a- ,
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3t useful when meet-
-Id regular.

28. te most useful when

peopl, than one-half hour
apart.

29.

in:redu
ing dor

.-en highly successful
-Datal amount of travel-

management staff.

Short, W:_lliams, and Christie,

1976

Williams, 1975c
Short, Williams, and Christie,

1976

Christie, 1975a

Audio per7: _Ite communication.

30. A: the transmission and

recepti, ormation is not.af-

fected 1 ;Isence of vision.

31. ?art

attentivE
audio sy

32. Au .

as face-.

persons_

33. --va

all -t-f.

for ç.

ts feel they are more
at is being said in an
an face-to-face.

t least as effective
Bar assessing other

cilannel can provide
aformation necessary
medical diagnosis.

Champness and Reid, 1970
;Davies, 1971a,b,
Reid, 1976
Stapley, 1973
Simon, Fleiss, Fisher, and

Gurland, 1974

Christie, 1975a .

Giedr., 1955
Maier and Thurber, 1968
Reid, 1970

COnrath, Bloor, Dunn,. and
Trarguada, 1976

lAudio pr ntro11ed participation.

34. M are more orderly ("busi-
in audio than in face-to-

face.

55. Audio alloWs more control over
_individuals who dominate the conver-
sation and thus more chance for every-
one to participate.

1:45

Short, 1973c
Jull McCaughern, Mendenhall,
Storey, Tassie and Zalatan,
1976

Ho//oway and Hamnond, 1976
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EVALL .3 C. AUDIO

AKNESSE

Auc J:. gs are not satistory for tasks whf
ca----1:=Cat 2n, such as negotiation r getting to

_lo is not satisfactory when
run high or na-:-.777- of the
"complex."

.7. :ticipants feel tha-z audio is

not Lsfactory for such activities
as res?'..Lving conflicts, cersuading-
?theta " resolving disagreements,* or

.2re is more breakdown in nego-
via a'Aio than face-:o-face.

meetings are not atisfac-
forming impressions of

-laic is not perceived to be':sat-

i_Ltac-.-:..ry for getting to know somel-

c7- .*

..A-2,dio 'Can be poorly received if
77:-..rticpants have not known each

?reviously.

42. -7 "getting to know someone,"
people ,,Jno have met face7to-face or

are judged more favorably
thm ole who have.met b-7 telephone.

--,tence o con7 sa

:tress i=ternersonal
somecre.

Con- Lindset.-, and Miller,

_1 6

Sh:77t, 1973c
Cra_J-z and Jull, 2974
Thcz-as and Williams;\1975
Co=ors, Lindsey, and Miller,
1976

Chr_ist:Le, 1975a

Dor=is GentrY, and Kelley,
1970, in Short, 1971a

Short, 1971a
Champness, '1971

Craig and Jull, 1974

Stapley, 1973
Craig and Jull, 1974
Thomas and Williams, 1975
Connors, Lindsey, and;Miller,

1976

Christie and Holloway, 1975
Connors, Lindsey, and Miller,

1976
jull and Mendenhal1,1976

Williams, 1972a; 1975b



Aun.2
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--

.-eate A impers=a1 uncoour]-J--- L-cmmunicatifms ervirom

1io is erceived as "peo-

.-am 77,e-to-face.

44. cues are inoortant to
indi r:1- 11cho1ogical state of

each io t (e.g., their reac-
,r Ale rogress of ond inter-

ce:ni:..)

an

a T

.

encimg,
can dle7e-7,1:.

ter-mcil-mar

, .

ften skecticism con-
7_ent of 1 message in
7.onferen: esoecially
e is no- followed bv

oo-group 7_e7z-

_o "they" oencl.

nfluencim-J

etween- 7-min_

7oerns.

cies

47. ironment is con-:1der-

ahei Th=tile".than vide

or

48. 1:T1 -goiiation si::uationn, such

as called "prioners'
rocration is7 difficult

to e);..e .:;.:ng audio_

49. indi-

vidual administer more severe

shock: t 7ctims they cannc-7 see.

:4or1ey and St: -henson,

=972
5.-2ort, 1973c

::dloway and 5- -:nond, 1. 6

.Ar7y1e, LaL1:,-.. and Cooj. _1969

Duncan, 1939

:yan, 1977

--- and Havron, :97:

Weston, L:z_ .ften, and O'Cc=ror,

1975
W.:L.111am '75a

Weston, :isten, and O'Cc: .7Jr

1975

Wf:chman, :70
La P1ant:,.. 1971,. in Short,

Wildia:72,,, and Christie, 197L5

Not repl.L=ated _by Hei1bron,

1971, 1974

Milgram,
Not suppc.
Hawkins

,d im Penner and
1971, in Short,

- and Christie, 1976

Audio mal; 1-2:s productive 'than othe: :71edia.

50. ..AlitiLn1 '4:ocups spend le-3:s time on

task-relnted fiscussion (ancut 10
cent less) 'tan either viCso: or face-
to-face.=

- .';tence cf con7T7ary fi_

WestOn, Kri:;ten, amf O'Connor,

1975
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51- An unseen audince inhibits cog-
nitive performance more than a visible
audience.

.52. Fewer words were spoken in a
given time period via audio than via
either video or face-to-face.

53. In a conference held to generate
.reconmendations, audio groupS made
fax fewer and less complex recommen-
dations.

,
54. Audio meetings are not satisfac-
tory for generating ideas.*

55. While remote patient diagnosis
was accurate in primary diagnosis,
it was less effective than face-to-
face in detecting secondary illnesses.

Alpe:. 1952

sten, and O'Connor,

\

Nct : 7:ad i Chapanis, 1973

.Westo: (:::_sten, and .3"Connor,

u12, 174

12:7.12, Swanson, and

Aam, l975
Nc :ap:7:-..Tted in Conrath, Dunn,

_-2or, and Tranguada, 1976

Audio meetings are personally demanding.

56. Audio meetings require more chair-
man control than face-to-face.

57. Time spent for maintaining group
organization was greater for audio
than for face-to-face.

58. Audio meetings are more tiring
than face-to-face meetings.

59. Varied accents, are often diffi-
cult to understand over the telephone.

St_ )73c

Naz=2, Jristen, and O'Connor,

Shc= I973c
Ju McOaughern, Mendenhall,

Et:77oz), Tassie, and Zalatan,
7

Noz7 :::pperte.f by Mendenhall
a Rpan, .L975

Chzi-a,. 29-5a

2a.-..9.rs, and Buck,

Users typically have negative expectations about

60: People often react negatively to
audio teleconferencing.

*Indicates existence of contrary findings.

128

Westnn a=d Nristen, 1973
Ryan ane Cr-aig, 1975
ChrLztio 1;75a
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61 _ P die promot Jre
sk,apt.'_cism on the rt of than

.does video or face tc-face.

-.1., In a sUr7rey cf ?.e.11 ,;at.ories'

onLy 3 t.:-..ve1ers

Ic.uld e will:Lng t. bsttte system

-inich did not

6. FItients Dref :c::: vcdc to

audio l'or comm:uniz doctor

durinc remote

64. Doctors a_re rtor c:..-.nficient in

their diagnoses of patints y video

or fa:-.-to-face than by audio-

Ryan, 19-'5

Bloor,
/9/6

;_. 7..7.1-ted in Moore

cqi. zr7i_' 3: -3 Bonanno,
2nd Mogie1nic.k.:

r onain, Bona nnc

and
1975



EVALUAT.I.DL;

' rr stisis ar_ imDor-ca=lt intense, interpersona:

7 ::...a.-to-face is b,--7,tt:L.: :an audio
2.:: v c for interperson

:d conflict.

":-.r.:e.t..intc which emohas.-- "ccnflict"
sLtould: be conduc: via, face-

rather than via aL.- : or video

I Meettimgs whio:.1 emphas:_t1 "negotia-
tn" rzn.culd be- c:and,uctecl face-

rather than via a-L-Ldi . or video.

face Is c..-lan both
.1.

-.ings for cip ry int,: --
view" _t_.:ould be con -

fa t,z, _he:: than video

for re :atzicn of a 7a-

be te affec-
tiv a =an via auLi.o
or .

, mos: -.pects of sc,-
-_L-1_2_ intaract _ omitted in

:=-1

....7ness, 1972a

1970
1971, in Short,

W_L_Lliams, and Christie,
Drr: s, entrg,- and Kale.y,
1-2, _In Williams,- 19745

2_72a
ams, 1974b

and Stephenson, 1969;

C...3.7.7pness, 1971
;2t, 1971a,b

:iort , 2.973b

1975a

1975a

7:7* graater informatl exchange than audio or

B., n2:_:i sper.2 for main- ning grout:,
I ic less fr
t tom vij,

130

: t vris7-



9. More possibLe
ler: are discussed
in audio before res.,,:-.air

19_ More messa7es
to-face than c

amount of tir,

-136-

:ns to a prob-
-to-facc?

; a deciu.7ion.

--:;xchanged face-

-edia in a

favies 197.1a,b

22a:1-7r:ass, 1971

Cchsman, Parrish,
zimd Ne,r-gcs, 1972

Cpards, 1973
Ckilaniz: and Cverb, 1974
Oansman amd Cbapanis, 1974
W-e-Tes anf Chapanis, 1976

Face-to-face iS a "fr.te21::' medium.

.Fare-to-face me.,-_-cirgs are more

friendly than videm

12. In face-u:.-fac, meetincrs, r,eople

are much more lake: to address :their

remarks to tla± qrou as a wbole.7 in

audio or video meetircs, there is
=ore tendenc7 to address individuals
or a subgrou7-

13. Thrare tandency to infLict
pain vdOen e ictim is Visible -than
when is __olaaed.

W1:717. and Holloway, 1974

r-feston, Kristen,. and C'Connor,

1975-

M.2./C7 1965

IFace-zo-.face is ric.:,.e 'commading" than other media-

14. i =eater 'tendency to

obe_v co:rtan ted 77....c7i. face-to-face

t':se is ued remnc-17.

conr: lled elmer,...:ments in

wh:Lch : ujecr: are orderd. to shock an-

ott,er sutiedecs a more likely

to be odierza when _crdez_ are -given

face-to-face 'sather t]har. war the tele-

phcne.

.:965

/965

1 People genera:ly prefer face-to-face t.-::)

l. Nd,...to-f..-Ice is ::,7-.!11.0.r31;y rat.A

mon: -avnrably

1-. Discussions 1i d by audio or video

ara generally juddet less favorably

trar discussions held face-to-face.

13 1.

er media .

24
tie .and Eltc2n, 1975.

an and Craig, 1975

Christie anc: Eittn, 1975
Chanpness, 1'972apb

Ryau and CrI:g, :975
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18. Face-to-face is Preferred over
teleconferencing for meetincs wIcich
are iMportant or complex.

19. PeOple are generaLly more confi-
dent in their-perceptions of others
based on face-to-face meetings than
those based on either audio or video,
thotgh they are not necessarily more
accurate.

20. Tx doctcr's confidence in a diag-
nosis is greater in face-to-face situ-
tions than in eitHer audio or video
situations.

21. Patients prefer face-to-face to
remote diagnosis via either audio or
video.

132

,Cannors, ndseg, and Miller,
1976

eid, 197)

Poore, Willemaim, Bonanno,
Clark, Martin, and
MloqieJnIcki, 1975

Not. relp1icated'in Conrath,

Dunn, Elocr, and Tranquada,
1976

Conrat27, Dunn, Bloor, and,
Trancuaaa, 19-76



EVALUATIONS OF FACE-TO-FACE CONFERENCING

WEAKNESSES

,

;MtiLe face-to-face is preferred for many communication tasks, it may.nct
_be necessary.

22. Only about 30 percent of all busi- Christi& and Elton, 1975
nesi meetings aCtually require face-to- (3 CSG surveys)

face contact.

The 'pErsonal" nature of face-to-face may inhibit communication in some
isituatLons.

23. Face-to-face communication is Morley and Stephenson, 1969;_
more dependent on interpersonal or 1970

interparty considerations than is Short, 1971a; 1974

audio.

24. In negotiation situations, face-
to-face meetings (and video meetings)
emphasize the affective content of
messages compared to audio or written
media.

25. In conflict situations, face-to-
face may create visual distractions
which reduce participants' concentra-
tion on their arguments and those of
others.

26. For meetings of short duration,
where long travel time is involved,
persons will prefer to telecommuni-
cate rather, than attend a face-to-
face meeting.

27. Face-to-face meetings tend to
be dominated bY one person, thus
limiting the range of ideas,suggested
and ,the quality of the final decisions..

133

Wichman, 1970
La Plante, 1971, in Short,
Williams, and Christie, 1976

Short, Williams, and Christie,.
1976

Christie and Kingan, 1976
Duncanson and Williams, 197-3

Hiltz, 1975a
Hiltz.and Turoff, 1976
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A Classification of Social Evaluations of Teleconferencing

Citation
Organizational

affiliation
Type of study

Medium(ia)

used

Lenth of
Number and type of participants

g

media usage

Conferencing

arrangements

Task (1) or

purposeisi of

conferencing usage

Argyle, 1969 Oxford University Theoretical analysis;

literature review

Primarily face-to.f ace Primarily subjects Varied Varied

Argyle, Lailjee, Oxford University

and Cook, 1968

Laboratory

experiments

Face!to-face;

simulated audio

Subjects (28 students at University of Brief "

Delaware; 32 students at Oxford; 80 middle-

aged adult education students) .

Dyads I nterviews

Bashshur, 1975 University of

Michigan

Literature review;

theoretical analysis

Video _ Medical profes-

fessional to

patient

Remote diagnosis

Bretz, 1914 Rand Corporation Field test Video (the MRC

systeml

f

Senior and middle level personnel 3 years Multipoint Varied

British Columbia British Columbia

Telephone, 1974 Telephone

Field test Video 134 British Columbia Telephone employees, Varied

businessmen, students (no cost to users)

Group-to-group Varied business

meetings

Casey-Stahmer Human Sciences

and Huron, 1973 Research, Inc.

Survey (interviews);

theoretical analysis

Bell Canada; video;

OINA: audio + fac.

simile; DOC: audio +

graphics; FNCB: video

+ graphics

7 middle level personnel at Bell Canada; 8 Bell Canada,

middle level personnel at Department of DINA, DOC:

Indian and Northern Affairs; 6 middle level several months;

personnel at Department of CommUnications, FNCB: 12 years

Canada; 4 senior managers at First National

City Bank (NY)

Group-to-group

'

Bell Canada: demon-

stration; DINA: co-

ordination with remote

sites of DINA: DOC;

experimental; FNCB:

management meetings

Charnpness, 1971 Communicatons

Studies Group

g

Laboratory

experiment

Face-to-face; tele

vision; audio

.

214 male subjects. Brief , Group-to-group

(2 acquaintances,

2 strangers)

Bargaining f

Charnpness, Communications

1972a Studies Group

Laboratory

experiment

Audio; close-up tele-

vision; broader view

television

11,2 subjects (senior British civil servants) Brief

.

Dyads Varied

Champness, Communications

1972b Studies Group

Laboratory

experiment

Face-to-face; loud-

speaking audio;

closekircuit

television ,

72 subjects (managerial British civil servants) Brief. i

.

Dyads Discussion of personal

choices (from Kogan

and Wallack's "Choice

Dilemmas" question-

naires)
.

Champness, 1973 Communications

Studies Group

Survey (question-

naires)

Video 200 subjects (middle level British Post Brief (almost

Office personnel) 75 percent were

first-time users)

Group-to-group Information exchange;

trying out Confra.

vision

Champness and Communications

Reid, 1970 Studies Group

Laboratory

experiment

Face-to-face;

simulated audio;

telephone

72 subjects (male students) . Brief (about

. minutes perj

medium)

Dyads Communication of

contents of a

business letter

Chapanis, 1913 JohnsHopkins

, University

Laboratory

experiment

Typewriting; hand-

writing; simulated

audio; facelo-face

Subjects (40 high school boys, 32 Johns Brief

Hopkins students)

Dyads

.

Finding address of a

physician closest to a

hypothetical residence.

assembling a trash can

carrier; similar simple

problems

Chapanis, Johns Hopkins

Gasman, Parrish University

and Weeks, 1972

Laboratory

experiment

Typewriting; hand-

writing; simulated

audio; faceto-f ace

i

40 subjects (high school boys) Brief ,,, Dyads
/

Finding address of a

Physician closest to a

hypothetical residence;

assembling a trash can

carrier; similar simple

problems



Chapanis and Johns Hopkins

Pverbey, 1974 Univers'ity

.

Laboratory

experiment

Audio; typewriting

.

,

32 subjects (college students) . Brief period for

each of 4 days

Dyeds 'Finding Wdrou of i
physician closest to'a' .

-hypothetical residence;

assembilq a trash can

carrier; similar simple

problems

Christie, 1974a Communications

Studies Group

Lphoratory

experiment

3 different types

of audio; black-and-

white television

36 subjects (American busines's

executives)

Eminutes per

medium

,

Group-to.group General discussion

(3 per grnupl

ch74::;.1=41, . Cuhiii,unk.A6vill

. Studies Group .

.

Survey iinterviewsi v loco 13 middle level personnel at Department

of Environment, London
Ohe group: 6

months; other

group: 1 meeting

Group-to.group 'Information exchange;

general.discussion

Christie, 1974d Communications

Studies Group

Laboratory

experiment

,

.

Face.to-face; tele.

vision; telephone;

'letter; audio

36 subjects (civil servants)

.

Three 5-minute

discussions per

person .

,

Dyads I Attempt agreement

I on A,:ajis of reducing

I rise of crime, cost of

. housing, and pollution

in British cities
.

Christie, 1975a New Rural Society

(Chapter X) Project

c:ield test Stereophonic audio

phis facsimile

,

24 upper and middle level management

personnel

,

6 months

.

Group-to-group fisiness meetings be-

tween 2 branches of

a bank, 45 miles apart

Christie and Communications

Elton,1975 Studies Group

Literature review

oi Communications

Studies Group studies

.

Audio; video;

face-to-face

.

,

Christie and Communications

Holloway, 1975 Studies Group

Laboratory

experiment

Audio; video 104 subjects (management level volunteers

. fiom business and government

Brief Group-toiroup Simulated busiriess,

(2 or 3 per group) meetings

thristie and Communications

Kingan, 1976 Studies Group

Laboratory \
experiment

Audio; video 50 subjects (volunteer civil servants) Brief (25-50.

minutes)

Group.toiroup Media evaluation

..(2 per group)

Communications Communications

Studies Group, Studies Group

1975

,

--,---.

Literature Mview

of Communications

Studies Group

studies

Audio; video; face-

to-face
S

Varied.

Connors, Lind7 National Aero-

sey and Miller, nautics and Space

1976 'Administration

,

Survey (question-

naires(
,

Audio telecon-

ferencing rooms;

portable audio

(Bell 50AI; con-

ference telephóhe

calls

162 senior and middle level personnel

from 5 NASA installations
,

6 months (less

than once per

month)

Group-to.group Prograrn review;gen-

and multipoint eral planning, man- .

agement; education

Conrath, Bloor, Unirrsity of
Dunn, and Waterloo; Uni-

Tranquada, 1976 versity of Toronto;

Flemingdom Health

Center (Toronto)

Field experiment

,

Color television;

black-and-white

tklevision; still

frame black-and-

white television;

and hands-free

telephone

10 doctors (7 male, 3 female); 1 nurse; ,

1,015 Patients visiting a medical clinic

(volunteered to be examined via tele-

conference, as well as normal visit)

(

Diagnostic ses.

sion; less than 1

hour per patient;

doCtors used

varied modes

i',,,.,

`'-:('io..,,,,,

Dyad (physieran Medical diagnosis

to patient, with

nurse present)

.

,

Conrath; Dunn, University of

Swanson, and . Waterloo; Uni-

Buckingham, versity of Toronto;

1975 Peat, Marwick, ,

and Partners,

Toronto

Field experiment

.

Color television;

black.and-white tele-

vision;,hands-free

telephone; face..

to-face

_---.--
32 patients; 8 physicians; 6 nurses

,

.

Brief (average

exam less than

15 minutes)

Dyads (physician Remote diagnosis

to patient, with .

nurse present)

.

°Sub ers thow paid or unpaid subjectsIwho used the media for simulated tasks; all others used the media to perform their normal activities,

"Brief = less than one hour,'

136 187



,

Citmion
Organizadonal

affiliaton
Type of study

Mediumlia)

used

-
Length of

Number and type of participants
. media usage

"Isk(s) or'
C..Ierencing

pmrpose(s) of
arrangements

comxencing usage

Craig and

Jull, 1974

Commnications

Research Center,

(CRC), Canada

Field experiment Face.to.face;

audio plus

graphics

.

Senior research managers and United Way Several months

plannine group

Group.to.group
.

Normal business

meetings

Davies, 1971a Communications

Studies Group

Laboratory

experiment

face.to.iace;

telephone

40 subjects )Erit'i civii se; Vdlii); 'I.; 1111110, B1 it:

4 females)

Vyt.iii ;:mitn rithkii ;ta 1

problem (specially

developed)
.

Davies, 1971b

,

Communications

Studies Group

--------
Laboratory

experiment

Face.toface;

telephone

Subjects (British civil servants) Brief Dyads Factory.location

problem (specially

developed)

Day,'1975 Bell Canada Descriptive analysis;

literature review

Computer.based

teleconferencing

,

Varied Varied

.

Multipoint Varied

Dickson and

Bowers, 1973

Cornell

University

Literature review

and analysis

(authors call it a

"preliminary

technology assess.

mem")

,

Varieties of the

video telephone

Primarili- .

dyads

\ \

Duncan, 1969 University of

Chicago

,

Literature review Primarily face.

to.f ace

Primarily subjects Varied Varied Varied

,

Ouncanson and

Williams, 1973

Bell Laboratories

.

,

Field test Video (Bell

Laboratories

System)

.

197 senior and middle level Bell Laboratory Varied.

employees (no cost to users)

. ,

Grnup.toiroup

(34 per group)

Normal interlaboratory

meetings between two

Bell Labs locations

Ellis, McKay,

and Robinson,

1976

Swinburne Insti.

tute of Technology;

Telecom Australia

Survey (interviews) Video (Telecom

Australia System)

,

21 users of the Conf revision seMce who had One.half to

not continued to use it; paid at rate of $150 ; several hours
,

per hour

Group.to-group Varied business' .

meetings

,

Ferguson and

Johansen, 1975

Institute for the

Future/Lilly En.

dowment; Inc.

Field test (with

postconference

questionnaire)

Cornputer.based

telecdnferencing

19 senior and middlilevel personnel (no "1 week (with

cost to users) .
brief training

,
period preceding)

Multipoint

,

Information exchange;

discussion of ideei;

policy formulation

Giedt, 1955 Laboratory

experiment

Written transcripts;

sound recordings;

filth plus sound

48 psychiatrists, social wOrkers, and Brief

psychologists

Dyads Judging patient via

recorded interview

Graham, Ricci

Bitti, and

Argyle, 1975

OxIord University Laboratory

experiment

Videotape; limited

image videotape

SubjectslEnglbh and Italian) Brief .

.

Dyads Communicating de.

scription of a two.

dimensional object

Hammond and

Elton, 1976

Communications

Studies Group

Literature review;

descriptive analysis

'Audio; video; face.

to.face ,
,

' Varied

Hiltz, 19750 New Jersey Insti.

tute of Technology

INJITI

Literature review

of small group

research

Face.toface ' Varied Varied Varied Varied

Hiltz, 1976a New Jersey Insti.

tute of Technology

,

Literature review

of, small group re.

search (face.to

face); descriptive

analysis

Computertased

teleconferencing;

face.to.face

.

Hiltz, 1976b

,-1

0

New Jersey lnsti.

tute of Technology

Literature review

of small group re.

search ifece.to.

face); descriptive

analysis

Computerbased

teleconferencing;

face.to-face

.



Hi

Turoff,

Ile and New Jei :' .- / 1ng

1976 tute .s, Tesarnni. ,i

Descriptive analyst!.

and projections
Computer-, -.1sed

teleconferer sing

Hollowly and Com. .- _.1.,

Hammond, Stun, -i, w ,.'.

'1976 Opee hie

Survey (interviews] Telephone crnference

calls ,
.

29 students and faculty using the telephone

in teaching at the Open University, London

About 1 year Multipoint Faculty/student

meetings (hiring,

academic courses

Hough, 1976 Stank h

Instite

Catalogue and de

scriptive analysis

of existing tele-

conferencing
,.

systems

Audio; vide.- cam

puter-based .decon.

ferencing

Varied Varied Varied Varied

_.
, .

Irving, 1976 Univers,.

Warerlot

Case study; survey

(questionnaires(

Computer-based

teleconferencing and

message-switchng

About 40 10 months Multipoint Coordination among

regional centers of

the Nonmedical Use

ol Drugs Directorate

in Canada

Janofsky, 1971 Univers, .i, ni

Oregon

Laboratory

experiment
Telephone; face.

to-face

160 subjects (paid student volunteers) -, 10 minutes Dyads Interview to get to

to know strangers

Jillson, 1975 Nonmedical Useof

Drugs Directorate,

Canadian Govern.

. rnent

Case study Computer-based

cortferencing and

response elicitation

About 20 About 2 months Multipoint Information exchange

and polling

,

Johansen, Vallee, Institute for the
and Palmer, 1976 Future

,

Preliminary analysis

of extended field

test

Computer con

lerencing

About 100 energy researchers
.

1215 months Multipoint Varied; primarily co.

ordination of energy

research projects

Jull, McCaughern, Department of

Mendenhall, Communications

Storey, Tassie, (DOCI, Canab.

and Zalatan,

1976

.

Review of research

. by Department ol

,,Communications,

Canada; laboratory

experiments and

surveys, descriptive

analv:ie..

Audio; audio plus

graphics; vioeo

Varied
Primarily Varied

group.to.group

Jull and . Oepartmert of
Mendenhait, Corrifilun:::1110-7,

1976 Canada

Litera:ae review Audio; audio plus

graphics:video
PrimatilY Varied

group-toiroup

Kettering Kettering

Foundation Foundat 17

(forthcoming)

Survei Computer con

lev 'icing
About 50 scientists, teachers, and ad;

. ministrators

1.3 mondis Multipaint Varied

Kite and Vitz, Irestite i _

1966 lense i-- )r '1

Laboratory

' e x pe r i me n t

Te,:ype; audio;

face-to.face

Subjects Several hours Multipoint Crisis sinulatian

("Sunrit" I

Klemmer, 1973 Bell La.,

,

Theoretical airialy.

sit; literature review
Audio; video; face-

to.face
Varied

Kupperman and Persona

Wilcox,A975
Theoretical ielposal Computer-based

teleconferencing
Varied Crisis management

,

LaPlante, 1971 Univers!:

Windsor

',Laboratory en.

Oetirnent IM.A, i

thesis)

Face.to-face; closed

'circuit TV;

telephone

atoiects Brief Dyads Problem solving

("Prisoners Dilemma"

game)

Lorimer and Pennsylv,

Sinclair, 1969 State Univ.--

Field test Video 22 teachers taking a graduate course at '

Pennsylvania State University

1 semester
,

Group-tmgroup Graduate seminar in

(11 per group) education

Maier and Universit
Thurber, Mx w
1968

Labortory
en !lent

Face.to.face; audio;

written transcript .

Subjects Brief Subject watch- Judging eccuracy of. .

ing; listening; or role-played situation

reading about the r

role play
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,Citation
Organizational

:affiliation
Type of study

Medium l ia)

used

,

Number and type of participants
Length of

media usage

Conferer:ing
Tat kW or

arrangement
purpose(sl of

conforencing usage

.
Mark, 1975 Varied Theoretical analysis Video

... Primarily medical

professionals to

patients

Primarily remote

diagnosis

Mendenhall

and Ryan, 1975

Communications

Research Center, i

Canada

Laboratory

experiment

Audio; video; face.

to.face

51 subjects (middle level civil servants) Brief (aboi,

3C minutes Der

mediurni

Group.to-group Personnel manage

rnent problem

Midorikawa,

Yemagishi, Yada,

and Miwa, 1975

Electrical Communi

cation Laboratories,

Tokyo

Field test Video plus graphics About 150 senior and middle level

personnel

At leas: 3 hours Grouptcogroup Business meetings

,

Milgram, 1965 Laboratory Face.to.face; Subiects Brief inds Givina orders

experiment audio '

Mintrberg, 1971 McGill University Participant ob. Face.to.face;

servation telephone; mail.

COrporate managers
/arled Varied

Moore , Willernain, Cambridge Field experiment Television; tele- 354 patients; 3 practitioner nurses; -01.,- Dyads (physician Remote medical

Bonanno, Clark, Hospital phone seveial physicians
to patiem, with diagnosis

Martin, and

nurse present) ,

Mogielnicki, 1975 .

Morley and University of Laboratory Variations of face. Subjects ,.,'0 mink' t: Dye Industrial negotiation', .

Stephenson11969 Nottingham experiment to.face and tele. .ss problem i

phone' 1

Morley and 'University of ,Laboratory Variations of face. Subject:

Stephenson, 1970 r rNottingharn experiment to.f ace and tele.

phone

.t'.) minutes ci

Mowbray and Johns Napkin! Theoretical All sensory modes

Geohard, 1961 University analysis

re

industrial negotiatiz

,problern

Varied

M...4b?' .

ffrO,

275

Field te Video 1,00:: .litiects (Patients)

1976 Bell Laboratn'ies, Survey Inuestor Video conferencing

'AT&T mires)

21 senior and middle level personnel 10 video coil. Grog .'"

sampled from all users of video system at ferences ovr

bell Labs (represents 7 different user groups) last year

Telediagnosi

Committee.likeico

ordination; infdrrn .

ation exchange

Gellman and Johns Hopkins Laboratory Various combine.. 120 subjects (male undergraduates at Brief Dyad: Simple problem

Chaonnis, 1974 University experiment tions of teletype, Johns Hopkins University)
solving

handwriting, type-

writing, video, audio,

and facelo.f ace

Panko, Pye, and Stanford Research 'Technology Video; audio; tele.

Hough, 1976 Institute and Com. assessment . phone

munications Studies

Group

Varied Office decentralizi

tion

Park, 1975 Alternate Media Literature review; Video

Center theoretical analysis

Varied Varied Medical pro. '9enote diagnosis

fessinnals to

patient

Penner and

Hawkins , 1971

'Laboratory

experiment

Face.to.f ace;

audio

Sublects Brief Dyads Giving orders

143
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Citation
Organizational

. affiliation
Type Of study

Medium (ial

used

.

Number.and type of participants
Length of

media usage

Conferencing
purposeW of

arrangements
conferencing usage

Wilson, 1974 Communications

Studies Group

Theoretical analysis;

comparison with ex-

perimental findings

_ _ _

Wish, 1975 Bell Laboratories Survey (question.

nairul

Picturephone®;

telephone; face.

to-face

Kddle and senior level personnel

,

Varied Varied Varied

Woodde,

Caws, and

Buck, 1971

Bell Northern

Research

Laboratory

experiment

Speakerphone;

faceilof ace ; Project

91 videophone

36 engineers from Bell Northern Research Brief , Dyads Resource allocation

Young, 1974a Communications .

Studies Group.

Laboratory

experiment

Audio; television;

face.to.face

36 subjects (18 students as interviewees,

18 experienced interviewers)

,.

Brief Dyads

'

Simulated interview

for civil service ern.

ployment

Young, 1974b COmmunications

Studies Group

Laboratory

experiment

Face.toface;

audio

48 subjects

a

Brief . Dyads Arguing opposite

points of view on

social issues

Zinn, 1977

_

University of

Michigan

Case study Computer-based

teleconferencing

Over 100 students and faculty, primarily

at University of Michigan '

Varied Multipoint Professional com

muniution; adjunct

to face.to.f ace con-

vention; courses

Zinn, Parnes,

and Hench, 1976

University of

Michigan

Case study Computer.based

teleconferencing

About 50 students and faculty at University

of Michigan

Several

months

Multipoint Courses; faculty

meetings
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A CATALOG OF REPRESENTATIVE SYSTEMS

FOR TELECONFERENCING

In the last 10 years, many organizations in the United States, Great

Britain, Canada, Australia, Japan, and other parts of the world have begun

to experiment with teleconferencing systems. While this catalog is not a

complete inventory of these systems (stch an inventory would be out-of-date

almost immediately), it does summarize some typical approaches to telecon-

ferencing. Each of the 36 entries lists the name of a system or the'

organization supporting it, together with an address for additional infor-

mation. Also, a summary of the technical capabilities and the experience

to date is given whenever it is available.

It is quite important.to make a distinction between "multisite" sys-

tems, which support conferences among at least three locations, and "two-

site" Systems, which only link two sites at any given time (although the

systems may have several-operating sites). All computer-based systems
15

cited here support multisitconferences; so do 9 of the audio systems;

but only 5 out of 19 of the video systems are multisite systems.

It is also important to distinguish among systems which are still ex-
\

perimental and have not been\offered to real7world users, systems that are.
\

currently, in active use, and Systems which have been discontinued (these

axe included here only to provide a historical perspective).

If we consider only, those syStems
i

which support multisite oonferenc-

_ g and are currently operational (designated by a dot before the entry),

we find 5 video systems-, 8 computer systems, and 8 audio systems.

15
We have excluded from our survey all compUter-based systems for "elec-

tronic mail," which only support delayed interac4on, as well as the direct
point-to-point "links" offered by some computer networks.
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VIDEO TELECONFERENCING SYSTEMS

AUSTRALIAN POST OFFICE (Australia, two-site, operational)
Contact: Telecom Australia Research Labs, 59 Lt. Collins St., Melbourne,

Victoria 3000, Australia

In 1969, the Australian Post Office began experimenting in Melbourne with
two conference rooms one mile apart.. Meetings were found to be routine and
frequent, and in 1972, a third studio was added in Sydney. Six participants
can be accommodated at each of the studios, using two cameras for viewing
the conferees and one for graphics. Two monitors display the incoming sig-
nal, with three pal-ticipants on each screen. There is no self-view unless
the chairman switches manually tc this mode.

BANKERS TRUST COMPANY (United States, two-site, discontinued)
Contact: Bankers Trust Company, 280 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10017

This system was similar to the previous one in both design and use. It
was limited to two conference locations. It operated between 1963 and
1968, when it was determined to be too costly.

BELL CANADA (Canada, two-site,. operational)
Contact: Special'Services, Bell Canada, 620 Belmont, Room 1020, Montreal,

Quebec, Canada

The Bell Canada-Conference Television system has four studios. At present,
only two-site connections are possible, although simultaneous conferences
among two pairs of studios can be supported. The main cameras have a fixed
focus. A graphics camera (overhead) and a display camera (tripod) are also
available. Three of the studios accommodate nine persons, and one studio
seats six people.

One evaluation based on questionnaire responses indicates a high level of
satisfaction among users, although, compared to face-to-face, the meetings
were judged less "active" and less-friendly." A market study indicated
.that users were concerned over confidentiality and overall picture quality.

1.63



Bell Canada's portable
video system

BELL LABS (United States, two-site, operational)

Contact: Bell Laboratories, Murray'Hill, NJ 07974

This j a private video conferencing system operating between Murray Hill

and Holmdel, New Jersey. Usage began in 1967, primarily for experimental

purposes. Five cameras are used (three focused on parrticipants, one over- .

,view camera, and one overhead graphic camera) within each room. Four moni-

tors are available, three of which show the remote studio while the fourth

displays the local studio. One of the conference rooms seats nine persons;

the other, six. The cameras are activated by voice, with "cough but'ons."

It is reported that the system works best for committee-type discussions and

is perceived as more satisfactory than telephone and face-to-face for regu-

lar communication and the exchange of information.

BRITISH COLUMBIA TELEPHONE (Canada', two-site, experimental)

Contact: 'Trans Canada Telephone, 160 Elgin, Ottawa, Ontario K1G 3J4,

Canada

This system was developed experimentally by British Columbia Telephone to

assess the marketability of video conferencing in 1973.'.The two-studio

system was intended for use by the business community. The conference rooms,
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located in Vancouver and Victoria, were simply designed, and technical equip-
ment was unobtrusive. One camera was used to view all four participants,
with one monitor showing the incoming signal and one monitor showing the
local room. In addition, a graphics transmission monitor was provided. Two

desk microphones provided the audio channels.

Because of the experimental nature.of the system, off-camera observers were
seated in the conference room with monitors directly in front of them. Dur-
ing the six-week experiment, it was found that situations involving a large
group at either station decreased:the need for two-way visual communication.
In particular, one-way transmission was sufficient for.classroom-type situa-
tions. There was a definite learning curve: those who used the system over
longer periods were less distracted by it and participated More freely.

CONFRAVISION (Great Britain, multisite, operational)
Contact: Post Office, Telecommunications Headquarters, 207 Old Street,

London EC1V 9PS, England

Confravision began in 1967 as an internal link between two offices operated
by the British Post Office. It has now expanded to include six sites in

five U.K. cities. The system can accommodate three-studio conferences, with
up to five participants at each studio. Within the studio, a single camera

is used in one of two positions: a full group view or a close-up view of
three participants. The camera positions are controlled by the chairperson
or secretary. The system is completely open; neither microphones nor camera
are voice-switched. A camera mounted on the ceiling transmits graphics.

User reaction to Confravision has reportedly been favorable although usage
has lagged behind the projected level. The medium has been judged best
for tasks that do not involve personal matters or depend on personalities
(such as selling or bargaining).

DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT (Great Britain', twosite, discontinued)
Contact: Department of the Environment, London, England

This system was constructed in late 1972 to.link two offices in London.
Although its availability was widely known, it received very limited use
during its first trial period of one year. Most of the criticisms centered
on the inability to display charts and maps, whirh are an integral part of
the Department's work. Further concern was expressed over the formal atmos-
phere of the system. Junior executives felt uneasy about asking senior
personnel to parti- ipate.
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DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY (United States, two-site, operational)
Ccntact: Gordon Lee, Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan 48640

As a result of rising travel costs, Dow decided to install a video system
in 1974 to link facilities in Michigan and Texas. Two conference rooms
were linked at a reported cost of over $1.million. The rooms resemble tele-
vision studios, using mobile cameras (with cameramen), a director, and an

engineer. All cameras are equipped with zoch- lenses, and the system handles
slides, graphics, and blackboard presentations. It has full-color capabil-

ity.

ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATIONS LABORATORIES (Japan, two-site, experimental)
Contact: Electrical_Communications Lab, Nippon Telegraph & Telephone

Corporation, Musachino-shi, Tokyo, 180, Japan

In 1973, the Nippon Telephone & Telegraph Company established this experi-
mental, private video System with five conference studios. In each studio,
three monochromatic cameras display the conferees, and four monitors show
the local and .the remote locations. The system has been well received'and
regularly used. Technical problems occur routinely, but none have been

serious.

ERDA VISUAL CONFERENCE SYSTEM (EVCS) (United States, two-site, operational)

Contact: Bob Louis, Division of Communication and Computer Operations,:
U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration, Washington,
DC 20545

Connecting ERDA offices in downtown Washington, DC, and Germantown, Maryland
(about 20 miles apart), this system is leased from AT&T and is similar to
the Picturephone0Meeting Service. It began operation in the spring of
1976 and may eventually be linked.to other ERDA centers around the United
States. Initial evaluations have been positive, and the system has been
used quite heavily.

FIRST NATIONAL CITY BANK (United States, two-site, discontinued)
Contact: First National City Bank, 399 Park Avenue,-New_Yorkr-NY 10022

In the early sixties, this bank moved key executives to a new-location
within New York City and felt it was critical to retain immediate access '

-to the Wall Street office. Four conference rooms were-set up, each usingla
fixed camera displayingNall the partibipants at a rectangular table. Two
monitors and two long-reach microphones-were installed at the end,of the
room. A graphics camera was positioned near the chairman in an oVerhead
Position. This system was!one of-'the earliest attemptS at video conferenc-
ing. It was finally abandoned due to high costs, although use was regular.
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NATIONkL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION (NASA) (United States, multi-
site, operational)
Contact: John Chitwood, Code 951, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbel

MD 20771

NASA'is certainly one of the most experienced teleconference users. This
video system (including a facsimile-sending capability) links the Ames
Research Center in California with the Goddard Space Flight Center in
Maryland and the Lewis Research Center in Ohio. The system uses the Commun-
ications Technology Satellite. This test is being evaluated for technical
performance and teleconferencing effectiveness.

40 NEW YORK METROPOLITAN REGIONAL COUNCIL (United States, multisite, opera-
tional)
Contact: Metropolitan Regional Council, One World Trade Center, New York,

NY 10023

This system, known as MRC, was introduced in 1969 but did not become opera-
tional until 1974. It is used primarily for continuing education, personne
management, and purchasing. Nine studios in county seats around New York
City are equipped with a monitor and remotely controlled camera. All sig-
nals from these remote locations are received and transmitted by a central
studio located at the World Trade Center. If more than two sites are ac-
tive, a split-screen technique is used. The audio system is open, allowing
for free interruptions. A request-to-talk button at each studio can also
be used to seek recognition.

The system appears to have been well received and is presently in use. Mosi

programming, however, is in'the broadcast mode, originating from the World
Trade Center Headquarters. There have been problems related to backup sys-
tems, split-screen effects, and tranmission of visual aids.

The MRC system
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NEW YORK TELEPliONE COMPANY (United States, two-site, operational)

Contact: New York Telephone Company, Two World Trade Center, New York,

NY 10048

This video system was established in 1966 for internal management purposes.

Four regional headquarters are connected (three in New York City and one in

Albany) . Each room has three cameras: one displays the conferees; one

focuses on the blackboard or the easel; and an overhead camera shows graphics.

A single microphone is used,

NIPPON STEEL WORKS (Japan, multisite, operational)

Contact: Yawata Steel Works, Nippon Steel Company, Yawata, Japan

Three conference rooms are available, each of which useS three cameras to

display participants, a blackboard, and graphics. The 7-;stem ir tr... be

heavily used by managers at all 3 3c in5, wh 1.0 to 30 miles apart.

NIPPON TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH (Japan, two-site, operational)

Contact: Nippon Telephone and Telegraph, 1-6, Uchisaiwai-cho 1-Chome,

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan

This system is an outgrowth of the experimental SYstem described above.

Commercial service began in 1976 between Tokyo and Osaka. Three color

cameras display the conferees: two group camera5 show three participants

each. A chairman's camera can provide close-ups of any participant. A

blackboard camera also provides visual capabilities for presentations, and

three overhead cameras show graphics. Two monitors show the remote room,

and two side monitors show the local room. High-speed facsimile equipment

is also provided. The rate charged for use of the system is $400/hour.

Although still in its initial stages, the system has .been used for 11 paid

commercial conferences during the period from May to October 1976.
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0 OMAHA VETERANS HOSPITAL (United States, multisite, operational)
COntact: Director, CCTV, Omaha Veterans Hospital, Omaha, NE .68105

Originally.undertaken in 1970, this system is used for both teaching and
diagnostics. Nine institutions are linked together through a central loca-
tion which controls the audio-video signal during multisite conferences.
All groups can then'hear all other groups. The video signal is controlled
by an operator at the central location and manually.switched to the remote
studios. Thus, any conferee can be heard at all times, but orly one video
signal is received, at the operator's discrticn.

Users revort that the sys--. time LI esteci,...11v s±ui for'faculty-
student relat. Diac _stic discussions via the.medium seem to be effec-
tivL,.

PICTUREPHONE® MEETING SERVICE (United States, two-sitt>. operational)
-Contact: Visual Communications Services, AT&T, 295 North Maple Avenue,

Basking Ridge, NJ 07920

The Picturephone0allows interaction among any two of the studios installed
by AT&T in San Francisco, Chicago, NeW York, and Washington, DC. Cameras
are voice-switched, showing two persons at.a time at a table seating six.
An overview of the whole group can be transmitted at the wi'1 -I the chair-
person or automatically if no one is speal:! -!c!re c station
fordOcuments and a facsi7-' disp_Lay area for
larger charts a 151 . ac:-.:es,siblQ with a tripod camera. Individual
microphones are used.
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WESTINGHOUSE COMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE TEST (United States, two-

site, ooerational)
Contact: Herb Nunnally, Westinghouse Electric Company, P.O. Box 1693,

Mail Stop 973, Baltimore, MD 21203

Westinahouse is currently testina a video conferencing link between Baltimore,

Maryland, and Lima, Ohio, using a siri which is sent over the Communica-

tions Technology Satellite. One of its unique characteristics is the use
of Advent@video projectors to cast a 4x6-foot image of participants at the

remote'locations (the room needs to be darkened to do thi Six persons

(-.11 be in each studi-,, wlth thre ca:ItTra at a given time. There are two

cametas in each studio. The system is being evaluated in

terms of ootential cost savings over travel and performance/reliability.
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CO:TUTER TELECONFERENCING SYSTEME

4D COMPUTER-MEDIATED INTERACTION (Canada, multisite, operational)
Contact: Bell Canada/BNR, 620 Belmont Street, Montreal, Canada

Three levels of CMI have been tested by Bell Canada and Bell Northern
Research. The first one was an adaPtation of the DISCUSSION system of the
Office of Emergency Preparedness. The second one was an internal prototype.
The third one was released for evaluation by selected groups in early 1976.
This '. third system uses a minicomputer (PDP 11/40) and allows users to
participate in a "global" mode, a "notebook" mode, and an "edit" mode which
permits insertions, deletions, and reformatting. An internal review has
been performed, but no information has been released on actual usage or per-
formance.

CalFER (Great Britain, multisite, operational)
Contact: National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middlesex, T111 OLW,

England

This private system runs on a PDP 11/40 at the National Physical Laboratory
in England. The chairman of a conference has total authority to edit mes-
sages, reorder them, or delete them before they are seen by others or become
part of the public record.-

CONFER, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS (United States, multisite, experimental)
Contact: George Carter, Department of Electrical Engineering, University

of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801

Begun in 1973 at the University of Illinois, this program is part of the
"PLATO system on a CYBER-73 computer. The original idea was to extend computer-
assisted instruction to community participation,and group discussions. It
is not used significantly due to local computer constraints.

CONFER, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN (United States, multisite, operational)
Contact: Robert Parnes or Karl Zinn, CRLT, 109 East Madison, Ann Arbor,

MI 48104

This conferencing system is written in Fortran and runs on an IBM 370 com-
puter on the MERIT computer network within the State of Michigan, as well as
on TELENET. It is used for university committee meetings, group discussions,
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and some classes. The system is similar in structure to Partyline and Dis-

cussion and has options for various forms of structured interaction and

voting.

ELECTRONIC INFORMATION EXCHANGE SYSTEM (United States, multisite, operational)

Contact: Murray Turoff, New Jersey institute of Technology, 323 High Street,

Newark, NJ 07102

Design and implementation of this system began in 1975 using an Interdata

7/32 minicomputer available through TELENET. There are four distinct com-

munications structures: (1) a message system which allows the user to

address any individual, group of indiviftuals, or the system itself (messages

disappear about two weeks after delivery); (2) a conferencing system which

includes the capability for any user to set up a temporary conference and

invite others to join it; (3) notebooks which are 50 pages of private

storage/text development and editing space allocated to each user; and (4)

an online bulletin or minijournal for each group on the system. Use is

restricted to small scientific communities engaged in a common research

specialty area or to other experimental/research uses in scientific, engin-

eering, and technical fields, as approved by the Division of Science Infor-

mation of the National Science Foundation.

GENERAL CONFERENCING SYSTEM (Canada, multisite, status uncertain)

Contact: Bert Liffmann, c/o I. P. Sharp, 145 King West, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada

This system runs on an IBM 370/155 on the I. P. Sharp Network and began

operations from Ottawa in 1974. Participants were located within the United

States and Canada. Initial research was sponsored by the Canadian Govern-

ment, with maior use by the Department of Health and Welfare.

INFOMEDIA (United States, multisite, operational)

Contact: Jacques Vallee, 430 Sherman Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306

This organization is the first corporation formed in the United States for

the purpose ok marketing computer conferencing systems. It is developing

several lines of products, including: TOPICS, which is a program develop-Er-

jointly with Control Data Corporation, runs on CDC 6600 computers, and

serves as a general-purpose electronic mail and conferencing system; NOTEPAD,

which is oriented toward disseminated task forces and integrates file manage-

ment and information retrieval. It is also making the PLANET system avail-

able commercially under 1i:cense from the Institute,for the Future. The

company began operations in 1976 and plans to offer future systems on dedi-

cated minicomputers.



MINT (Canada, mulzisite, operational)
Contact: Craig Taylor or Hugh Pett, Nonmedical Use of Drugs Directorate,

Department of Health and Welfare, 365 Laurier Street West, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada KlA 1B6

MINT is-a.management information system for the Nonmedical Use of Drugs Direc-
tcrate. It has message switching and conferencing capabilities. Message-
switching is the ccmmunications capability used most frequantly, with some
informal conferences also taking placP over the system. The program is
written in Fortran for an Interdata 732 computer and operates on the Com-
share computer network 'n Canada.

PARTYLINE AND DISCUSSION (United States, multisite, operational)
Program taae available as "DEP Conferencing System" from: National Tech-

'nical information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield,
VA 22151

Authors: Rod Renner and Murray Turoff

Developed at the Office of Emergency Preparedness '(now Federal Preparedness
Agency, GSA), these systems were designed for synchronous (real-time) and
asynchronous (delayed) communication. The program is now available pub-
lically through NTIS and is.currently in use at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison and other locations. It includes the ability to poll participants
as well as support open-ended discussions. It operates on a Univac 1108
computer.

PLAN= (United States, multisite, operational)
Contact: Institute for the Future, 2740 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park,

CA 94025

This system is the successor to the experimental FORUM program offered tO
selected APPANET_users in 1973. -PLANET-1 was first introduced on TYMNET
in 1974 and PLANET-2 was offered on TELENET in 1976. Both versions are
assembly-language programs for PDP-10 computers. Users can perform selec-
tive reviews, save and submit text files, and send public, private, or
anonymous meesages within any number of conferences. In addition, PLANET-2
allows voting and feedback of responses, including probability elicitation.

An evaluation effort using monitor statistics and questionnaires is in
progress under support from the National Science Foundation. FORUM and
PLANET have been heavily used at NASA,,ERDA, USGS-, Kettering Foundation,
and by groups in Europe. A version of this program is also in operation
at Information Sciences Instituto.
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0 RESOURCE INTERRUPTION MONITORING SYSTEK (RIMS) (Uniter States, multisite,.
,

operational) ,

Contact: tRich Scivetti, Crisis Management Division, Federal Office of
Preparedness, GSA Building, 18th and F Streets, NW, Washington,

DC 20405

The computer conferencing systems developed by Murray Turof are now a part

of RIMS, a.system for monitoring national crises (e.g., fuel availability).

Ten regional centers are connected continuously and called into full opera-

tion during crisis periods. Also; analytic programs are Available to pro-

vide further input to decisions.



AUDIO TELECONFERENCING SYSTEMS

BANK OF AMERICA (United States, two-site, opera4onal)
Contact: Bank of America Center 555 California Street, San Francisco,

CA 94104

Designed primarily for senior managem at use, this system places the par..,
ticipants in a "boardroom" environment, with a h*gh-q.u4ity link between
San Francisco and Los Angeles. The equipment is unobtrusive, and the system .

is highly successful, acckding to evaluations. It is used primarily for

regularly scheduled meeting.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS (Canada, multisite, operational)
Contact: Communication Research Center, P.O. Box 11490, Shirley Bay,

Station H, Ottawa, Ontario K2H 8S2,/Canada

Six conference rooms are.connected by this s steM, with four microphones
in each room. Voice.!switching is included, ithout speaker identification
or wish-to-talk buttons. Some dissatisfact+on wjth this system (first
established in 1974 as an ejetension of an eexlier point-to-point arrange-
dent) can be traced to problems with the .4ice-switching.

DEPARTMENT OF INDIAN AND.NORTHERN AFFAIR (Canada, multisite, operational)
Contact: Department of Indian and Nort,ern Affairs, Ottawa, Canada

-This organization uses.a-voice-switche syStem, with two microphones in each
of the three,conference rooms.' All coiiferees can be simultaneouslY con-
nected. The system has been reasonabl successful although problems have
occurred with the voice-switching. This system is significant as.a response
tothe need for a substitute to uncomfortable winter travel in Canada ani:
unreliable mail service.

EDUCATIONAL TELEPHONE NETWORK (United States, multisite, operational)
Contact: Lorne Parker, Division of Educational Corrulunications, University

of Wisconsin-Extension, Madison, WI 53706

The Educational Telephone Network was initiated in 1965 to support remote
teaching. rIt iS a dedicated network which connects 200. locations. Each.of

these locations uses a Darome (Harvard, Illjnois) Edu-Com portable, self-
i:ontained audio unit. These.units consist one large speaker and four
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manually switched microphones. The cost of the system is said to be LS
cents per student contact hour, including rental of the telephone system

and payment and maintenance of station equipment. Up to 25,000 stu6ents

use the system per year.

fao ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADKNISTRATION :-1tDA) (United States, multi-

site, operational)
Contact: JesSe Pate, Division of Communications and Computer Operations,

U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration, Washington,

DC 20545,

ci
Tested in the fall of 1976, this system operates from about 10 locations'
around the United States. Bell 50-A type equipment is used, along with

fadilities for sending facsimile copies. The syStem is available within

ERDA'on a dial-up basis.

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (United States, multisite, operational)

Contact: GSA Headquarters, 18th and'F Streets, NW, Washington, DC 20405

The GSA abdio sy.5,tem was promoted as an outgrowth of the "energy crisis" and

is used to connect the regional headquarters of the organization. Eleven

locations are linked through Washington, DC, permitting multisite confer-

ences or the system may be used directly when point-to-point communication

is desired. Overhead microphones with voice-switching capabilities are used

with the standard phone set. A muting button allows the conferees to have

private conferences while still online.

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION (United States, multisite,
operational)
Contact: NASA Headquarters; 600 Independence Avenue, SE, Washington,

DC- 20003

The NASA audio system now connects 18 rooms with the capability to add 15 .

more. Both portable 50-A units and structured conference rOoms have been.

used since the Apollo project for conducting of technical. meetings. Over-

'head microphones are provic-21; these are voice-switched and have "cough
,buttons." .All centers also offer easy access to high-speed facsimile trans-

mission. The use of the system is generally confined-to management personnel
for regularly scheduled meetings.

QUEBEC AUDI CONFERENCING SYSTEM (Canada, multisite, operational)

Contact: ele-Universite, 2875 Boulevard Laurier, Ste-Foy, Quebec G1V 2M3,

'Canada

QUACS is an audio conferencing system which uses standard telephone equip-

ment (50-4). Up to seven locations can he interconnected through a central
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control system at any olio time. In this arrangement, there are no special
Conference studios. The Bell 50-A sets can be Cànnected anywhere. There
-*are special conference circuits, howev,?r, operated from a console controlled
by the university's telephone operator. The Cost is $150 per conference.

Evaluation has been positive, indicating that audio conferences were shorter,
more husiness-like, and more formal than face-to-face meetings. The system
'is now well established and is used routinely in the administration of the
campus.

TELECENTP:. ,(France, multisite, operational)
Contact: Mr. B.. Lefevre, 15 rue Chardon Lagache, 75016 Paris,....Zralice

This system began operation in ParisHand_is-Sthe-duled_to be in 17 cities by
the end of 1978. It includes facsimile service and a COMPUter-lcontrolled
booking System for making reservations. Each Telecentre is designed for up
to six participants and will include a "Telesecretariat" which will provide
secretarial service remotely.

TELECOM-AUSTRALIA (Australia, multisite, experimental)
Contact: Telecom-Australia Research Labs, 59 Lt. Collins.Street, Melbourne,

Victoria 3000, Australia

This experimental audio conferencing arrangement uses an open microphone
yith some speakers transmitted:at higher audio levels than the rt.st of the
/group. g minicomputer is used,to signal whichspeaker. has the floor with a
green light next to the person's name; an orange light indicates who wishes

/ to speak. In addition, the computer keeps usage statistics.

U.K. CIVIL SERVICE: REMOTE MEETING TABLE (Great Britain, two-site, opera-
tional)

Contact:. Tolecommunications DiVision, Civil Service Department, Riverwalk
House, Millbank, London S.W.1., England

The U.K. Civil Service's RMT system began in 1972 aS an outgrowth of exper-
imentation by the Communications Studies Group. Presently, 11 sites areN

.

connected, with 7 studios in London and 1 each in EdinbUrgh, Glasgow,
Manchester, and Norwich. A central site in London enables any paj,..r of
studio's to be connected.

Each RMT unit.has six microphones and seven loudspeakers, six of which "cor-
respond".to the microphones on the distant RMT. Although all microphones.at
both RMTs are continuously open, all speech is switched to the loudspeaker
representing the microphone from which the strongest signal emanates. The
person who speaks loudest at each RMT is thereby identified; indicators on
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the corresponding microphone and on the distant loudspeaker are illuminated.

If no one is,speaking sufficiently loudly, all speech is directed to the

'seventh loudspeaker.(central) on the distant RMT.

RMTs are now being manufaCtured by Plessey; the Civil Service network is

about to be extended, and'other organizations are about to install terminals.

Later versions manufactured by Plessey will permit multisite operation.

UNION TRUST COMPANY (United States, two-site, operational)

Contact: Union Trust Company, 300 Main Street, Stamford, CT 06901

In 1972, the New Rural Society Project, an.organization funded by the

Department of Housing and Urban Development; set up an experimental audio

system between two branches of this Connecticut bank. Speakerphones,

single-channel audio,- multiple-channel audio, and steieo were tested. The

stereo system was found to be the most effective.. Each room seats 12 to.14

conferees, with plug-in microphones at the table. Graphic Material is.sent

by.facsimile transmission. The system costs about $400 per month to

operate.
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